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THE PAN AMER CAN 
October 1, 1975 Edinburg, Texas Vol. XXIV No. 6 
38 Senatorial Candidates 
Competing For Vacant Seats 
Thirty.eight student 
are running to !ill a 41 
seat vacancy in the 
Pan Anl student senate. 
Polls open at 9 a.m. 
and will remain open 
lllltil 4:30 .m. t.oday. 
Th polls are in front 
of the Snack Bar En-
gineering Building: the 
Library and the Science scHooL oF eoucAT,oN E 
Building. Studen must ·dinburg-Rose Marie 
have their student m•s Edinburg- Maria (~osie) Sanchez: "I am 
to vote at any of the Dolores Hernandez: ''l smcer ly loolong for. 
four polling places. feel I am quaJjfied be- ward to getting involved 
cause I have been at P AU and student 
Student senate can• involved in student JOvernment in my opin-
didate by school government, and I am 10n off the best 
hometown residence: aware of th responsi- opportunity for such in-
name and personal biliti s I have as a volement." 
comment ar ; senator." Edinburg- Ruben 
Regents Postpone 
Beer Sales 
The Pan American 
University Board of 
Regents has o tponed 
its decision concerning 
the sale of beer on the 
PAU campus until 
ovember. 
In a board meeting 
Sept.. 27, two regents 
expressed opposition of 
beer being sold on 
campus. 
Dr. Joe May of Edin-
burg and Bill Parker of 
Houston, chairman of 
the board, pressed 
opposition to any type 
of beer sal . Said 
Parker, "We are running 
a wiiversity not a beer 
joint . ., 
Acco?ding to Dr. 
Ralph Schilling an in-
vestigation is being con-
ducted on univenities 
approximately the size 
of Pan Am to det ?mine 
the manner of operation 
of beer sales on t.h ir 
respective campuses. 
Schilling added that 
the University of Tex.as 
at Austin and the Uni• 
versity of Houston are 
the onJy two state 
hools allowing such 
sales on campus at he 
present time. 
In a tudent poll 
conducted during tall 
registration 1,324 
udents favored beer 
being sold against 967 
opposing it sale. 
A decision on the 
matter will be forth-
Decision 
coming at the next 
board of regents meet-
ing in Euinburg on 
ov.12. 
On other matte 
S hilljng commended 
the PAU faculty for 
teaching in an "over-
load" situation due to 
the 15 per cent increased 
enrollment. 
He told the board 
that the average size 
class at Pan Am is 
31.7 students as com-
pared to th 27 .2 a 
year ago. 
A t,otal of 53 part-
time instructor,s has 
been employed tills year 
to help teach the 8,230 
students enrolled for 
the fall semester classes. 
Schillin~ told the board 
that all available class-
room space is being 
us~ Monday through 
Fnday from 8 a.m. until 
4 p.m. with 1,522 class 
sections of instructton 
being utilized. 
He not d that with 
the completion of the 
new Libe.ral Arts Build-
ing and Leaming Re-
source enter, the 
campus will have space 
for 7 ,500 students, 
approximately 730 
under the present status. 
If the high enroll-
ment tTend continues 
during the pring 
semester, starting io 
January, the university 
has about $200,000 in 
reserve to pour into 
extra teaching salaries, 
plained S hilling. 
Members of the 
board al o voted to 
authorize the atlmini-
. stration to apply for a 
&tate corporate charter 
to establish a non-p fit 
education foundation at 
Pan Am rican Unjversity. 
.. Dr. Schilling said the 
corporatton is being 
organized to advance 
education through fi-
nancial support by the 
improvement of its re-
areb.. teach mg, 
holarshlp and phy ical 
facilities. 
The foundation will 
also sor cit and r eiv • 
hold manage, invest 
and control property 
and will use all or 
any part of corporation 
assets for the benefit 
of PAU. 
The cor1 oration is t.o 
!1e known as the Pan 
A,7terican University 
Foundation, Inc.. and 
will be non .profit. 
Appoin d as dir ·~or 
of the yet-to-b . 
approve<J foundaLion 
'E'RE SE IOUS • T THI .' - is wh t meml er of the PAUSA 
election comm,ttee seem to be saying. Lef LO ri bt are ' ~die Perez Pete 
Llano .l elia ,o ea, Sam Diaz, cha.irman 1 and l1 nry JcElmurrv. Elections 
were R • rents , lorris 
Atlas nnd Ruben 
continu through today at location:; urouno campus. · 
nrdenas. both of 
kAJlen, and r-.Ioi es 
Vela o[ Harling n. 
Camacho Ramriez: "I 
feel that with my posi-
tion as a clerical per• 
sonnel, helping people 
with their problems in 
the Army f can do tb 
same with the stu-
dents." 
McAllen - Olga 
Charles: "l 'm for the 
betterment of tbe camp• 
t.&:3· You have to parti• 
c1pate and be active in 
affairs if you want 
things to chan e and be 
fair for everyone." 
lcAllen - Lalll'a E. 
Lozano: "I am seeking 
the office b cause I fe 11 
that in order to get 
something ac omplish 
you have to get inv l -
ed." 
McAllen-Ins Y olandll 
Ortiz: "I fe l that some 
things on campus need 
to b changed for the 
b tt rment of the ni-
versity and the stu• 
dents." 
Mission - Myrna 
Smith: "I have a mature 
attitude toward respon-
sibility of th office and 
desire a stronger voice 
in tudent affairs for 




Work is now under-
way in preparing the 
1976-76 edition of Pan 
Am's & uden direc-
tory, according to run 
Oclstrcil, dir ·tor or 
purchasing. 
Odstrcil said those 
tudents who do not 
\\--ish to have their 
nam s pubhshed in t.ht! 
directory shouJd get in 
touch with him at he 
Old Aclministration 
Building with t.he R g 
istrar•s Office as soon 
as possible. 
Oct. 15 i the dat 
O<lstreil is shoo~mg tor 
to have the directori 
out 01:1 campu . The clJ-
rectones will again b 
for sale in the Univer-
·ty Book. tor . TJ.e 
pric" has not y t b n 
d · ·i<led, accorchng to 
Oustrcil. 
Tlie fa ultv du c-
tocy, which will be an 
enLircl} separat · dir •. 
tory will also go out 
th ame day as th 
stuucml d1rcct ry. F.ac• 
ult direct.orit• an e 





YsasL '' I am working 
at the Library where 1 
get to meet people and 
help them out, and 
when I'm doing this I 
feel happy in helping 
others feel happy " 




Th re is a new and 
peculiar problem con-
nected with the Carnival 
of the Great Pumpkin; 
according to Debbie 
Thomas, vice president 
of University Center 
Program Council. This 
year, the carnival must 
be held on the Science 
Building parking lot. 
due to the construction 
of the new Libral Arts 
Building. 
. This cou~d be very 
unportant information 
for organizations which 
are planning to partici-
pate in the carrdval, 
Miss Thomas said. 
Rather than tents, each 
event must be hou in 
a free-standing building. 
Both applications 
may be picked up at tbe 
Univ ity Cen r 303, 
with the deadline for re-
turning them Oct. 10. 
There is a $5 charg per 
booth. The cam ival is 
planned for O L. 25. 
Ea h organization is 
asked to make three 
ch.oi e on their appli-
cation. Miss Th mas 
aid tho.L the booths will 
>e on a "first come 
first serv ' basis. Sh~ 
emphasized that organ-
izations should . pply 
early. 
Th re will b prizes 
awarded to participants 
based ou originality and 
design, according to 
Jessie ;\nioJa. U PC 
commit e chru.rp rson. 
here will be $100, $50 
and $25 priz s fo 
entert.runm nt booths! 
25 pnz for th b st 
food booth and a . 10 
prize for the hest 
c sLuml:!, he said. 
mol, add thal 
ther ,·ill b a h n·or 
f)m f •. t1val Ill onJII • 
Lion with Lhe carnival. 
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Letter 
To The Editor 
Th~ PAU stude!lt 
oygaruzation El Sol, 1s 
to be commended! 
Mainly through its 
efforts, the university 
and surrounding com-
munity were recently 
favored with two 
notbale events, com• 
memorating el diez y_ 
sies de septiembre, el 
clia de la independencia 
de Mexico de Espana. 
Mis saludes a el Dr. 
Hubert Miller y el Sr. 
Antonio Orendain por 
sus presentaciones. Que 
lastima que ni el UCPC, 
ni el Student Govern-
ment presentaron 
ningun program tocante 
esta ocasion importante. 
Shouldn't we strive to 
make this truly the 
University of all the 
Americas? 
Jaime M. ContTeras 
Spe4'ch Lab Open 
The speech labora-
tory in the Fine Arts 
Building 133 is now 
open on MWF .from 2 
to 4 p.m. _ivith Miss 
Cherry Wriglit, # speech 
and hearing therapist, in 
charge. Any students 
with speech problems 
should contact Miss 
Wright. 
The lab also is open 
on 'IT from 12:05 to 
1:30 p.m. for students 
with bilingual speech 
problems. Dr. Opal T. 
White, head of the 
Speech and Drama De-
partment, is in charge of 
this lab. 
For further informa-
tion call the speech 
office, 381-3581, or 
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At Pan Am 
Pill KAPS - Taking a break after sponsoring activities at the annual 
Delta Lake Picnic. Left to right are: Jaime Castenada, "Tote" Perez, Albert 
Garza, Fred Longoria, "Serpico," Sonny Villarreal, Alex Navarro and Hee 
Cruz. 
LAC Open For· Students 
''The -'.CAC is the If a student needs 
most important student t..itoring in something 
service on campus, "said that isn't being offered, 
Earl Frankenburger, he'll have to wait until 
coordinator of the two other students need 
Learning Assistance tutoring in the same 
Center. subject, then the LAC 
The LAC was organ- will provide a tutor. 
ized. in an effort to give Students who feel 
students and faculty an they need tutoring 
equal opportunity for should talk to their 
academic assistance in professor and obtain a 
referral sheet to the 
form of tutoring, he LAC. The referral sheet 
sai~oused mainlJl. in is not required but it 
is being coordinated. by 
Sylvia Lujan. She is at 
the University Cent.er 
111. Lupita Cantu is 
also available for coun-
seling in Office Building 
E. 
The tutors and their 
location are as follows: 
MATH 
B. Wllllema, 
Office Bulldlng E 209 
A. Sendllne, 
Off kl• Building E 210 
ENGLISH 
J. Ovelle, 
Office Bulldlng E 104 
Air Force ROTC at 
Pan American Univer-
sity will terminate in 
August, 1976, according 
to Lt. Col. Kenneth 
Richmond, professor 
and head of the ROTC 
detachment at P AU. 
According to 
Richmond, an estimated 
36 of present 185 
ROTC installations at 
colleges and universities 
in the United States will 
be closed by Sept. 1, 
1976. Another Texas 
school to lose its de-
tachment will be Sul 
Ross U Diversity in 
Alpine. 
In June of 1975, six. 
ROTC units were deac-
tivated, with six more 
to be deactivated in 
June of 1976. The Sul 
Ross detachment will 
close in June. Other 
units in the United. 
States have been put on 
probation by the Air 
Force. 
The Air Force has 
decided to eliminate the 
schools producing the 
fewest number of com-
missioned officers. By 
Sept. 1, 1976, Pan Am 
wilJ have graduated 
about 35 officers. 
Richmond said the 25 
remaining cadets in the 
PA U program will be 
given the opportunity 
to finish their work and 
receive commissions. Of 
this number, three 
cadets are women. No 
new cadets will be taken 
into the program at 
Pan Am, as freshman 
and sophomore level 
courses will no longer 
be offered, according 
to Richmond. 
Richmond and other 
regular Air Force 
officers and enlisted 
men currently assigned 
to the Pan Am program 
will receive duty else-
where. 
Instrumental in the 
closing of the 35 de-
tachments is the fact 
that there is no war at 
present and the Air 
Force doesn't need u 
many personnel aa 
during Viet Nam, 
Richmond pointed out. 
Also, there is a surplus 
of pilots in the Air 
Force, he added. would be most hetpful 
Office Builcline" , the for the student u he 
LAC was initiated on brought a referral sheet, 
Sept. 1. It has tutoring Frankenburger said. 
R. Sanchez, 
Southwick Hall 219 Small Bu,ine,, Coune Offered 
assistance in math, Counseling is part of 
history, government/ the activities of the 
English, biology ana LAC. Personal and 
chemistry. For each group counseling- are 
subject there is a full. available in academic, 
time graduate with a financial aid anti 
major degree and some personal problems. The 
peer tutors. _ _ _ co~seli~g p_art, o! LAC 
WlWAM P£1ER BlATTY'S 
THEEX0ROST 
ELLEN BUl6I'rN · MAX vON SYlXW · LEEJ CCeB 
KITTYW1NN JA(K~ JASON MlifR .. r.,..r..11 
. UN~ BI.AIR.si-· WccJbt-'w1Ll.lAN\ PEIERJltiID'_ 
~hl!,i,.0AhC--Giri,.,, e1>IRl...::=-.:.~--=-.. 1 
LAST DAY THURSDAY 
AT THE 
CENTURY OF EDINBURG 
Starts at 8 P .M. 
HISTORY 
R. Contrerat, 
Office Building E 108 
A non-credit course 
in management tech-
niques for small busi-
nesses is being offered 
at Pan Am on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays from 7 .9 
p.m. for seven weeks 
which began,_ last T'l!,es-
day. accorchn~ to Edna 
GOVERNMENT 
B. Beechum, 
Emllle Hall 208 
BIOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY 
L. Rodriguez 
Emllla Ha\l 207 
D. Marlacal 
Emlll• Hell 208 
lldu.D - HII IIOUlf91N~I---• 
..... u____.•• .._.,. _ .. 1111 
.... ...11uu.a ........ 
n NAN ----411 L CUU - 717,MI 
~~ 
CLIMIC5 






FT. WORTH, ·tE~AS 
OCTOBER 3, 4, 5, 1975 
Call B.S.U. 
for lull Information 
383-7491 
Villar, director of pro-
grams for the school of 
B,usiness. 
The Small Business 
Administration (SBA) 
and the Mexican-Ame-
rican Center for Eco-
nomic Development 
(MACED) am co-spon-
soring the seminars tfee-
of charge. 
Faculty and success-
ful community leaders 
in the fields of account-
ing, banking, insurance, 
law, marketing and fi-
nance will speak at the 
classes. 
0 0 0 



























Th■ Pan Am9rlc.1n ftudt'Ot 
n-apapar at Pen Amerlc:11n 
Unlva ... lty 11 publlthad by Stu• 
dent Publication•, EmlH• Hall 
100, phoM 381-2541, at Ed-
inburg, T•xa•, 78S39 ■■ch Wed• 
nffday aicc-i,t during uemln•• 
tlons and hofldav, undet 
Dr. Mike N91/ar•z. vie• preu-
d■nt for student ■ff ■lrt: end 
Harry Quint_ edvl110r. vr-, pr• 
aent..:t ere tno• of stude11t• and 
do not n■-•Hv reflect ttio .. 
of th■ unlvarshv edmlnllltfltlon. 
Subtcrlptlon prlc:e bv mall, $3 
• va■r . Conu-lbUtlonu,lld f tt•ra 
to th• odltor llhould ba "-!bmltt• 
ed by noon the J'rld■v before 
publication 8ott> may b• edit• 
ed. Latte oul n01 e,r=-d 
260 word• ,,.r,gth. 
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:*********** Newscope :::::::::::i 
Rodeo Club Gonzalez, director of filed a registration ap-
the program. plication or have voted 
The Pan American 
Rodeo Club will hold its 
first meeting Oct. 6, in 
UC 306 at 4 p.m. 
President Saul Sona 
invites any interested 
members to attend this 
special meeting. Plans 
for Carnival of the 
Great Pumpkin and the 
upcoming rodeo will be 
the main subjects of dis-
cussion, he said. 
Bilingual Ed 
All bilingual educa-
tion graduate and un-
dergraduate minors 
should contact the Bi-
lingual Studies office 
immediately for coun-
seling purposes. accoiv~ 
ing to Dr. George A. 
Dr. Gonzalez stresses m a primary or general 
that it is very important election since 1972. 
for each of the students .. E L 'b • 
to contact the office at n.rl . Znl If 
381-2671 to plan a pro- 1'he . Pan American 
gram of study. Uruvers1tY. Art Depart-
The office is at Edu- ment will SJ?O?~or . a 
cation Building 236. double art exhibition. m 
the Art Gallery, Fme 
Oct. 3 Deadline . ~n81~~~ O~\· l-t:e 
Oct. 3 is the deadline 
for registering to vote 
in the Nov. 4 election 
for the proposed consti-
tution of the State of 
Texas. 
A person must be 
registered with the Tax 
Assessor-Collector in 
the county to which 
they belong. 
Persons should not 
register if they are now 
registered. have recently 
gallery are from 9 a.m. 
to 4 p.m.. Monday 
through Friday. 
The first section of 
the show will include a 
special student art 
exhibit. This will in-
clude drawing, painting, 
ceramics and jewelry. 
The second section of 
the show will include 
the works of Bob 
Kapoun, a well known 
professional photogra-




is holding its annual 
student senate elections 
Tuesday, Sept. 30 and 
Wednesday, Oct. 1. 
Voting polls will be 
ope!lf from 9 a.m. witil 
4:30 p.m. at the follow-
ing locations: Library; 
University Circle A.tea; 
Engineering Walkway; 
Education Building and 
the Science Building. 
Student senatorial hope-
fuls will have a pep 
rally today at 12. 30 p.m. 
in the University Circle. 
Placement 
Interview 
Oscar Sarabia of the 
Houston Independant 
School District is on 
campus today looking 
for elementary educa-
tion majors and secon-
dary education majors 
for positions as chemis-
try, math and physics te 
teachers. 
A representative of 
US Marines is at the 
Snack Bar today to 
recruit those interested 
in joining the militacy. 
Texas lnstruments 
Inc. is looking for 
engineering related 
fields and chemistry 
majors. This company's 
recruiter, George 
Berryman will be here 
Oct. 2. Job locations are 
Students MUST show university. Questions 
their identification cards will be answered either 
in order to vote. Results through The Pan 
will be posted at the American or by person• 
student government aJ reply. If you have 
office, UC 314, Friday any questions~ the 
morning. PAUSA Action Line 
Ms. Shelia Gerson, a will tcy to ans~er them. 
lawyer and executive Student government 
director of TexPIRG is taking the initiative 
was on campus Sept. 25 to get Pan American 
and Sept. 26 discussing program, to announce 
the possibility of organ- all PAU Activities. The 
izing a Texas Public radio stations being 
Interest Research Group negotiated with are 
at Pan American. Ms. KBFM, KQXX, and 
Gerson will be back on KRIO. Any student 
campus Oct. 21•23. organizations, fratem-
There will be a meeting ities, sororities, faculty 
each day for those in- members and admiru-
terested in forming the strators who wish to 
local chapter of Tex- have any announce -
PIRG to discuss a ments aired should 
constitution, office notify the student 
th L ·st· f government -office at space, e ogi ics O 381-2661 or come b4. 
getting the local group 
started and possible re- University Center 31 . 
h · t M t· The faculty senate 
searc proJec s. ee mg met last week and de-
times and place will be cided to let a student 
announced later. representative sit in on 
The judicial branch the meetings. According 
of student government to Dr. Frederic VonEnd~ 
is also busy at work. president of the faculty 
Student Court Chief senate, a committee has 
Justice Richard Pena been created to look 
met with Associate into what type of re-
Justices Richard Chapa presentation students 
Jr., Ponce Duran and should have on the 
Bill Milligan to set up faculty senate. 
written guidelines and Student government 
procedures for contest- is looking into the pass-
ed elections. ibllity of having a 
PAUSA Action Line faculty member on the 
boxes are now placed student senate and will 
in the office of each set up a committee to 
school throughout the do likewise. 
1111101111111Dllll11111HIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIJlll1111Hllllllllllllllldlllllllllllltllllllll11111UlllllffiAllllllli Dallas, Houston, NEED 5 Sherman and Lubbock. a' 
T~as Instruments Inc. I 
will return Oct. 3. , § ~ 
Also on Oct. 3, a LE"' = 
Touche Ross and Com- I A LITT .i 
pany and Tenneco Inc. e !ii 
will be on campus inter- I ■ ii 
viewin__g accounting ma- 1_ jors. Corpus Christi and Houston are the job lo- (we gotta' lot!) 
cations for Toucbe Ross 
and Company. ~ 
More accountants are s 
being sought Oct. 6 ~ G E N T S & J E AN S1 
by the Price Waterhouse i NORTH TENTH AND HAR VEY 
Company. These ac- s NORTH OF HERB'S COLONIAL 
countants may work in g VILLAGE s 
Houston, Dallas or Ft. s ~ 
Worth § McAUEN = 
- . . • ~111111111111111111111111111111111m1111umm111111111111111111u111111111111111m1111111111111111111111111111u11ll'ii 
Flu Shou 
Flu shots are avail-
able for faculty and 
staff members at Pan 
Am on a voluntary 
basis for $2, according 
to Carol Chamblee~ 
health services coordi-
nator. 
The faculty and staff 
may get their shots on 
Monday or Wednesday 
afternoon, she added. 
Cheerleader 
Tryou,. 
Any student interest• 
ed in trying out for 
cheerleader should 
contact Mrs. Pennie 
Hutchins at Southwick 
Hall 104, or leave word 
with the secretary as 
soon as possible. ' 
Women'• Siudy 
"What Do Women 
Really Want?" is the 
topic for the first 
session of "Studies 
About Women" Oct. 7 
in the Pan Am Univer-
sity Ballroom. 
Or. Bert Levine and 
Ella Fay Hodges, will 
be speakers. 
The Pan American 
University Jaycees will 
meet every Monday at 
6 :3~ p.m. in the Uni-
verstty Center. The busi-
ness meetings will be on 
the third floor in a 
room ~o be designated, 
according to President 
Homer Gallegos. 
Who'• Who 
A committee of stu-
dents and faculty met 
last week to decide on 
students to receive the 
honor of WbQ's Who. 
. The COl\lQ11ttee · de-
<;_1ded on asking_ all stu• 
dent organizations to 
nominate two students 
to this hon or. Forms 
will be mailed to all 
organization on camp_us, 
ana Dean of Men 
Ricardo Chapa asked 
that orgahizations pick 
-up the fonns in the 
mail _pick-up room in 
the University Center 
second floor. • 
Poailion Filled 
A senior accounting 
mE1.jor now holds the 
job of chjef vouchering 
clerk for Pan American 
University. Mrs. Paula 
Ir--~---------------- Zepeda has been placed Students Insurance I in _t~e newly created position to t)erf Orm one 
Each PAU student is The coverage entitles of the dut1e~ of Mrs. 
covered by a limited in- each enrolled student to Gertrude Wr&ght, who 
~ce J?Olicy tor injur- death, dismemberment retired as bursar. 
1es sustained in attend- and lQss of sight bene-
ance at the unjversity fits up to $1,500 and Cor•ec•1·on 
according to Carol medical expenses in ex- • · " 
Chamblee, co-ordinator cess of $10 but up to 
of health service. The $750 if incurred for 
cost of the coverage is bodily injuries sustained 
included in the activity as described above. 
fee paid by each stu-
dent. 
Also included in the 
policy is coverage of in-
juries sustained in travel 
to or from school and 
also of supervised 
school sposnsored ac-
tivitif}s. 
Written notice of in-
jury must be completed 
within 20 days. Forms 
for this may be obtain-
ed at the Student 
Health Service Office, 







"TThe Sept. 17 issµe of 
'fie Pan American' 
erronously said that 48 
per cent of the students 
polled at the fall re~ 
tration favored the sale· 
of the PAU campus. 
The sentence should 
have read that 48 per 
cent of the students 
polled favored the sale 
of beer on the PAU 
campus. 
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Olympic Hopeful Attending Pan Am 
Juan Garza, Pan Am-
erican senior, majoring 
in art and physical ed-
ucation, hopes to qua-
lify to particil)ate in the 
Olympic trials in July, 
1976, in Eugene, Ore. 
"My greatest concern 
ia to get to the meets," 
said Garza, whose eli-
gibility for cross coun-
try competition is ex-
pired at Pan American, 
according to NCAA 
rules. "It is important 
for me to attena these 
out-of-state meets, yet 
they are somewhat ex-
pensive due to travel 
expenses," he said. "I 
want to enter seven 
more before the trails. 
and only two are in 
Texas: the Houston 
Marathon and the San 
Antonio Marathon. 
Garza won both Mar-
athons two years in a 
row. 
At the 197 4 S.an An-
tonio 26 mile marathon, 
Garza pulled his groin 
and stomach muscles, 
yet continued in the 
race to win by 15 min-
utes over bis closet op-
ponent with a time ol 
two hours, 30 minutes 
and 15 seconds. ''I 
missed qualifying in 
that race for the Olym-
pic trials by 15 
seconds," Garza said. 
Garza said that be has 
dis~overed through ex-
penence and talking 
with world class run-
ners, how to keee in top 
shape. 'We don t drink 
soft drinks for three 
days i:>rior to race day. 
The carbonated water 
affects the blood's ca-
pacity to carry oxygen 
to the muscles, which 
speeds up the chances 
'Mathchmaker' Cast Selected 
The cast has been 
chosen for "Mateh-
maker ," Pan American 
University's entry in the 
1975 American College 
Theatre competition. 
Sept. 19 there was a 
continuous stream of 
students flowing aro-und 
the bulletin board at the 
Speech and Drama de-
partment. They were 
waiting for the cast list 
to be announced for 
"Matchmaker." At 
10 a.m. the list was 
posted. lf there were 
any disappointments 
they were not in evi-
dence a:mong! those 
present. Congratulatory 
handshakes were the 
order of the day. 
"r was more tha.11 
pleased with the tryouts 
for the play, n said 
Director Dr. Marian M. 
Smith, Speech and 
Drama Department. 
.. There was a cheerful 
and enthusiastic re-
sponse from all of the 
students and I could 
tell that they had been 
working hard on the 
parts they hoped to 
get." 
"There is not a weak 
part in this play. All 
of the roles are de-
manding and they offer 
the players a showcase 
to really display their 
talents. The public will 
recognize the members 
of the cast from their 
previous appearances at 
Pan American and 
community pro-
ductions," she said. 
"This will be an inter-
esting experience for 
the group because the 
players will also be the 
technical crew. They 
will construct the set, 
decorate it, costume it, 
shift the scenery, 
manage the props and 
last but not least, play 
their roles. This arrange-
ment is necessary be-
cause the show will 
travel. Budget limita-
tions preclude having 
additional students 
travel with the show," 
Dr. Smith said. 
Dr. Smith further 
said, "Matchmaker" is a 
hilarious farce that can 
be enjoyed by people 
of all ages. "Thornton 
Wilder based the central 
character Dolly Levi, 
on Frosine, the match-
maker of Moliere's "The 
Miser." Wilder first p,ub-
lished the play_ as ' The 
Merchant Of Yonkers." 
It waB produced in 1938 
in New York and was a 
failure. He- revised it, 
gave it the new title, 
"The Matchmaker," and 
wider the direction of 
Tyronne Guthrie, it be-
came a resounding 
success. It was a smash 
bit first in Great Britain 
and then in New York. 
It was adapted for 
"Hello Dolly" which 
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WATCH FOR DETAILS 
1.CLIP T 
FOR REE SPRAY WAX I 
, . ;THAUTOMATicA;.1 
I (NE~~, s!fatEFJ I 
304 NORTH TENTH McALLEN 
OPEN 8:30 A. 1. To 6:00 P .M. 686-9366 
----- :..:::;i;;aai. 
The cast includes Joe 
Fogarty as Horace 
Vandergelder; Susan 
Dennis as Dolly Levi; 
Jim Wilson as Corne-
lius; Conrad Solis as 
Ambrose J\ernper; 
Albert Garza as Joe 
Scanlotl; Regina 
Yarborough as Gertrude; 
Debbie Thomas as 
Ermengarde; Bob 
Fatherree as Malachi 
Stack; Kent Smith as 
Barnaby Tucker; Carol 
Lindsey as Mrs. Malloy; 
Libby Tuttleby as 
Minnie Fay; Mike Green 
as A Cabman; Frank 
Bendana as Rudolf; 
Walter Ledbetter as 
August; Donna EJaine 
Walker as Miss Flora 
Van Huysen and Bonnie 
Jarret as Her Cook. 
Rehearsals are under-
way and the play will 
run Nov. 6-8. The show 
will travel to San 
Marcos. Texas to par~ 
ticipate in the American 
College Theatre Festival 
competition. Southwest 
Texas University will 
host the state competi-




Frame home on 106Xi50 
10th Ave, lot with separate 
nucHo 11pertment and 
stor11go room. Coverod 
patio end 2 cer port. Very 
comfortable living, 
-0-
Four mlles- north of court• 
house. lWO bedrooms, two 
bath,, two covered patios, 
12X30 11erege, :ZO loaded 
cftrus tr11u and great hsnd• 
scaplnll, Reasot1abl11. 
- 0 -
Executlva's home. NE 
McAlleo, three bedrooms, 
large Iii/Ing end dining area, 
family room with formal 
atmosphere and a large 
bonus room upstairs. 
Priced In the 50'1. 
- 0-
Traver home, sleeps 4, 
kitchen, bath end 1111 the 
trimmings . 1974 S!ghtseor 
II Low m,laage. Dodge 
cha•i~. $8,500. 
-0 -
Country estate home on 20 
a-rea, California opon 
beom nvto design, doubl11 
brlek connruc:t!on 3500 
sq . ft, living. Beautifully 









WA NT ED; OLD COMIC 
BOO 1(5, G ond condition 
(before 1970) Call 
383-2518 , ~, k for MarCO$ 
M unoz Jr , 1111eek dey• afi. r 
4 l).m. and all day 
Seturda\l and Sunda\l 
of becoming fatigued 
and cramped/' he said. 
Garza said be trains 
on LSD .. that is long, 
slow distances, not to 
be confused with the 
drug, he added. "I run 
from five to 10 miles a 
day, and don •t worry 
about speed, ' he said. 
"I concentrate on 
stren~.h and endur-
ance.'?,-
Garza was 17 when 
his cousin, who was a 
state-rauked sprinter in-
fiueneced him enough 
to begin training for 
long distance runs. 
Now 30 years old, 
Garza is in training to 
run in the trials for the 
Olympics. - · 
Garza recalls the time 
when be was in the ser-
vice that he was almost 
shot down as a sabo-
teur in the Air Force. 
He was running his daily 
distance when he made 
a wrong tum into a 
Strategic Air Comtoand 
Air Force Base. ''I ran 
into an alert area which 
was restrictied from un-
authorized persons' en-
trance. After a while of 
running, I realized. that I 
was where I shouldn't 
be, and turned around 
to run out. Suddenly, 
I heard an order to 
halt or be shot," he 
said. 
"l lay sptead eag)e on 
the ground with a car-
bine pointed at my 
head. The guard who 
bad cau_ght "me alerted 
tll.e air police, and the 
wbole base was put on 
alert. The entire base 
was closed down, ancI I 
was put in the sto_ckade 
until the next morning. 
I was finally freed, 
after explaining that no 
signs were posted and 
that no fence stopped 
me from entering. When 
I was leaving, th~ officer 
said to me, ·•oh, by 
the way. we are putting 
up a fence and posting 
signs," Garza said. 
When asked how lle 
could continue to at-
tend the trial meets, 
Gana said that inclivi-
duals or clubs could do-
nate to the Rio Grande 
Road Runners, located 
at the Boy's Club of EJ-
inburg, in care of Roger 
Luna. 
Research Conducted by LLRC 
Of the 8,230 students 
enrolled at Pan Am 7 3 
per cent have Spanish 
surnames which pro-
vides much opportunity 
for research in various 
problems relating to 
Spanish interference 
with writing formal 
academic English, Dr. 
Paul Willcott, director 
of the Language and 
Linguistics Research 
Center, LLRC, said. 
The LLRC of Pnn 
Am is continuing 
further research study 
on bilingualism among 
students and its effects 
on academic perform-
an.ce. The program was 
initiated in January. 
According to 
Willcott, the program is 
designed to determine 
the character and 
amount of bilingualism 
among students; to de-
termine the degree, if 
any, to which Spanish 
interference effects 
correct English writing 
and to determine 
whether there is any 
correlation between a 
student's bilingualnes:s 
and his academic per-
formance. 
A Title m Advanced 
Instituional Develop• 
ment Program grant is 
the primary sourse of 
funding for the LLRC. 
Pan Am contnbutes to 
the funding and has 
guaranteed its continu-
ation at the end of the 
five-year federal grant 
period, according to 
Willcott. 
QUAUTY REFERENCE, 
TECHNICAL & SCHOLARLY 
BOOKS AT SAVINGS OF 




SUBJEClS BY THE DOZENS. nrus BY THE HUNDREDS. 
□ HISTORY D SOCIOLOGY □ ART □ ECONOMICS 
□ PHILOSOPHY □ MATHEMATICS D EDUCATION □ SCIENCE 
D HEALTH □ SPEECH O LAW D ECOLOGY □ TRAV'EL 
□ POUTICAL SOENa □ RELIGION □ BUSINESS D MEDICAL 
□ ENGINEERING □ LITERATURE □ PSYCHOLOGY 
□ LANGUAGES D MUSIC □ MORE, MOf~E. MORE 
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From page 1 
San Beruto - Hector 
de la Garza: "I believe 
student government 
should be open and that 
it should be used as a 
tool by the students to 
present their views to 
the University admini-
stration and the Boa.rd 
. gf Regents." 
Edcouch-Blanca E. 
Gonzalez. "I am willing 
to work with other stu-
dents and have an open 
mind to the ideas of 
others.'' 
Weslaco - Alma 
Quintero: "I like to get 
involved with people to 
try to change things I 
can for the good- of 
everyone." 
Pharr - Pattie 
Carrothers: ''I am will-
ing to work with others 
and I feel that working 
as a group is the only 
way to get things." 
Pharr- Elva 
Hernandez: "I feel I can 
with the help of others 
carry out this office, 
I am hoping to support 
our department of nurs-
ing end help them parti-
cipate in various func-
tions." 
SCIENCE ANO MATH 
Edinburg - Sam 
Saldivar, Jr.: " ..• Be-
cause of my past in-
volvement while in high 
school, I would like to 
continue to help fellow 
students." 
Edinburg=- Tomas 
Emesto Y znaga: "I am 
aeeking this office for 
-~ simple reason that I 
feel7 can contribute 
aomething towani the 
Senate and better the 
student body here at 
Pan American." 
Mission - Rolando 
Francisco Barrera: (No 
coD11I1ent was made,) 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Edinburg-Robert x. 
Hernandez, Jr.: "I feel 
student government is a 
function of bodies 
combined in idea and 
thoughts, working to-
gether for the purposes 
of giving true repre• 
sentation to the student 
body of Pan American 
University." 
Edinburg - Manuel 
Luna: ''I am not saying 
that I am running 
because I am interested 
and want to represent 
students in student 
government, but be-
cause this automatically 
comes with the office I 
am nmning for. I have 
bad experience in my 
previous years at high 
school, and am most 
sure I can deal with 
almost any situation in 
the oroper way." 
Edinburg-=- Jesse 
Arriola: "By seeking 
and hopefully obtaining 
thi office I feel that 1 
can serve as not only a 
liason between the stu-
dents and the ad.min• 
istrative people, but 
create an atmosphere 
where people will be 
compelled to work 
together; this can only 
be done by running and 
serving an office where 
one can be more aware 
of what is going on, on 
the surface as well as its 
ulterior conterpart." 
Edinburg - Adrian 
Lopez, Jr.: "I feel that I 
am qualified for the 
senate position because 
I have been closely 
associated with com• 
mittees and organiza--
tions of this stature." 
San Benito-Cervando 
Pena: "I feel PAUSA 
should be more involved 
with the students' daily 
life on campus. It 
should provide for 
better understanding 
between the student 
government and the stu-
dents themselves. I feel 
. tliat tne stuiient govern: · 
ment and the students 
should work together. 
as one and not as 
~pm;_ate gou_ps.~• __ 
Mission - Gilbert 
Quintanilla: "I am 
seeking office because I 
believe student govern-





-the Rocket BB's 
"ONE WEEK ONLY" 
THRU OCTOBER 4 
OPEN -t.O~ .. 
Mon thru Sat. •1' 11 4,.., • 
4 pm - 2 am ~ 
-CLOSED SUNDAYS-
BEHIND SHAKEY'S IN McALLEN 
sible for the needs of 
the students and also as 
an advocate of those 
issues which are bene-
ficial to the majority of 
the students." 
SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES 
Edinburg - Judy 
Flores: "I am seeking 
this position primarily 
because I feel that due 
to my past exposure to 
student government I 
am capable of making 
constructive contribu-
tions to PAUSA." 
Donna-Daniel Coy: 
"I wish to serve my 
fellow students as best 
as I can. I feel that I can 
generate enough enthu-
siasm needed to keep up 
good moral for my 
pe rs. I really want to 
take an active part in 
the growth of PAU." 
Rio Grande City-
David D. Garza: "I feel 
I am qualified for the 
office because I feel I 
was active enough in 
high school and have 
had enough contact 
with people. I am seek• 
ing the office because 
I have a great love and 
respect for Pan Ameri• 
can Universitv."' 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 




Lopez: "I have attended 
P AU for the last four 
years and am concerned 
with student affairs, so 
graduate students can 
have a voice in student 
affair .. s. 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
'Edinburg - - Dale 
Patrick Compton. "1 
feel that I am qualified 
for the office of senator 
from the School of 
Business because I am a ' 
senior at Pan American 
University and because 
of my actual experience 
in the field. 
Edinburg - Roel 
Corona: "First of all I 
am a business major and 
there are several vacan-
cies, and second I feel 
that a student senator 
must attend the meet-
ings, and third, I am in• 
terested about what 
happens in student 
government." 
Edcouch - Dennis 
Escobar: "I feel that I 
have gained e."<periences 
through the years of my 
education and that I can 
serve and represent the 
school of business. 
McAllen - Lorenzo 
Contreras, Jr.: "I feel 
qualified for the office 
6~use being a business 
student and a seniQr, 
I feel I can contribute 
to better the business 
education program and 
have our programs 
broadened so that it can 
benefit all our students 
in furthering their 
business careers. 
McAllen - Roberto 
Morales: "I feel I'm 
capable of helping out 
my fellow students and 
have pride in positions 
where I can try and 
speak for others." 
Mission - Salvador 
Hinojosa, Jr.: "My 
major is general business 
and I minor in eco• 
nomics. I've been in 
school for four years 
studying business and 
economics and have 
been involved with all 
business activities in 
Alpha Kappa Psi for 
two years and am 
familiar with problems 
or business students." 
Mission - Maria 
Evangelina (Vangie) 
Rodriguez: "I feel that I 
am qualified for the 
office I seek because 
my past experiences in 
holding offices has 
taught me responsiblity, 
and has helped me 
realize that before 
making a decision, 
matters should be 
thought out.'' 
Pharr-Ben Cantu: "1 
have held student 
government positions 
since junior high and 
feel I can offer my 
services here at Pan Am 
as well." 
Pharr :- Felipe 
been in the field of 
accounting for the past 
two years and I feel 
that I can now gainfully 
represent the school of 
business." 
San Juan.Jesse Vives: 
"1 have had an active 
interest in student 
affairs since my junior 
high years." 
Weslaco-Noble Curtis 
Allen: "I have worked 
in organizations before 
and I believe that 
student government is 




southwest calculators, Inc. 
1013 Peean McAllen 682-4333 
Por,~r', 
Your Confidential Jeweler 
110 N. 12th Eqinburg 383-2432 
TELETHON AW ARD - The Pan American 
University branch of the Jaycees display the 





majors, Roel Alberto 
Avila from Donna and 
Belinda Gonzalez from 
Harlingen, each received 
a $1,200 scholarship 
from KRGV radio and 
television to attend Pan 
American Univerisity on 
a full-time basis for the 
1975-76 school year. 
Requirements for the 
scholarship were that 
the candidate be major-
ing in mass communi-
cations with a special in-
terest in radio and TV 
and that he attend Pan 
Am on a full-time basis. 
The scbqlarship was di-
rected mainly for mi• 
nority students, accord-
ing to Sherwynn Calla. 
way, secretary for 
KRGV general mana-
ger. 
RRGV radio awarded 
one scholarship and 
KRGV-TV awarded the 
Qther. 
Avila recieved the 
scholarship from 
KRGV-TV. He is a 
junior at Pan Am pursu-
ing a bachelor's degree 
in mass communica-
tions. He is also a full-




ceived the scholarship 
from KRGV radio. She 
is majoring in mass com• 
munications. 
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OF DICK OFFIC SUPPLY 
1807 N. 10th McAllen 682·6306 
I ,: 
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SEVEN BRONC RUNNERS try out their legs in the four-mile run at the 
University of Texas Invitational in Austin Jast Friday. The Broncs (in stripes, 
l to r) are Alonzo Pena, Abel Villarreal, Omar de la Rosa, Lany Allen, 
Ramiro Davila, Oswaldo Enriquez (behind Davila) and Gabe Lozano m. 
rhoto b~uan Gana) - - I * * * * * 
I $33,500,000 I Softball Gals 
I UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS I Roll To Big 
State Victory l 
I 
Over $33,500,000 unclalmetl soholarshlps, gr;inl.51 aids, andl 
fiallowships ,engine from ~so to $10,000. Current list ol these 
sources researchetl and compiled as ot September 5, 1975. 
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS I 
369 Allen Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103 
□ I am enclosing $12,95 plus $1,00 for postage and handlin11. I (Check or mone1 otdei - no cash, please.) • 0 you •ah to 11,u., ..,out chuat: card , oJ•••• hU out •p,noDr tete bout belo. ' 
Pitcher Mary Seitz 
slam.med two doubles 
and a grand..slaro home 
nm to spark the Pan 
American University 
women's softball team 
to its 21-10 victory over 
Texas A&l University . I 0 - 11--c!to PLEASE RUSH YOUR ~ 1 ~ CURRENT UST OF 1 
f~o.,ollDft 0••• I I UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS 
Mo11it,fiJ Y• 11 , . I a.,.,., c~•it• SOURCES TO: •• .. •••"~ J<o I I 
C,•dll Ca,~ No..__ ___ ___, ,_ .. , ..... 1 
. ,, _, 
Name 
I Address City _ St.ate 
Ma!M IUldenl:I pleue lldd S'!I. Ml• t_., 
Zip 
Cheryl James and 
Mary Flores each col-
lected three hits for 
PAU also. Master de 
Hoyos, Glenda de 
Lorme and Olympia 
Luna had two hits. 
Texas A&I's pitcbers 





~Ji./Jj When tho croving for something special toeo11ssostrong 
~VAV~ you con of most toste it, please do. Solt away some crispy golden 
french Ines at Whatoburger •. They're the world's best oppet,zer 
for lhe world's best burger Because Whotoburger 1s who1 a burger 
should be! 
CLIP THIS COUPON FOR A 
I Fill ~ORDER OF FRENCH FRIES 1 
I Off~c~i-ires -WHATAIU:~ER NO. 60 Lim1tOne I 
L. _ · __ !!2] SJ!.wt.,181.EDI~RL ::_ c~~ J 
FCA Elects Officers 
The 1975-76 officers 
for the Pan American 
University chapter of 
the Fellowship of 
Christian Athletes were 
elected during their 
weekly meeting last 
week. The faculty spon• 
sor is Dennis Conner, a 
member of the physical 
education staff. 
The newly elected 
president is Dicky 
Thompson, a sophomore 
from Mission and a 
fonner Mission High 
football and track 
member. Jeny William-
son, a senior from Dallas 
who is a member of the 
Pan Arn basketball team, 
was elected as first vice 
president. The second 
vice president is Charlie 
Yoachum:1 a freshman 
from Danas who plays 
varsity baseball at 
Pan .Am. 
Tue secretary is 
Ricardo Eynaudi, a 
junior from Santiago, 
Chile, who plays the 
number one position on 
the Pan Am tennis team. 
Alonzo Pena, a junior 
from Falfurrias who runs 
on the cross country 
team, was elected as 
treasurer. The athletic 
director of the F AC is 
{Riposte 
Help! The fencing 
club oeeds females. Ac-
cording to info just re-
ceived from David 
Ladyman at Rice, we'U 
need them to even have 
a chance at the Texas 
Collegiate Champion• 
ship slot. Any girls in-
terested? 
By the way, !or those 
of you who might be in-
terested in fencing, we 
practice at the McAllen 
Boy's Club from 7: 30 
to 9 p .m. on Monday 
and Wednesday nights. 
That goes for you guys 
as well as ~Is. 
The inaividual wea• 
pon state champion-
ships are set and here 
are the dates: Nov. 1, 
Collegiate Beginners 
Foil at SMU; Feb. 
21-22, Collegiate Foil at 
Rice; March 27-28, Col-
EICaalro Mall 
717-7512 











CBURal GROUJ'S • 
OTHER 
ORGANIZATIONS! 
Abel Villarreal, a seruor chapter or the FCA 1& 
from Phan and a Dallas Cowboy coach 
member of the Pan Am Tom Landry. Landry 
track team. bails from Mission of 
This is the fifth ye8l' the Valley. 
that the 1ellowsrupm The Pan American 
Christian Athletes bas chapter is open to all 
been at Pan American. present Pan Am athletes, 
This chapter is one of as well as all former 
approximately 2500 high school athletes and 
across the nation in trainers. The FCA is an 
tnost major college interracial and interde-
campuses as well as high nominational move-
schools. The FCAstrives ment, embracing both 
to strengthen the mora11 Protestants and Roman 
mental and spiritual Catholics. 
fiber of the athletes. Meetings are held 
The chairman of the every Tuesday night 
board of the natiq_~al from 7 to 8 -~. 
Baseball Practice 
Starts-Up Again 
The 1976 edition of 
the Pan American base-
baseball Broncs got off 
to a TOaring start as 
Coach Al Ogeltree and 
Assistant Coach Reggie 
Tredaway put approxi-
mately 50 hopefuls 
through their first look 
at fall practice. 
In the early stages, 
practice consists of cal-
isthenics and basic 
fund~~· Pitchers 
work on pickoff moves 
and throw batting prac-
tice, infielders tum 
double plays and out-
fielders judge the dis -
tance of fly balls. 
The hopefuls include 
several Bronc lettermen 
along with squadmen 
and numerous 
"walk-ans". The expect-
ed length of the work-




legiate Epic at T AMU, 
and April 11, Collegiate 
Sabre at SMU . 
If anyone is interes-
ted, contact me either 
at Office Building H 
(ROTC) or at the dance 
studio in the PE Com• 
plex. 4th and 6th 
periods on MWF. I'm 
usually very easy to lo-
cate, look for the weird-
est guy around. 
***** SABRE FENCER'S 
PRAYER 
The LORD is my Direc-
tor r shall not double 
He maketh me observe 
the RIGHT OF WAY, 




ness for the sake of 
the action 
Yea, though I walk 
through the valley of 
the stop cut 
l will fear no evil; 
for my Counter time 
is with me, my parry 
and riposte they shall 
comfort me 
HE describeth the 
action before me in 
the presence of mine 
enemies, HE annoint-
etb my bead with the 
victory 
My Indicator runnetb 
over 
Surely bouts and pools 
will be mine all the 
days of my life; and 
l shall dwell in the 
FINALS forever 
HE restoreth my 
toucbe, HE leadeth on a se~ of scrolls. at 
the Judges in the the Junior Olympics. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * .-* -il START THE NEW JI-
-, SEMESTER OFF RIGHT! JI-




ACROSS FROM ECHO * 
MOTEL IN EDINBURG Jt 
: GET IN ON THE ACTION! * * BOWLING! POOL! FOOSBALL!  ~ 
-tc Good Food, Cold Suds lt 
iC Plenty of fun for everyone! * • TRY PARK BOWL a  
-tr WE KNOW YOU'LL LIKE IT! lf-
* * * * * * * * * * * ** * 
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Intra Football Keeps Chugging 
Football continues t,o 
pass itself around the 
campus. The score· ar 
in from last week's 
games (S pt. 22-24). n 
Monday th Mu Epsilon 
rou~hian rod rough-
shod over the Veterans 
m a 34-0 landslidt?. 1u 
Ep:.ilon s I\{. ill.areal 
started the scoring 
with his 60-ya.rtl touch-
down pass to Z. Reyna. 
that was toUowed 
clo. ly b) a 50-yard 
interception return for a 
touchdown by , 1. 
Rodriguez, a nine-yard 
run tor th flag by 
Villarr al, a 15-yard 
In tr am ur al Volleyball 
Spikes More Games 
punL return for a TD by 
J. Pl.!na and a 20-yatd 
pass from VUl r a1 to 
Rodriguez. 
Tuesday saw less 
scoring, but. other 
CltIMMACE ACTION ifi:aUght unrou1mg m a recent intnmural football 
contest. Avid gridiron heroes do their thing weeklv on the Pan Am camous. 
Hep 'o. 1 opened 
the Wedn sday Wo-
men's Volleyball action 
with a hard-fought 16-
12, 6-15, 16-12 win 
over the Camp gal . The 
action didn'l st.op 
there ... the PEM women 
walloped the Hep No. 2 
gals in the econd game 
of the day with 15-0. 
15-5 tally. The Spanish 
Club trotted out in the 
third game and edged 
--UNCT>l.N lll.PATRl<X · c.EOAN SOSA · 8AR8ARACAR.RW _ ., i-.....,_ ,_" 
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PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT! 
CITRUS 
ABC CINEMA I (Browrnv111e) 
ABC CINEMA I (Haruno-n> 
ABC CINEMA I (McAll1n) 
OP I G FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3 
(Pau U•I Su.JMnded) 
(No Dlacount Tlctlels} 
C"9dl Thaatret lor Show Tim .. 
Ll!:ADING THE PACK is an unidentified Angelo 
State University runner who won the race in 
Austin by at least 30 second . The eam champion-
hip was won by Lhe Te.·as Lonw,.orns with the 
Bronc bunch finishing m the top five teamwise. 
~ .a-.~ I" 
$ 
OVER 15,11(1) RECORDS ~,1 
AND TAPES ; 
TD CHOOSE FROM. .. 
• polJ • IXU11l'Y ....... classical 
• easy islBfing • comedy • dti'fln 
• M./JIMS • I 1'RACX • CASSETTES• RIB. 10 REB 
························· : STEREO- QUAD : 




the Hop female in a 
close 15-13, 15-11 bat-
tle. Th£' last game of the 
day wa a Hep No. 2 
win over the Spanish 
Club by a 15-10. 15-9 
margin. The women' 
volleyball action on Pan 
Amencan 's sprawling 
campus continues today 
in the Fieldhouse. Be 
ther , loha! 




ment would like to an-
nounce that the Pan A· 
merican Fieldhou will 
be open for students 
on Monday nights. 1'he 
times are from 6 to 8 
p.m with studenu 
being able to pl y bru.-
ketball, volleyball or 
badminton in these 
times. Leo Serna, intra-
mural activist, will he 
on hand to direct the 
lending of intTamural 
goods, such as badmin-
ton racquets, basket-
balls and volleyballs. 
shu ('IUt. Th nokc• 
Eaters blanked the. 
Newman men In 12-0 
contest. The Srnoke-
Eatl'rs found on,• scar• 
u,g combination and 
stucl, with it. Tl com-
bination was M choa 
letting them fly to D. 
oto. That. pair ,cored 
on passes of 10 .c11d 25 
yards for the ~ moke-
Eat rs scoring of I.he 
day. 
Wednesday as a 
tight one. The PEM 
team came I.O pi, y and 
their defense prP •ed to 
be the difference PEM's 
defense came litzing 
and registered a -point 
( h t oth r , ind is 
there?) safety n the 
Camp ball carri •r After 
that outrage, th PEM 
combinatio n of J 
Badillo and F. lunoz 
put suc more the 
board with a ·Yard 
TD pass. Carn1 came 
fighting back wi • a 66-
yard pass from I arret 
lo J. Perez for uch-
down, but thl!ir 
s1on failed and 
they in the 8-6 
Football • 
thi~ week w 1 
championshtp 
in the near ru , , on 






OR D OPOUTS 
REGISTER NOW! 
BUMP t1t HUST 
DANCE ,CONTES I 
Of\. 
TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY 




FEE! GRAND P I E 
11 WEEKS LEFT ._.• ... 1_00" __ ~ .. 
ilVE MUSIC BY ... °CHANCE " . 
HAPPY HOUR 6 to 8 pm 
at the 
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Inflation 
Students Beat High Cost Of Living 
8V MARGOT HICKS end 
GILBERT TAGLE: 
Ed. Note: This is the 
first part of a three-
part series. 
Last year a PAU 
couple scrimped and 
saved and made it 
through the school year. 
They had high hopes 
for the summer. Tiley 
planned to go to 
summer school the fir t 
half of summer and 
work the last half, to 
S&ve money. 
It wasn't easy finding 
jobs. During summer 
school, the wife fowid 
typing jobs. The hus-
band mowed lawns. The 
second half of the 
summer the wi!e work-
ed at odd jobs, occa-
sionally even taking in 
washing. Tl 1e husband 
did whatever he could 
to help make ends meet. 
They were hopeful 
for the fall, even though 
they weren't able to 
save money in the 
summer. With the aid 
of a bank loan for the 
wife and the G.I. bill 
for the husband, they 
re-entered PAU for the 
fall semester. 
Only to find things 
worse. 
"How do we make 
ends meet?" the hus-
band asked. 'Well, my 
wife and 1 aren't penny 
pinchers; when we have 
money, we usually 
spend it on things we 
like. Because of that we 
have to work a little 
harder, and keep closer 
tabs on our necessities. 
We're happy with our 
lives." 
INFLATION: ''Web-
ster's" defines it as 
"an increase in the 
amount of currency in 
circulation, resulting in 
a relatively sharp and 
sudden fall in its value 
and rise in prices." 
Perhaps inflation 
does not hit students 
any harder than the 
rest of the population. 
However, as most stu-
ents are on a fixed 
(and oft times very low) 
income, inflation seems 
_a grim reaper . . None-the-
less, college enrollment 
at Pan American rises 
even in the midst of 
the problem. Students 
often have their own 
unique ways of fight-
ing and living with in-
flation. Take the case 
of the married student 
mentioned. earlier. 
Since college prices 
looked even higher fot 
fall, they took stock of 
their situation. One of 
their first steps was to 
find a larger house with 
only a slight increase in 
rent. Their next step 
was to find a room-
mate. Sharing the rent, 
there was a savings of 
$30. After much delib-
eration, they asked their 
Start erasing 
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landlord to remove the 
air conditioners, which 
be did. This lowered 
their rent $10 more, 
and their electricity bill 
approximately $20 a 
month. Another savings 
wa.s to do without a 
phone~ a savings of the 
monthly bill of $5~10. 
Not to be overlooked 
is the couple's meal 
planning. TJ1ey have 
learned to enjoy a pot 
of beans as a meal. 
They have homemade 
soup with only an occa-
sional taste of meat. 
They eat meals of 
buttered noodles. They 
eat fish tbat they catch 
themselves. They hope 
soon to have vegetables 
from their own garden, 
These sacrifices · are 
not 1mv.sual, the hUB-
band insists, at least not 
among students. He told 
of other sacrifices: de-
laying families until 
schooling is finished; 
not having the amount 
of insurance felt nec-
essary; no savings 
accounts. The list is 
long. 
The couple h.as 
friends who do not go 
to these extremes. "And 
you should see tbem," 
the husband said. "They 
never go out; one 
couple we know are at 
each other's throats 
every minute." .He con-
tinued saying that by 
scrimping on some of 
the necessities, he and 
his wife enjoy them-
selves. They still have 
an occasional night out 
on the town. They still 
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STUDENT VOTING - Two students vote in 
front of the Engineering Building during senatorial 
elections last week. Thirty~ight persons were 
running in the election to fill 48 vacant seats. 
Edinburg, Texas Vol XXIV Nov. No. 7 
38 Senate Slots Filled 
By GILBERT TAGLE 
Approximately 81 7 
Pan Am students cast 
their votes last. week to 
elect 38 student sen-
ators to office. 
There remain three 
eenate positions to be 
appointed by Hollis 
Rutledge. P AUSA pre-
sident, at the senate 
meeting scheduled for 
installations of the 
newly elected senators. 
Two appointments 
are due to be made 
in the School of Educa-
tion and one is scheduled 
for the School of Hu-
manities. 
Elected to senate posi• 
tions from the School 
of Business were Maria 
Evangelina (VanJQe) 
Rodriguez with 71 votelj 
Salvador Hinojosa with 
75 votes, Roel Corona 
69 votes, Dennis Escobar 
84 votes, Lorenzo 
Contreras Jr. 65 votes, 
Ben Cantu 77 votes, 
Felipe Gonzalez Jr, 67 
votes and Robert 
Moroles 71 votes. 
Those elected to fill 
the seven seats within 
the School of Social 
_ Sciences were Gilbert 
Quintanilla with 105 
votes, Jesse Arriola with 
109 votes, Manuel 
(Butt~r) Luna 103 votes, 
Robert Hernandez 
109 votes, and Jim 
Mathis Jr. 96 votes. 
Elected from the 
School of Humanities 
were Judith (Judy) 
Flores with 40 votes, 
David D. Garza 59 votes 
and Daniel Coy 35 votes. 
Elected as UCPC direc-
torate was Roel Zamora 
and appointed as ex-
ecutive directorate was 
Maggie Gonzalez. 
Elected to fill the 
vacancy within the Grad-
uate School was Robert 
Loez with 10 votes. 
votes, Iris Y Ortiz 114 
votes, Alma Quintero 
117 votes, Pattie 
Carrothers 119 votes; 
Elva Hernandez 121 
votes; Laura E. Lozano, 
118 votes, Olga Charles 
107 votes, Myrna Smith 
109 votes, Hector de Ia 
Garza 140 votes and 
Ruben (Camacho) 
·Ramirez 115 votes. 
According to 
Rutledge, new senators 
will be dropped from 
the senate roll after two 
unexcused absences. 
Beer, Merger, Senator's Power 
New senators elected 
from tbe School of 
Science and Math are 
Sam Saldivar Jr. with 
70 votes, Tomas Ernesto 
Yznaga 55 votes and 
Rolando Banera 111 
votes. Three write in 
candidates elected were 
George Sedas with 11 
votes. .JoSf' Armora 10 
votes and Johnny Joe 
Lopez seven votes. 
Three executive ap-
pointments not subject 
to senate approval were 
also made. Appointed 
were Jose Alfredo Garza, 
presidential rud, Ri hard 
Davison, external affairs 
aid and press secretary 
and Ray Medina in-
ternal affairs aid . 
Rutledge feels that 
the appointed aides will 
enable P AU students to 
communicate more effi. 
ciently about any 
problems that may arise. 
8y GILBERT TAGLE 
Pan American Univer-
sity Student Asso iation 
president, Hollis 
Rutledge, conducted a 
bri f advisory and 
inquiry type meeting in 
the open-air of the 
University Cirlce, Oct. 3 
at noon. 
"There will be a 
monthly noon report to 
inform the student as to 
what student govern-
ment is doing for them •· 
said Rutledge. 
Rutledge notified 
PA U students that a de-
cision conceming the 
proposed sale of beer on 
the Pan Am campus bas 
been tabled until the 
next board of regents 
meeting scheduled 
Nov. 12 in Edinburg. 
He said that two 
major universities and a 
major private Roman 
Catholic institution in 
Texas have beer sales on 
their campuses. 
•'I've contacted some 
people at the University 
in San Antonio and 
found that they have 
beer on campus. Since 
they've been selling it 
on campu they've had 
no problems where stu-
dents consume it," said 
Rutledge. 
Concerning the pro-
posed merger of Texas 
A & I University and 
Pan American University 
to establish the Univer. 
sity of South Texas 
system, Rutledge said 
that despite the fact 
that 44 per cent of the 
P AU student body 
opposed a merger during 
a recent opinion poll, 
investigation into the 
proposal is still contin-
uing. 
At the first organi-
zation meeting of the 
state senate committee 
charged with conducting 
the investigation, it was 
decided that a meeting 
should be held on the 
Pan Am campus some-
time prior to December. 
He added that any 
student wishing to voice 
an opinion should tell 
him in the student 
govemm nt office at 
Education Grant 
To Be Offered 
Only a few weeks r • 
main for students who 
want to apply for grant 
awards bei.ng offered for 
graduate study abroad, 
according to Dr. Amulfo 
Martinez, vice-president 
of Inter-American 
Affairs and campus Ful-
bright Advisor. The 
deadline at Pan Am i 
Oct. 30. 
Five hundred fifty 
awards to 52 countries 
are available under the 
Mutal Edcuation Ex-
._. ange Program (Ful-
bright-Hays). foreign 
governments, univPrs1-
ties and private donors. 
Round-trip transpor-
tation. maintenance and 
tuition for one acade-
mic year are covered by 
most of the grants being 
offered. few provide 
for international travel 
only. according to Dr. 
Martinez . 
To be eligible for a 
grant, candidates must 
be United States citi-
zens, hold a B.A. or it 
equivalent by the begin-
ning of the grant, be in 
good heo.lth and have 
good language ability. 
Further information 
and applications can be 
obtained from Dr. Mar-
tinez in Education 
Building 148. 
University Center 314. 
The problem of the 
present sy tern of stu-
dent registration at PAU 
was cited by Rutledge. 
He commented that 
several pre-registration 
programs which could 
be implemented at Pan 
m are being studied. 
"I told administering 
officials. that when over 
88 per cent of the stu-
dent populace favors a 
pre-registration pro-
gram, something is 
wrong," said Rutledge. 
elections. According to 
Miss Navarro, 81 7 votes 
were ca.st in the two 
day election period. 
Miss Navarro also said 
that contrary to what 
others believe the PAU 
student body should 
understand that the 
student senate is the 
real governing body. 
''A lot of the stu-
dents believe that the 
executive runs the how, 
but the senator is in 
command. I'd like to 
stress to students that 
the senate is the execu-
tive body. The senate 
has control," declared 
Miss Navarro. 
Also cited was the 
fact Lhat the poll showed 
PAU students favoring a 
vote by student ~ type 
of selection for Miss Pan 
American over th judge. 
type system imple• She urged p AU stu-
mented laSt year· dents to consult the 
In other matters, st d 
Patty Navarro, PAUSA u ent senators within 
vice-president, announc- their academic schools 
ed that for the first time ou any opinion concern-
Pan Am students ing enate legislation. 
showed a sizable voter Also speakil1g o stu-
tumout in the Sept. 30- dents was Sam Diaz.. 
Oct. 1 student senate _ _!_AUSA att.omey general; 
Elected to fill 13 of 
the 15 vacanries within 
the School of Education 
were Oscar Y sasi with 
117 votes, Rose Marie 
129 votes, Maria Dolores 
Hernandez 114 votes, 
Blanca E. Gonzalez, 139 
Results of the Oct. 7 
student senate meeting 
will be published m 
next week's issue of 
The Pan American. 
Judy Burks NaJDed 
UC Acting Director 
"I feel Judy Burks is 
an excellent person to 
organize things and get 
along with students," 
said Dr. Miguel A. 
Nevarez, vice president 
of student affairs. Mrs. 
Burks has been named 
acting director of Uni-
versity Center and stu• 
dent activities for the 
academic year during 
Tony Vela's leave of 
absence. 
Dr. Nevarez contin-
ued, saying 'we have had 
good reports from stu-
dents who have had 
Mrs. Butks in clas es 
and also from fellow fa-
culty members. We were 
fortunate to have some-
one like that a.l.teady on 
bOard." 
Before moving to her 
new position O t. 1, 
Mrs. Burks had started 
ber third year at PA U in 
the El:ucation Depart-
ment m September. 
''l love to teach," 
said Mrs. Burks. "Thi is 
really going to be so dif-
ferent (or me. I'm anx-
ious to s e if admini tra-
tion is my cup of tea." 
of Dr. Nevarez, Dean 
Richard Chapa and two 
students. Dr. Nevare7-
felt that student imput 
in the recommendation 
was very \mportant as 
the student affairs vice 
(¥'esident deals very 
closely with student 
govenment and t.be Uni-
versity Cebter Program 
Council. 
Other students who 
have met Mrs. Bur.lcs 
agree on her bright out-
look. Mike Green,junior 
English m::jor, said that 
even her office was 
cheerful. He said the 
bright sunniness and 
hanging plants re.fleeted 
her personality. 
Mrs. Burk . said that 
she "is very im,pte$ed 
with the kids." She is 
hopeful for a very ~ cit~ 
ing year. 
UCPC DIRECTOR - Judy Burks is the new UCPC 
acting director replacing Tony Vela during bis The <'ommitt.ee select• 
absence. ing Mrs. Burks onsi lecJ. 
1rs. Burks received 
her bachelor's degree in 
education from Orgeon 
State University and her 
master's degree in guid-
ance and counseling 
from Te ·as and I. Her 
husband Bob Burks is 
an a sociate professor in 
the School of Euucation 
at PAU. 




Educational Fund, Inc. 
will hold a state\vide 
conference on the Equal 
Rights Amendment in 
the Crntal Ballroom of 
the Driskill Hotel in 
Austin. Oct. 18. The 
conference is subtitled. 
0 Social Change and the 
Law; The Equal Rights 
Amendment-Its Effects 
on the Family, Educa. 
tion and the Economy. 
The purpose of the 
tonference is to bring 
together members of 
the legal profession, the 
academic. disciplines 
and the general public 
to cliscuss the legal 
and s.ocial dimensions of 
the Equal Rights Amend-
ment,according to Terry 
Mason and Suzanne 
Coleman of Wornan-
power. Removing the 
ERA from the emotional 
debate so frequently 
witnessed in the past. 
they continued, the 
conference provides an 
open forum for inter-
action on education on 
th~ ·potential effects of 
implementation of the 
amendment. Also dis-
cussed will be the inter-
play of the Texas Equal 
Legal Rights Amend-
ment and the proposed 
federal amendment. 
The conference will 
begin with a general 
session where the follow-
ing topics will be pre-
sented; Background on 
questions of constitu-
tional law, the perspec-
tive of the rescission 
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for an Equal Right 
Amendment and social 
change and the law. 
This part of the program 
is designed to give all 
those in attendance a 
base of common know-
ledge to allow full parti-
cipation in the work-
shops. After the g:eneral 
session there will be 
three workshops. each 
presented twice. Each 
workshop will be led 
by an attorney, a h -
manist and a moderator. 
Keynoter for the con-
ference is David K.irp, 
a faculty member at 
the Graduate School of 
Public Policy at the 
University of Califomia 
at Berk1ey and co-author 
of a forthcoming text 
on sex-based discrimina-
tion in education. Other 
participants include sev-
eral faculty members of 
law schools in Texas, 
practicing attorneys. 
state legislators, aca-
demicians from the hu-
manities and former 
and current members of 
board of education 
within the state. 
The conference is or-
ganized by Women-
power, under a grant 
awarded by the Texas 
Committee for the Hu• 
manities and Public 
Policy, a state-based 
affiliate of the National 
Endowment for the 
Humanities. 
The conference will 
begin at 8:30 a.m. an~ 
conclude at approXJ-· 
mately 4:30 p.m. There 
is no fee for attending 
the conference and it is 
open to the gene~ 
public. Child care will 
be provided at no cost, 
if requested. in advance. 
For further informa-
tion about the confer-
ence contact: Terry 
Ma.sonl. Project Coordin-
ator, r.0. Box 13062, 




WANTED: OLD COMIC 
BOOKS. Good c:ondl'tlon 
(~fore 1970), Call 
383..2518 , ask for Marcos 
Munoz Jr " we11kd11y1 after 
4 p,m. and 1111 day 
Saturday and Sunday. 
~ 
1976 Cari-Am 175, I- than 
600 actual miles. First $1096 
ukes ft. 1976 Yamaha 175, 
le.u than 860 actual mil"", 
$575 . 1976 3.tJlke trafler, 
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VETS HONOR OFFICIAL - Veterans Organization officers present 
Mrs. Alice Mitchell, veterans certifying official, with a p_lant as a gift 
apI,?reciation for !iet nine years of service. Seated is Mrs. Mitchell. 
Cheerleader 
Tryout, 
Slated Oct. 18 
Cheerleader tryouts 
will be held Oct. 18, at 
9:30 a.m. in the Dance 
Studio of the He~th 
and Physical Education 
Complex. 
Practice sessions are 
presently being held on 
Tuesday and T~ursday 
nights. Approximately 
23 students are attend-
ing the practice sessi~>ns, 
accordin~ to Diana 
Hutchin&, 1, cheerleader 
advisor. Mrs. Hutchins 
said any person still in-
terested in trying out 
for cheerleader who has 
not attended any of the 
practice sessions ~an 
still do so by (!ontacting 
~-- Hutchins in 
Southwick Hall 104 as 
soon as possible. 
Faculty Research Council Allows our.0.i::~.~:~~l°h~ 
o ·.4 u D-of .,.,0 nT.i#n The Atonement' ~r2h~.rie1ei~1~::beg: 
C .LS Ct·, 1,1 "t •I,~ full~time student not 
Carl Seale, associate 
professor in Pan Amer-
ican's Music Depart-
ment, could very well 
be called a celebrity 
now. He composed, 
directed and conducted 
" The Atonement," an 
opera presented last 
night in the Fine Arts 
Auditorium. 
Dr. Seale has been 
teaching at Pan Am 
four years. LW!t year in 
November he started 
writing the opera. He 
was able to do this work 
under a grant from the 
Faculty Research 
Council. 
The muSJc styles of 
the 14th and 20th cen-
turies were used alterna-
tely and together at vari~ 
ous parts of the ~o-
duction said Seale. Tile 
setting of the play is in 
the 1 ~tb century. S~ale 
utilized the musical 
styles of the 14th cen-
µfry as well as the cos-
tumes of the century. 
"The 20th century 
musical styles were uti-
lized " said Seale, "as 
backgrouncf music to 
dramatize the action in 
the glay." Seale said. that 
EICc:nlro Mall 
717-7512 











CIIUBal GROUPS & 
OO'IIEB. 
ORGANIZATIONS! 
com temporary music 
was also used to give the 
play some authentisity, 
A synopsis of the 
opera includes a half-wit, 
a community crowd, 
and a school boy named 
Andre. The half-wit 
admires Andre's lit~i-
cal melody and imitates 
him one evening. Two 
men tease him and later 
in the evening coax: him 
to the center of another 
crowd to sing the me-
lody. When the half-wit 
sings1 the crowd laughs 
and he is frightened and 
angered. Fleeing, he sees 
Andre and transferring 
the cause of his fright 
and humiliation chokes 
Andre and runs away. 
In the second act 
while And.re is very sick 
The Pan American 
Editor 
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ecl . LAttt.el"II ,hould not exce.ed 
250 words In lana,:h , 
Sperlall&IDf lD Wbltc flour 
Taco A Tor1llla1 
au Pboae 
Peca• MeAJlea tJl2.3176 
but alive, the half-wit 
appears and sings a pray-
er which heals Andre 
and concludes the play. 
Many students of the 
music and drama depart-
ment provided their ser-
vices for non-<:redit, ac-
cording to Seale. James 
A. Stover, aPAU faculty 
membe:r, was associate 
director for the opera. 
Stover also took part in 
the cast as the priest. 
graduating in December. 
Five judges will judge 
the candidates on a 
point basis in four ca-
tegories· individual 
cheer, compu.lso:Y eheer· 
porn porn routine and 
jumps. The judges in-
clude one from Texas 
A&l University in 
Kingsville; South.most 
College in Brownsville; 
and la student govern-
ment-appointed student 
from Pan Am, 
Student Parking 
Res'trictions Cited 
Students who have 
night classes and happen 
to find a ticket on their 
windshields probably 
got it because they 
parked in a faculty or 
staff parking space. 
Students are prohibi-
ted from parking in these 
spaces during the day or 
night according to the 
Traffic Security Depart-
ment. The only parking 
lot where students may 
park in faculty and staff 
spaces at night is the Ad-
ministration Building 
parking lot. Visitors 
parked in this lot after 
5 p.m. will not be issued 
a ticlnrt. sJ.nce all spaces 
on the lot are reserved 
for students only after 
5 p.m., said a security 
representative. 
If a vi~itor parked in 
a visitor's space on any 
parking lot with the ex-
ception of the Adminis-
tration Building lot 1 
(after 5 p.m.) should get 
a citation, it may be can-
celled if the visitor signs 
his naine and address on 
the citation and mails it 
back to the Security De-
partment with a state-
ment saying he was a vi-
sitor on campus and his 
purpose on campus. 
Tickets will be issued· 
to any person· parked on 
campus who does not 
have a parking permit 
and is in some way con-
nected with the univer-
sity, anyone who is 
parked in a restricted 
space and anyone 
parked facing the wron2 
way, according to Se-
curity. 
on • • 
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8 Proposed Revisions Featured 
In Nov. 4 Texas Constitution Election 
V DIANA LOPE4' eANDA Sept. 1, 1976• if 
adopt.ed. 
Eight proposals t re. 
vise the Texas Constitu- PROP0s1T1ON v11- This 
tion will be ubmi d amendment provides for 
for voter approval he protection of the 
ov. 4, which if ad pt- environment and dis-
ed will replace the pre- t.i ngu, hes b tween bank 
nt constitution. holding companies and 
The Bill of Rights wiU branch hanks. Discn-
remain unaltered e.·c · pt mination of the handi• 
for a few minor cha.rag capped is prohibited by 
due to revisions in other his proposal, nd public 
parts of the constituion. u e of the b aches is in-
The proposals to b vo- sur _d. It will become ef-
.d on are as follo ,_;_ fective Sept. 1, 1976, if 
PROPos1T1ON ,_ This adopted. 
proposal cans for a re- PROPos,noN v11•-This 
vision of the separation last proposal of the 
f powers and legislative constitution r vi es the 
and executive p(M'ers It way in which constitu• 
provide tor a salary tion amending is done 
commission fc.r mem- and requires the legisla-
bers of the Legislature tur to submit to the 
instead of the fixed people, every 30 year • 
$7,200 per year and gen- the vote of whether or 
erally strengthens he not to call a Constitu-
powel's ot the Governor. tional Convent.ion. If 
1f adopted,this prop sal adopted, this proposi-
wLIJ go into effect tion will become effec• 
• Jo.n.1, 1976. tive Sept. 1, 1976. 
Vie s and opinions 
were e..-cpressed by sev¥ 
eral members of Lhe 
Polit1cal c1ence D part-
ment at P AU in int.er-
views conducted with 
them. 
Dr Charles Tripp. 
assistant professor m the 
Political Science De-
partment said, "I would 
most probably vote for 
the proposals Just to 
vote against th old 
constitution, rather 
than b ·ause I stron~y 
favor the proposed one.n 
He also aid that the 
new constituition will 
strengthen thelegislalive 
and executive branches 
and will go a long way 
in organizing the courts 
which, accorclµlg to 
Tripp, seems to be a 
better organization than 
we now have. 
Tripp al o said, how-
ever, that he doubted if 
the new constitution ill 
create an fundamental 
PF1OPos1T1ON 11- This 
- proposal makesrevi ions 
in the judiciary sy tem. 
Jt prohibit tatutory 
courts and instead pr -
vides for the merging of 
the State Supreme Court 
with the Court of rimi-
n Appeals. It prov1de 
that intermed· te courts 
of appeals have criminal. 
~ well ru. civil. jurisdic-
tion. The proposal wil 
go into C!ect Sept 1, 
1976, if adopted. 
Students May 
Express Opinions 
PAOPos1T1ON 111- This 
amendment makes revi-
sions in voting in Texas 
elections. It will abolish 
some of the voting re-
strictions now present. 
lf adopted this proposal 
would become effective 
Sept. 1. 1976. 
PROPOSITION IV- 1'hiS 
proposal deals mainJy 
with the higher educa-
tion fund which, if 
adopted would become 
effective Jan. 1, 1979. 
The rest of the revisiom 
in the proposal will be-
come ef ective Sept. 1. 
1976. The Jl!opoaal 
generally proVIdes for 
equal opportunity in 
public education. 
PROPOSITION V-
Bas·cally. thi proposal 
revises the financial SY$• 
t m of Texas. It exempts 
sp ial organizations 
and individuals .from ad 
valorem taxes and pro-
hibit retail sales taxe 
on specific products. It 
will becorue effect v 
Jan. 1, 1979. if adopted. 
PROPos1 1ON v•- This 
proposi ion revises local 
government in Texu. 
Basically, it gives county 
voters mote voice in 
legislative matters and 
lowers the r quired pop-
ulation in home-rule 
cities from 5,000 to 
1 .600. This proposaJ will 
become effective 
Students at Pan Am, 
as well as other students 
in Te.· s, are now able 
to express their com• 
plaints, problems or ex-
periences ncountered 
with t.be Financial Aid 
Sy em, to the Te as 
Public Hearin on Fin• 
anc1al Aid, ponsored 
by the College Scholar-
ship Service tudent 
Atlv1Sory Committee 
(C SSAC) and the ra. 
tional Student Educa-
tiohal Fund (NSEF). 
Stud nt financial aid 
is pr sently undergoing 
some changes due to 
problems arising from 
today's increasing 
educational coats, the 
financial pinch being 
elt by all levels of 
society and the 18 year-
old emancipation laws 
which have increased 
the number of students 
now claiming them-
elve as independent 
tudent.s. 
:;tud nts interes d in 
testifying at. the hearing 
should send a hort 
Sll!!Jmary about their 
experiences to: Texas 
Public Hearing on Fin-
ancial Aid, 201 N. t. 
Mary's Suite 606 San 
Antonio, Texas, 78205. 
For further informa-
tion, contact the stu-
dent government office 
at 381-2661. 
OFFtCERS ELECTED - 1lleta Chi Rho of cen 
were elected ~t their last meeting recently. Shown 
(1-r). ar M~J"la Isabel (Chata) Serna, president; 
N~dine Zum~a, reporter; Anna Lopez, secretary· 
Dian?, Garcia, sergeant-at-arm ; and Virginia 
AJnrus, treasurer 
change in Texas politics. 
He !eels th n w consti• 
tution will not change 
the 1 aders 
When asked Ii he felt 
strengthening of the ex-
ecutive would benefit 
1 ·as citizens, Tripp re-
plil'd that il ;tlJ depended 
on what kmd of gover-
nor was in office and 
th . kind of direction he 
wanted to pu ue. 
c ording to Tnpp, a 
weak leader is not n • 
essariJy b , c..itin 
Nixon as an example, 
but he do s b lieve that 
it would be better if the 
governor's powers were 
str ngthened slightly. 
Gary Mounce, assi 
tant professor in the 
Political S ience Depart-
ment said he was in 
favor of the proposed 
constitution. On of the 
. ood points, Moun e 
said, about the new 
constitution was that it 
· much shorter than 
the pie nt one 
H ad of the Political 
Sc· ence Department.Or. 
Jerry Polinard. aid that 
he was strongly in favor 
of all eight proposition 
because ac ·ording to 
him. "they are all de-
sign to make thin 
l ar hlch are not un-
de ·tood n w ,. How-
ever, Polin:ird did say he 
was dJsappointed in the 
proposal c:oncerniu 
equal opportunity in 
educal1on. He said, "It 
does nnt really hange 
the inequities that now 
e.xist m our own finan-
cial system." 
Dr. Patricia Behlar. 
instru tor m the Political 
Science Department, 
also express her disap-
pointment in th edu a-
tion proposal. She said 
shed1dn t like jt because, 
'1t tarts out very con-
tradi tory." She said, 
the in;t line guar ntees 
equal education oppor-
tunity and then it ·tates 
that locl:.ll enrichment 
funds are pennissable. 
This means, Dr. 
Behlar · a.id. that ii a dis• 
trict i · rich·or has indus-
try. hru access to a good 
bit of money, whereas 
another district which 
i.s inhabited with poor 
people anct has little in-
dustry. ends up with 
less money even thou~ 
tbe people of th t d1S-
trict ar paying trute at 
the same rate as th • rich 
district. 
However Dr. Behlar 
felt that if the proposal 
was voted down, equal-
ity still would not re ·ult 
since Lhe present provi-
· on · bout the same. 
She did ay though, that 
this problem as not 
unique in Texas. Un-
equal oppo_!i;unity is 
common through out 
the United States ht: 
said. ' 
Dr. Behlar also point-
ed out that the Texas 
Constitution was almost 
100 year· younger than 
the United States C n-
stitution and yet the 
Texas cbnstitution has 
more than 200 amend-
ments compared to 26 
amendm n s of the 
United tates Constitu-
tion. 
This in ffect m ans 
t!Jat the Tex.as Constitu-
tion has too many de-
tails, said Dr. Beblar. A 
constitution should set 
forth the relation be-
t.ween people and the 
govenment and should 
awo set forth the struc-
ture of gov rnment. but 
not in too much detail.·• 
A poor point of the 
proPosed n titution is 
that some of the propo-
sals contain speci!i 
that Dr Behlar thinks 
should not in a con• 
stitution. She cited the 
carrryi.ng over of bene-
fits m the state tire. 
ment syrtem as an e • 
amole. 
Dr. Behlar also en-
couraged all eligible 
voters to study the pro-
posed constitution care-
fully. come to a decision 
go out and vote ov. 4. 
KinpPolnt..SC-33 only 13911 
(EQUN LE T T 'l - SR-1 ) 
southwest calculators, inc. 
1013 Pecan M Allen 682-4333 
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Inflation 
Financial Load Great For College Students 
sv GILBE.AT TAGLE •"a ~~tt~uIJ>rfe t~ pe~~e ~~efrd Lll'St . aparlm;nt, fb<? Od sculpting tool and about 2.5-gallons to and any-where from $120-
MARGOT H1c1<s are b~;~ ~IT:tors vafue hatrit~e~oct°e~~ qJte ~!~kla;1f~1n rot:' from Pan Am daily an 220 a month ~or an 
Ed.Note: This is another 
in a series of articles 
about in!lation. 
of financial discipline. evenr American's life. a three-hour a.tt._rourse. avera_ge o_f about $3 ~f apartment. To this total 
What one American Due to the popular Textbooks certainly gasoline m the tank_ is add 65 forfood, s~a~ks 
~lollar could once buy, belief that a college ed- add burden to the a safeguard from bemg and pe~nal necessities. 
1t now takes almost two ucation will secure you student ts limited budget. stranded SO!flewhere be• There 1s no set dress 
~ purch~ Lhe same a status that will be free A three hour course tween Edinburg and code or set precedent 
Someone once said: 1~em at a sbghtl~ smaller of budgets an.d ulce~. has the possibility of home. However, ..;l)m. style of dres at Pan Am, 
"When times get hard, SJ.Ze and quantity. No- st~den~s ,contmue to fill setting the student off ID!;!ting students_ may yet S?me students enjoy 
the Am~an P.eode be- tably, few people at uruvers.1t1es throughout t.o purchase one . main find that tr~veif ng c~ dressing fashionably at 
cocpf Q t~ be 1,t~t,'r. present have the money the Uruted Stat~s. . textbook, one study vary ~ccordmgly with. expenses tbat might 
Septe~lr e ~l?£esaYe to ~ccomm0<;late the A. Pan Amencan Uru- guide and a selective the distance of their normally seem unreason-
pnces in food, fuel 1t,aunes that life has to vers1ty student enroll- d" b k Th homes from Pan Am able according to the 
metals rose 0.6 per cent o er. About _the only ment has increased this dea tmgt ,_~o . e23st0u0- and their mode of trans• quality and texture of 
b · · th all way _to acqwre these year by 15.5 per cent a en · al\Jng _ a . rt f · 
nsgµig e over an- •~unes IS. to become a rise that promises prob- s_ophornore level Enghsh po a IOn. . . ye5teryea.r. 
µu t fcre,ri to approx- ngid ascetic or a mem- lems not only for the literature course is apt Along wtth transpor- . Stu~e~ts who pledge ~! etlse incr~:!es ceJi~ b~r of organized crime, university but likewise to find himself requir~d ~ation exp~ses sfudents ~ temities or sor_orities 
price at which retail either of the t.wo being for students. to read a . total of suc face the high costs of find th mselves with en. 
customers, you and me, a s_tep toward over- . Al;hough Pan Amer- books wh1~ . even at medical bills. Although mo_nthly dues. The 
will be purchasing items coming the ituati9n. 1can. 1s a commuter uni- paperback editions have Valley winters are mild, active n:iember will 
this month The _ever-growing ".erstty, P AU s~ude~ts Qnces that start at the ever-present sound often d1scover that 
All over the United costs of items affect like other uru~ers1ty :t\}·26 $and go up to of sneezes and sniffles expense vary, especially 
St ates, Americans are everybody that has any students partake m the a out 6.96. can be heard th ugh if a sponsored activity 
steadily adjusting to a amount of money to ~any _different activities Along with textbooks out the halls and r~ th - falls through. 
way of life that will cut spend · Fr~m th~ el~- m eat!ng houses, lounge the Pan Am student rooms A · ·t to he To be a university 
fin "al w· h mentary chlld asking Ius estabhslunents and re- rail f' d · . VlSl . t e st d t •t • . anc1 expenses. 1t mother for ice cream creational pots located gene y m s himself d<?ctor will wmd up u e~ 1 ~e9~es time, 
the minimum wage be-- money to the newlywed on or nQal' the campus. buying supplies. Penclls w1tb the student paying devotion, m1t1~tive and 
ing $2.10 an hour, it is couple searching for All these are but a few at two for 15 cents, ball about $8 for an antibio- money. For th1~ reason 
D of the expenses that the at two for 15 cents. ball tic injection and $10 many students fmd that I~ PaI? Am students can point pens that once for prescription medi- ~e . only way to make IDan O en daun. . sold for 19 cents,nowat cines. 1t, 1s to work. It isn't 
.:;;;., Despite the fact that 25 cents, fel~ti;p pens at The proposed auto- uncommon to find a 
E Do tEhe pollti~ge 8E~!_r,ai1ce the price of 59-69 cents mobile insurance hike student working 40 a~1lS Ci t xanuna on Ocuu es- and $2 10 ~or 80 sh t ill . . . hours weekly d t 0 •n e timates the average cost · 1 ee s w significantly add to . an a · I U, at a four-year public of earasible typing the student's expenses. tetndhmg Pan ~m classes 
cqllege at $1 340 per se- paper. The popular As it stands, the Valley a t e same time. How-
!Dester-(a 12 per cent eight-page ·'blue book': motorists will see a $23 ever, most . students Pan American's Dean 
Gf Men Ricardo Chapa 
recently earned bis PhD 
in Educational Adminis-
tration from Michfgan 
State University in East 
Lansing,. Michigan. 
"English ReadingS1 and 
the Mexican-Ameircao 
Child in a Second Grade 
Program,'' was the title 
of Dean Chapa 's disser-
tation. 
Dean Chapa worked 
several consecutive sum-
mers on his doctoral 
thesis and completed it 
last summer. He re• 
ceived his diploma from 
Michigan State this past 
August. 
Chapa was graduated 
from Mission .t1igh 
School in 1948, received 
his BA from Pan 
American College in 
1954 with secondary 
education and general 
business as his major 
English as his minor. He 
ieceived his MS from 
--~~ Texas A&l University in 
Kingmlle. 
Chapa 's educational 
experience includes ele-
mentary principal in 
McAllen; superinten-
dent-principal at San 
Pedro Sula, Honduras, 
C.A.; high school coun• 
selor in the Lansing In-
dependent School Dis-
trict, Mich.; materials 
coordinator and evalu-
ator of Region I Educa-
tional Service Center, 
Edinburg; and his pre-
sent position. dean of · 
men at Pan American 
University: 
As dean of men at 
Pan Am, Chapa works 
closely with students 
and student organiza-
tions. He takes care of 
disciplihe on campu~ 
organizes freshman ori-
entation and serves as 
advisor for student 
government. 
Dr. Chapa donated a 
copy of his dissertation 
to the Pan American 
University Library. 
!11.crease from 1974,) tu- used for essays, tests auto insurance hike. work part-time and _ 
!t10n co~ts a~ Pan Amer- and reports is now price The hike although re- a~tend classes as full 
1can University for the at 10 cents a booklet- latively low is an added trme students. 
students taking 15 se- an increase of two cents expense that students There are some stu-
mester hours is :i>l32 per since this past spring will find difficult to add dents _who don't have to 
semester excluding sel!'ester. Multiply these to their budget. work m order to survive. 
room and board which pnces by three (in most - - - These few are generally 
is set at $465 cases) and the total will The student who the students wh h per plans a transfer to an- . 0 • ave 
semester. be the amount the other university finds more time_ for lelSlu~ 
The H175-77 Pan average student at P AU that the doctor ch es and relaxation at the Ii-
American University spends during a semes- $20 for a blood re~ brary or the second 
bulletin lists the estima- ter on the little neces- test and a littt/g al floor of the University 
ted cost for books and sities of being a student. . . enE:1' Center. Tribute to stu-
supp~es for the student mfonnation all_ of whi_ch dents as such, for their 
caeymg a lS hour load The commuting stu- takes about eight mm• good fortune and eco-
at :i;50; however some dent finds that gasoline utes. nomic freed 
PAU students will find (regular) sells on the The single or married om. 
D<?W that minimum it average for about 51 couple that lives off (Cont. on page 11) 
will take about $76-$80 cents a allon and at cam us is likel to ay 
for books snd supplies. 
'l'his does not include 
the fact that students 
taking art courses are 
constantly needing re• 
plenishment of their 
~ supplies, and at the 
pnce of paper today it 
hurts the pocketbook 
when the student has to 
pay $1.35 for a piece 
9of paper that sold for 0 cents durfog the fall 
of 1974. Add :i;6.95 for 
a paint brush or 80 
cenl.s for a four-inch 
October Auction Dollars 
~ 
FREE WITH EVERY PURCHASE 
Good for special Auction on Oct. 18th 
for gifts worth $25 donat d 
by participating Edinburg 
merchants for OCTOBER UCTTON DOLLAR DAYS' 
Wear the look of today... For a lovely tomorrow. 
CRIMIN~L JUSTICE OFFICERS - Recently elected officers for Lambda 
Alfa Epsilon at Pan Am ~ (1-r~ Celerino Castillo, sergeant-at-arms; Anna 
Navarro, treasurer; and OllVla Salinas. secretary. Standing in back is R:unon 
T.a.zan, president. ~~ot pictured is Mike Sullenger, vice-president. 
The Turquoise Box, Inc. 
220 S. CLOSNER EDINBURG 383-2501 
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FANCY WAY TO SAY HELLO? ·-Not quite. Eloy Balderas, middle,'.shows 
bis karate skills as Pete Soto, right, and Karate Club member, left, challenge 
him. 
-
KARATE VERSUS BALLET- Michael ~inger, in ballet-like ~on,_ 
practices karate with · Candelario Arteaga. The-Pan Am Karate --ctub 
will attend their karate tournament. -
IWIM,,WIIUWiuiMII iiiiii-&ilmllllUI-IIIIUWIIPIIIIIIIU-■IIIIHII 
Peel that apple 




= = a = 
~ 
i Emporium Auction· Dollars ! I Buy you MORE ... MORE ... MORE I I 
5 PICK UP O E OCTOBER AUCTION DOLLAR ~ 
=-~=- for every dollar purchase. Good for 5_-
special Auction on Oct. 18th. 5 
~ = 
- § 202 E. McIntyre Edinburg 383-7151 ! 
~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUUIIIIJIIIIUIIIIJUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIUIIUUllllllWllllllll Iii?. 
I KARATE EXPERTS PRACTICE - Candelario Arteaga and Hector liarcia, 
Karate Club members, simultaneously get kicked by Michael Sullenger, 
director, promoter of the club, during a practice session in preparation for 
the Karate Tournament. Oct. 11. 
Pan Ant ROTC Hosts 
Karate Tou.rnainent 
The second annual 
pro-am karate tourna-
ment sponsored by the 
AFROTC will be Oct. 11 
trom 7-9 p.m. at the 
Pan American University 
Field House. More than 
200 contestants from 
Mexico, Texas and sur-
rounding states are ex-
pected to compete for 
49 trophies and over 
$600 in cash prizes. 
Registration for the 
NTE Tet1ting 
Pan American Univer-
sity has been designated 
as a test center for the 
National Teacher Ex-
aminations to be admin-
istered N av. 8, according 
to a Placement and 
Testing office spokes-
man. 
Romulo D. Martinez 
Jr., director of place-
ment, said these ex-
aminations a.re offered 
to college seniors pre-
paring to teach, to 
teachers applying for 
certification or licensing 
and to those seeking 
positions in school sys-
tems which encouragP or 
require the NTE. The 
designation of Pan Ame-
rican as a test center 
for these examinations 
will give prospective 
teachers in this area an 
opportunity to compare 
their performance on the 
examinations with can-
i.lidates throughout the 
country who take the 
tests, Martinez said. 
tournament will be held 
at 7:30 a.m. Oct. 11 at 
the Pan Am Field House. 
Semi-finals begin at 
11 a.m. and finals at 
7 p.m. 
Tickets for the event 
a.re now on sale in Mc-
Allen at the Ceramic 
Mart, The New Dimen-
sion and at McAllen 
Paint and Decorating. In 
Edinburg, tickets are on 
sale at 7-11 and Pants 
Express. Tickets are 
also on sale at Angels 
Shoes in Weslaco. 
Pre-gate tickets are 
$1 for students, $1.50 
for general admission 
and $2.50 for re.served. 
For more informa-
tion call Mike Sullenger: 
Bruce Ferries, Corps 
Commander; or Captain 
Raul Contreras~ com-
madant of cadets, at 
381-3101. 
MAGICAL STRINGS? - No. No strinf.s attached. 
Flying Pete Soto, Karate Club member, leaps up 
in the air on his own power as another member 
dP.fends himself. 
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Pan Am's MC Future Looks Bright 
By DIANA LOPEZ BANCA 
Mass communications 
enrollment is on the rise 
at Pan Am and its future 
expansion looks bright. 
Approximately 12 be-
ginning freshmen this 
fall chose MC as their 
major, the highest num-
ber since tbe program 
was initiated in 1974. A 
total of 4.1 students are 
listed by the dean's re-
pNt as being MC majors. 
Thirty two students 
chose MC as their minor, 
14 of which are begin-
ning freshmen. 
As compared to Eng-
lish majors this fall, be-
ginning freshmen MC 
majors exceed the nine 
beginning freshmen ma-
joring in English. Dr. 
Frederick Von Ende1 
head of the English ana 
MC Department, said,"I 
think this means that 
people are just begin-
ning to realize that 
there is a major in MC 
at Pan Am, plus the fact 
that MC enrollment i.s 
mcreasin8 all over the 
country.' 
MC courses during the 
fall, however was about 
7Qpercent over the pre-
vious year. 
As MC develops, new 
courses are scheduled 
and others are planned 
to be offered, according 
to Dr. Bob Dowell. di-
rector of self-study ad~ 
ministration. 
Jn 197 4, the first year 
of the program, only 
three students were 
listed as MC majors: one 
freshman, one sopho-
more, and one junior. At the present there 
The total enrollment in are only four faculty 
members teaching cour-
ses in MC. They are 
Hany Quin, Dr. Bruce 
Underwood, Dr. Carl 
Grantz, and Susan 
Behrens. 
Courses being ottered 
this semester include 
editing and photogra. 
phy, being taught by 
Quin; reporting 1 and ad-
vance reporting, taught 
bv Dr. U.nderwood; in-
troduction to mass com-
munications, taught by 
Dr. Grantz; and intro-
duction to radio and te. 
levision, taught by Ms. 
Behrens. 
"As the program 
grows and the needs 
arise, faculty will be ad-
ded," said Do well. 
Placement Office Expands 
Courses planned or 
:.cheduled for the future 
include raruo and tele-
vision news editingl 
magazine writing ana 
editing, advanced photo 
joumalisrr.., broadcast' 
news, television news-
film and writing, law 
of the press and adver-
tising. To expand the ser-
vices of the Car-eer 
Planning and Placement 
Office , three career 
planneis have been 
hired to serve Pan 
American University 
students. 
The three are Ms. 
Rosa Hernandez, Ms. 
Barbara Breaden and 
Mrs. Don Soto. 
Ms. Hernandez, · an 
Edinburg resident, has 
been assigned as the 
career planner for the 
School of Education. 
Her office is at Educa-
tion Building 139. She 
is a · 1974 PAU educa-
tion graduate. 
Ms. Bieaden, a psy -
chology major, Will be 
the planner as.signed to 
the School of Social 
Sciences. She will be 
•.tem~y located in 
the Placement Office 
until office s1>_ace has 
been found. lnor to 
araduation from Pan 
Am in August, Ms. 
Breaden, an English-
born American, att.end-
ed college at the Canal 
Zone for two years. 
Mrs. Soto is to be the 
planner for the School 
of Business.Inter-Am~· 
ican studies. She will 
be in tbe Business Ad-
minis'lntion Building, 
faculty room 22J. Mrs. 
Soto is an August 197 5 
Pan Am graduate with a 
degree in community 
services. 





uled int.erviews of 
Oct. 14 to Oct. 23. 
The chemistry majors 
who were going to 
speak with a Mr. Hansen 
need t.o go by the 
Placement Office to re-
sign up for Oct. 23. 
Oct. 10 Mobil Oil 
Corp. personnel will be 
on campus looking for 
accounting majors. 
C. A. Reinke said these 
accountants are needed 
in southwestern United 
States. 
The University of 
Texas t Austin is send• 
ing Carl Wood to recruit 
English majors for the 
UT graduate school. He 
will be here Oct. 10 
also. 
Martinez, director of 
placement, the expan-
sion includes the hiring 
of two additional career 
planners in the near 
future for the School 
of Humanities and the 
School of Social 
Sciences and Mathema-
tics. 
'CWe ultimat.ety want 
to have five career 
planners in each of the 
academic schools,'' said 
Martinez. , 
"-The role of the 
planners will be to 
provide the full ser-
vices of the Placement 
.Q.ffkp tn the students 
enrolled in their -assign-
ed schnol. 
the counseling, financial 
aid and tutorial ser-
vices programs. 
Attention will be fo-
cusec( on beginning 
freshmen and first year 
students to allow them 
the opportunity to ex-
plore their own BP.ti-
tudes, interests and abi-
lities in a career 
through a process of 
testing and self explo-
ration. The planners will 
assist students in pre-
paring and following a 
course of study that will 
ultimately lead to the 
acquisition of their pre-
ferred career. 
Ov-erall, Martin02 
saycs, the career planners 
will attempt to build 
a bridge for Pan Am 
students between the 
joint problems of de-
veloping a _pr~gram of 
study appropnate to a 
selected career and 
acquiring a position 
upon graduation to sat-
isfy the students' career 
goals. 
The three career 
A Multi-Media·Center 
to be hoqsed in the 
Leaming Resourse Cen-
ter now being con-
stru.cted, will also give 
the MC department a 
big boost. The Media 
Center will contain 
closed circuit television 
l)'stems, audio visual 
equipment, ph.otogra• 
phy labs and an FM ra-
dio station to broadcast 
Velley-wide. Two telE 
Yi.son stations · will also 
be contained in the cen-
ter. One of them will be 
instructional and the 
other professional. This 
center will be available 
to MC students as well 
u other students. 
- Sofar. - the MC has 
aaduated three stu-
aents. Robert L. Hager 
was the first graduate 
of the program. He re-
ceived his BA degree in 
May. Hager is now clirec-
tor of Campus Crusade, 
• Christian organization 
for youth. 
They will be in con-
stant contact with the 
deans, department 
heads, faculty and stu-
dents of the academic 
schools. Each career 
planner will be charr!ed 
with making available 
mfonnatton concerning 
course outlines, career 
speclfic4tions, academic 
deficiencies, job inter-
views and aptitude 
credit examinations. 
In addition, the 
planners will upon re-
fenal or recommenda-
tjon, refer students oo 
planners already located 
m the three schools 
are available to serve 
students Monday 
through Friday. 
and Placement has hired three career plannen. 
They are (1-r) Ms. Rosa Hernandez, career _planner 
for the School of Education; Ms. Barbara Breaden 
for the School of Social Science; and Mrs. Dora 
Crair Smith and 
William Griffin both 
were graduated in 
August with a BA in MC. 
ACareer 
How about a career as a law enforce-
ment professional with the Hous-
ton Police DepartmenL.a real 
career breakthrough. 
A career with the Houston 
Police Department Is a 
special opportuntty 
for people who wish 
to continue their edu~ 
cation. You may 
apply for full college 
scholarships. depending 
upon fund avallablllty, 1 
under a Law Enforce-
ment Assistance 
Administration program. 
Veterans' benefits apply to our 
GI accredited academy as a speclal bonus. 
There ore no quotas or waiting lists. We 
need qualified people now. We wont to talk 
to men and women interested In a career 
which offers benefits such as S863 per month 
while training, 3 week paid vacation afterl 
year, $13,000 a year ofter 3 years and much 
-more. If you are at least 5'6" tall. between 19 
and 35 years old, and have a high school di-
ploma or the equivalent. here's a chance to 
rAChange! 
help people In a very real way and 
hale vourself to an exciting 
- career at the 
sometime. 
We'll be visiting 
your campus 
soon. Coll Low Enforce-
ment Department for 
dote our recruiter will 
visit your campus, 
~-">-' / Come by and get 
the full story. For further 
Information write or call Houston 
Police Recruiting. One Allen Center 
Bulldlng 18th floor, 500 Dallas at Smith, 
Houston. Texas 77002. Call foll free In 
Texas, 1-800-392-2281. or toll free out of state, 
1-800-231-3858 
An equal opportunity employer. 
Join the Houston 
Police new faces. 
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"Marigolds" Running Smoothly 
.. We are on sch~ul~ 
and the rehears$ are 
running smoothly," said 
director Doug Cummins 
about progress in the 
, season's first play, "The 
Effects of Gamm R,.lys 
On Man In The Moon 
Marigolds. n 
"Certainly there are 
pr<>blems/' the di.rector 
said, "but I Like to view 
problem as opport.uni-
tie to try new tech-
niques. J experiment . 
witll various approaches 
until I find that parti-
cular combination that 
' reflect what the play-
wright intended to por-
tray." 
When queried aboat 
the play Cummin1: said. 
"Paul Zindel has,written 
an excellently structured 
play. lt is tightly drawn, 
MMABJOOLDS" BEGINS TODAY - Bellt:riee 
(Caro Lindsey) holds her daughter down. as 
'l'illie (Christine Fatberree) tries to prevent her 
sister Ruth (Debra Thomas) from choking in one 
of the losing scene-s in •'The EUect. of Gamma 
Ray on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds." The play 
beginB today in the Univeri.ity Theatre. 
finely written and in 
such precise style that 
you can recognize the 
change in · beats. It ii 
spa.r.sely • worded bul 
every word · loaded 
with meaning. The play 
" 'Marigolds' is an 
important •play," the 
director added. "It a.-
amines problems that Math Master's Degree 
The - PAU math~ Boundary Value Pro-
matica department re- blems in Suits' Model." 
£lelltJ.y awarded its first His solution of a mathe-
mast.e.r's degree to Juan matical model ulled t.o 
Cantu at the summer describe directional re-
commencement ex- fiectance in a vegeta ive 
ercises in the Psn Am canopy is currently 
field.house, being studied by the 
Csntu titled his National Aeronautics 
thesis, "Solution to the Space Administration. 
The --won't break: 
RISlf\JG COST OF A MEDICAL EDUCATIOt'J. 
Uke rrost lhlrgs. the cost cf 
attending medtc'd school 
hos risen shofply 
O'Jeflhelosl 
deCode. To m:my 
medcolstudeots 
that cost repre-
sen1s o hec7W 
budet\ o llnonclol 
problem lhol con 
Olfecl VOJ coo-
cen1rOliOn 
II needn't be 
lhatway.The 
Armedfo~ 
Heol1h Prol'es SIOI'\$ 
SCholOl'Sh pProgrom 
v.osorlginoled 
free~ from hose 
WOfries Manorid 
',\Qt"n80'M"l0quoli~ 
....,u hove tt,e costs of 
their medicol educo-
i()n O()Yel'ed, and 
wtll 01so recellle o 
substontlol monthly 
ol!Owonce 
The program o«a.-s 
more I hon tuition or.cl 
salary; II offers you !he 
opporli.ntyk)begll'I 
vour proclice underWJfV 
tCJYOCoble oonditlo<\s. As o heOllh core officer In 
1ne militorv bronch avcu choice. you'll t,nd 
yo.nail with respomlblhlies luly 11'1 keeping 'Nitti 
youf training. ond wilh the time and opportunity lo 
ot>Serveo full spectrum of IT'8diccl .speciOllles 
When ','OU decide on lhe specioltvvou wish to 
pursue, V0U rf"O/ find youMtf toking ft1058 
godJale medlcol studies ot one of os irony 
lageond modern medico! centers ff so. vcu con 
count on lhClt!roln1ng belrQ second lo none. 
Both lhecltnicol and research wo,k being dOne 
intnemhave mode Arm(, ~ondA,rFOlce 
hOspltols o troJO' new nollO(lOl rre01co1 reso.xce, 
It's o long rood, but lhe first step ts sl!Tl'le. Just 
send In the~ The de1 ~ send \QI rro,, 
make the v.tde WO'( o Mlle smoolhel. 
Am18dForces Health Core 
DEDICATED TO HEA.I.JH CME AND 
THE PEOPl.f 1M-IO PRACTICE IT 
r---- -------------, 
I "'.-..dlOIC,$\-~> I-Cl'f-tJ6 I 
~~~ I I l-.ca,al-
1 ~....,.,~~"""lgc,f;OI\ I 
1
1 
''"" meclill'W•-""'"' : 
ON<">! ONo... C~~ 
I ri'"'""""""' D°"'111:>1 cH...-.· c~- I I O~ll'IOl' I 
I NQ,,.. -~--=--=---..... o 11,4 OF t 
I ~ ~I'>""! ~'--- I 
I 0-,·--~IOf,,,_ ______ l· 
l ~ -------- ' I I l-~ •~l>X4l----- l 
II "'.,,_... C=;i• t I...,,.,.. 
I ·w ._.....,~1r,:.c,~.,NOYv~ I 
I POCIICl!v - p horog,., /IOI ~ in Afml' fllclgfOm I L------------------J 
are very real b~ in the 
Valley. It could be called 
The Great American 
Trage<ly in a number of 
ay . It. mirrors the fa t 
that our society bas 
been reluctant to allo 
women to fulfill their 
full potentiaJ and has 
relegated women to 
a second class citizen 
role.0 
Cummins !ftat.ed. 
"The 1975-76 season 
of p ays ofiers our Uni-
w ty communiiy the 
opportuajty to see good 
theatre. I don"t believe 
th.at some of our stu-
dents are aware of just 
how good our produc-
tions are. We strive to 
give our alley audi-
ences a taste of what 
Broadway is all about. 
WP make every effort 
to prevent a well round-
season of carefully 
lected play " 
•~Marigolds" wiU run 
Oct. 8-12, mid will 
be _ presented in the 
Studio Theatre of th 
Fine Arts Building. Per-
fonnances will be at 
8:16 p.m, Th box office 
DRAMA PRODUCTION FREE - (standinJ) 
Ruth (Debra Thomas belittle her siJter Tillie 
(Christine Fatherree) as she prepar s her marl· 
golds for the science !air. Tickets for the 
production are free with PAU ID card, but 
reservations are necessary. 
will open Oct. l and 
tickets will be $2 Cor 
adults and $1 for stu-
dents who are not from 
PAU. PAU faculty, staff 
and students will be 
admitted free upon 
pr entation of their ID 
cards. PASS Theatre 
patrons may be admitted 
with their unused ou-
pons or the coupon book 
cover. 
All seats are reserved 
and the numbf!r to call 
for reservations is 
381-3681 
Dea line ear 
P CE a aren 
se· ion is heduled 
Oc 16, from 7 • 9 .m. 
in .h Science Building 
Auditorium two, to 
pr p. students plan-
ning to take the te . 
Sample questions Bnd 
ge era1 inform lion that 
will benefit those being 
tested will be offered. 
All 8tudents planning to 
take the test are en OUl'· 
aged to attend. 
Students interested in 
working for U1e federal 
government in a pro(e -
&ional or administrative 
capacity. should take t.he 
F0fessional and admin-
•.strative career examin-
ation {PACE). For the 
convenience of Pan Am 
student.,;, the Lest will 
be given by the exam-
iners in coordination 
with the ffice of career 
Planning, Placement and 
Testing. on Nov. 15. To 
be eligible to take the 
test, students must make 
ammgem nts by 
Oct. 20. 
1·············"'···························1 U CPCActivities 
av FLIP SALAZAR 
·rhe University Center 
Prog,:am (UCPC) bas to 
date, 103 PAU students 
in the organization. Out 
of ~,ooo plus students 
enroued who are eligibl 
to declare themselves 
membe'l'S of UCPC, one 
t;Uch J onder wh re 
e. the e ·ecutive 
coun il, can find the 
remainder or PAU u-
dents who hav ideas to 
share and free time 
that may be pent in 
UC 303. he ideas that 
one presents to us are 
essential in the tual 
programming of an 
event on <"ampus, being 
that you, t e P U st.u-
dent body, is whom we 
program for. 
Last week's com• 
mittee ee mgs were in 
some asp . t poorly at-
tended, and perhaps 
poorly scheduled. Com• 
plaints have been heard 
on Lhis matter. For 
tho who are interested 
m UCPC committee 
meetings, the ime and 
dates are as follow : 
Filrns c mmittee-
Mopday 12 noon in UC 
303, 
Publicity Wedn sday-
11:30 am. ln UC 303. 
Special events-Thurs-
day 6 p.m. 
Games and t.ouma-
ment&-Thursday 2 p.m. 
ui UC 303. 
Coff eehouse-Wedne'• 
day 6 p..m. in UC 803, 
Concerts, fine arts-
Friday 4 p.m. ln UC 
307. 
TO ALL STUDENT 
0 G ZATIO S· 
If you h ve a pre~ 
f erred means of com-
munic lion other than 
at the campus mail pick-
up tation on the econd 
:tloor of the Uruve ity 
Center. I would like 
to have Utis informa-
tion. All too often 
UCPC has imm diate 
and in some instances. 
urgent busin ss to take 
care of with other organ-
lZ tions. Quite often in-
formation is picked up 
too late to e used in 
our programming some 
events. The mail pick-
up station ·s t the rear 
of be recreation m 
TO SPECIAL 
EVENTS CHAIRPER-
SONS OF I LL 
ORGANIZATIONS: 
You are invited to 
attend the special ev:en~ 
committe meetings, 
so that events may be 
planned ahead of time 
without overlapping 
in the ase of money 
making projects, and to 
avoid hurting another 
organization's pr grams. 
For this, UCPC will 
set up a program cal n• 
dar in UC 303 for the 
scholastic year 1976.76, 
so we, t.he program 
councu, wt.11 aid others 
in planning for the P U 
student body. Should 
you pre er to all, pie e 
do o from 8 a.m.-5 p,m_ 
Monda_ • Friday at 
381•2611. 
Carnival of the Great 
Pumpkin apphcahons 
are due Friday. The 
games and tournament 
committee will have the 
au hockey finals Thurs-
day and Friday. For 
more information call 
381-2611 or ·ome by 
UC 303. 
-
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Pro Basketball Game 
Has HaHtime Action 
The Houston Rockets 
of the NBA and the San 
Antonio Spurs of the 
ABA are preparing to 
lock horns in the Pan 
American Fieldhouse. 
As if the game itself 
wasn't a big enough 
attraction, the halftime 
show is taking on some 
authority too. 
The well-trained and 
interesting Pan Ameri-
can University folk 
dancers will grace the 
floor during intermission 
along with Mr. Excite-
ment himself 1 the king 
of the hamburger, 
Ronald McDonald. The 
nationally known clown 
of McDonald's fame and 
the locally talented 
group of students will 
do then thing courtesy 
of the Pharr McDonalds 
and the sponsor of 
dancers at Pan Am, Dr. 
Amilda Thomas. 
Dr. Thomas. a profes-
sor of physical education 
at Pan Am. doubles as 
the sponsor of a group of 
performers that have 
appeared throughout 
Mex.ico and Te as. 
These dancers have 
Tennis Bronc 
Qualifies For Play 
Ricardo Eynaudi 
who fought his way into 
the fourth round of the 
national collegiate ten-
nis championship this 
year representing Pan 
American University of 
Texas, has been named 
to Chile's national team 
for the Pan American 
Games starting heie 
Oct.13. 
Eynaudi will join 
Alvaro Fillol, who 
edged him in a 
tie-breaker at the 
NCAA national in 
Corpus Christi, on 
Chile's tennis team. 
Both men are from San-
tiago. 
Now a junior at Pan 
American University 
(which has no connec-
tion with the Pan Amer-
ican Games), Eynaudi 
ranks as the No. a ama-
teur tennis player in his 
native country. 
"i ►m really glad to be 
chosen for the Pan 
American Games," 
Eynaudi said. "It should 
be a great experience. 
I've talked to all my 
professors and they say 
it's okay to go, so I'm 
going." 
Many of the top 
collegiate players in the 
U.S. will compete in the 
Pan American Games. 
"I'll have a chance to 
beat some big o-nes 
there," Eynaudi said. 
"Most of the top college 
players in the Americas 
will be there." 
Tennis Women Set For 
Organizational Meeting 
A women's intercol-
legiate tennis team-E 
being formed at Pan Am 
according to Dr. Amilda 
Thomas, coordinator 
of women's athletics. A 
meeting to discuss form-
ing the tennis team will 
be Oct. 9 at 4 p.m. in 
the Physical Education 
Complex 119. 
Further information 
may be obtained in the 
Physical Education 
Complex 106 or by call-
ing Dr. Thomas at 
381-2233 or Sawnie 
Bald.rid e at 682-7817. 
P.E. MAJORS ROUNDUP 
THURS OCT. 9 
7:00 PM 
P.E. COMPLEX 
For f\Jrther info, contact 
Dr. Thomas 
or any PEM Club Officer. 
Your Confidential Jewe]er 
110 N.12tb Edinburg 888-2432 
waved their skirts and 
stomped their feet at 
previous basketball half-
times with great success. 
Ma nag er Pete 
Vaselakos of McDonalds 
is responsible for 
Ronald's appearance at 
the game with the 
famous child~harmer 
appearing earlier in the 
day as part of the Oct.18 
anniversary celebration 
at El Centro Mall. 
Getting back to the 
basketball game itself, 
the Rockets have never 
beaten the Spurs in two 
previous meetings of 
t.eams of Texas. Thetwo 
biggest roundball attrac-
tions in the state will 
meet twice in their pre• 
season schedules. The 
first battle will be on 
Oct. 11 in San Antonio 
with the climatic ex-
hibition-ending quel 
(billed as the Pro Basket-
ball Championship of 
Texas) at the Fieldhouse 
on the Oct. 18 date. 
The game of course 
will be played under 
balf-ABA and half-NBA 
rules with several 
changes in the teams 
themselves taking place 
in the off-season. Rookie 
of the year (two years 
ago) Swen Nater has left 
the San Antonio lineup 
in favor of the New York 
Nets. The Spurs got, 
among other things, 6-9 
Larry Kenon from the 
Nets for their prized 
6-11 center. Kenon fin-
ished his junior year of 
college basketball with 
a defeat at the hands 
of Most V aJuable Player 
in the nation Bill Walton 
of UCLA as the Bruins 
won the national cham-
pionship from Kenon's 
upstart Memphis State 
bunch. Before attend-
ing Memphis State, 
Kenon was a Texas pro-
duct who spent two 
years in Junior College 
at Amarillo. 
The game promises to 
be exciting and different 
with many tickets still 
on sale for interested 
parties. The seats are 
$4 for reserved places 
and $2.50 for general 
admission. The tickets 
may be mail-0rdered by 






The deadline for intra-
mural basketball is 
Oct. 14 at 12 noon. A 
roster, with the appro-
priate amount of names 
according to intramural 
rules, must be submitted 
at the intramural office 
in the old gym. This 
activity is for both men 
and wc;,men. 
RAMIRO DA VILA trots his legs uphill in the San Antonio race of two -
weeks ago. The crowd in this particular mce is markeclly evident in this -
shot. The Broncs did well individually and as a team in their initial .race of 
the new season. (Photo by Juan Garza) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••an,,111111111111111111111111111 
Intramural Volleyball 
Posts Active Week 
Women volleyballers over the Hope squad in 
have been at it again. The a 15-12 and 15-6 
Gang took a quick 15-3 The next event of the 
and 15-6 win from HEP day was a Hope win 
No. 2 in the opener over the Gang in the 
followed closely by a closest match of the 
PEM win over the day, a 14-16. 15-12, 
Spanish Club in 15-1 16-14, t.ally. The final 
and 15-3. PEM had not controvers.Y' turned out 
yet retired for the day, to be a Digger win over 
however. and they re- the Camp girls. They 
turned for another win dug t.o a 15-2 and 
15-6 tune. 
The playoffs in this 
year's intramural volley-
ball competition will 
begin at 6 p.m. today 
m the Fieldhouse. The 
first contest will be 
between Hope and HEP 
No. 1 for third place. At 
6:45. PEM and the 
Diggers will play for 
first. 
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION 
WEEKLY ACTIVITIES 
MONDAY• NOONDAY 12 - 12:30 P.M. 
Sharing & Praying 
TUESDAY - BIBLE STUDY With lunch (25') At Noon 
Studying HEBREWS 
WEDNESDAY - NOONDAY .. 12-12:30 P .M. 
Sharing & Praying 
THURSDAY • LUNCHENCOUNTER - Hot Meal {SO•) 
And Special Speaker 
Meal Served 11 :30 A.M. - 12:30 P .M. 
Speaker At 11 :00 A.M. And 12: 15 P.M. 
FRIDAY - KOINONJA - A Time Of Fellowship 
And Worship 7:00 P.M. 
CHILDREN'S Mission 4:00 P.M. - 5:30 P.M. 
STUDENT CENTER LOCATED AT 1304 W. UNIVERSITY 
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Finish Second In Local Tourney 
Softball Gals Stroll To State Next 
· ANO'l'HER RUN crosses the p1«ate in the women's 
- 10ftball tournament last weekend. The Bronc 
women advanced to state. 
00 GIT 'EM GALS!! The Pan Am squad aee~s to be excited d~g the softball 




San Antonio Sp 
vs. the 
Houston Rocke 
Saturdayt Oct.18, 1976 
in Edinburg, Texas 
PRO BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP 
OF TEXAS-1975 
Please mail me--tickets (reserved) at $4 each. 
Please mail me---tickets (general admission) 
at $2 .50 each. 
My check is enclosed for a total of $-----
(Please make all checks payable 
Mail to! to Pan American University) 
Campus Men ·Pass Out 
More Football Scores 
Athletic Dept. 
Pan American Univ. 




More scores are in 
from the land of incom-
pletion&. On Monday of 
last week (Sept. 29) the 
Mu Epsilon guys took 
on the Camp gang with 
favorable effect. The 
Mu Epsilon squad rolled 
to a 14-6 win with their 
scoring coming on two 
passes from M. Villareal 
to A. Contreras. The first 
one covered 10 yards 
and the second 45 yards. 
The Camp meanies 
grabbed their six points 
on a 98-year kick-off 
return by J. ~yna. 
On the following day 
the PEM men walloped 
the Vets in a lopsided 
22.0 match-up. R. 
Badillo was the main 
man for the PEM offense 
with a 15-yard touch-
down run, and a 26-yard 
scoring pass to his credit. 
NOW OP.at .... 
a ne.w add i-lioV\ to Lu.Jtt'~ 
and \IALS JtANER.Y 
i:ls c_a\\ed.-... 
~~1,~ ~<55~5~ 
stop ~ and. c..hec.k out ovv· ... 
~0V\1t.ai I \'t3\W1~, ~V'lj i ~ ~d~keis 1 
c.edav- ~\3Y\'\el'S1 c.ac..t~, t\oo< 
~\aV\t.':>'1 •••• a\\ ~pe~ ot Ut\\J;u,\ 
~01.l~~ \JLAI\\TS .•. {o"( ~,Hs ~ -fo..-
~O\I( <l?o' t\'l'l.c~ j -fot ~Ho<:> .... 
~ ... to ~<.oie ~'t'\t'> w·1\.\i\ '-\o\J< 
MAlN °;)Q.\lEt7-.i:. .. .• • ' 
'JAL':> bR£E.NlRY 
1..l'l So. Oo,ne..- , ,, 
E.di.-..b.i1''.; o ~ 
a dept. c,{ C\lRl ClDTtt\Nu -
The pass receiver on 
that final play was M. 
Saldana. 
On Wednesday, the 
SmokeEaters strode past 
the HEP camp in a 16-6 
contest. The &rnoke-
Eating offense consisted 
of M. Ochoa linking up 
with D. Soto on two 
different six-point oc-
casions. The first pass 
was one of seven yards 
while the second span-
ned 40 yards. J. 
Escobar ran for the 
posts for the only HEP 
mark of the day. That 
run was one of 18 
yards. 
The intramural play-
offs were yesterday and 
Monday, but due to 
early presstime the 
scores will not be re-
ported till next week in 
this publication. The 
Monday game was for 
third place with the 
opposing teams being 
PEM and the Newman 
men. Tuesday was the 
championship affair 
between Mu Epsilon 
and the SmokeEaters. 
FOOTBALL ACTION on the Pan Am campus continues with the champion-
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Lack of Funds Causes 
Shows to Be Discontinued 
ev ROSALINDA CRUZ 
'"The Planetarium is 
dead," said Dr. Ed 
Lemaster, head of the 
physical science depart-
ment, last week after an 
inquiry on t1pcoming 
planetarium shows. Dr. 
LeMaster ex.plained 
tber~ were .. no direct 
plans to have any public 
shows as of now.>' 
Initially, ''the plante-
tarium was used strictly 
as a teaching tool for as-
tronomy and physical 
science classes," Dr. 
LeMaster said. "On the 
side the planetarium 
was helping the public 
with bargains in enter-
tainment and educa-
tion,'' he continued. 
A statement released 
last year by the former 
planetarium director 
showed many P AU dis-
ciplines attending the 
shows. They included 
history. Spanish, a.stro-
1\0my, AF-ROTC, phy-
~cs and Physical science. 
Others wer J English, 
philosophy anthropo-
logy and math. The total 
number of groups parti-
cipating was 114 with 
19 different professors 
attending. In a four year 
period 6,712 persons at-
tended the planetarium 
shows as non-paid at• 
~dants. 
Last year the plane-
tarium also had its peak 
attendance of 13,421 
total for that year. 
These people came from 
towns all over the 
Valley. In the short 
span of four years 
42,978 penons paid be-
tween 25 and 75 cents 
to view programs like 
the Christmas Show, 
The Mayan Ruins, 
Stonehenge and others. 
Actually, the _ Spitz 
A-1 projector in a 20 
foot dome; and 17-inch• 
refle<.:ti!}g telesc9pe in a 
22 foot dome isn't real• 
ly dead. Better known 
as the Pan American 
Planetarium, this enter-
tainment and educa-
tional apparatus is only 
dormant to the public 
but it will still be used 
in teaching Pan Am stu-
dents, according to 
LeMaster. 




Pan Am junior Abel 
Villareal, was presented 
and advertising award in 
absencia by Miss Amer• 
ica 1975, Shirley 
Cotheran. He was not in 
Kansas City for the pre-
sentation because of a 
cross _ country track 
meet he attended led in 
Austin. 
Villareal has qualified 
for this award for two 
consecutive years and 
missed being College 
Rookie of the Year by a 
small margm last year. 
He placed third in the 
Ten Grand Club Award 
which is presented to 
every college student 
who bas advertising 
sales over $10,000 dur-
summer period in the 
Vita Craft Corporation · 
"Pan An1erican Uni-
versity with the cooper-
ation of RomuJo Mar-
tinez of the Placement 
Office has been o-f tre. 
mendous help to V 1t& 
Craft Corporation, a 
nationaJ company that 
employs college students 
throughout the nation to 
heJp ill the advertisin-
field. Pan Am has sup-
plied three national 
•leaders in th.is field, .. ac-
cording to Roel Rodri-
guez. Vita Craft repre-
sentative. 
The plant has been 
running for about 18 
years and is not in good 
shape mechanically, he 
said. LeMaster said the 
main reason operation 
of the planetanum for 
the public is bein_g re-
duced is because it 
would require approxi-'. 
mately $30,000 capital 
expenditures to remodel 
it. 
ium D~, .t- R. 
Engle left Pan Aroerican 
University, no funds 
were provided to hire 
another planetarium di-
rector according to Dr. 
LeMaster. The public 
service part of thePlane-
tariwn will not be con-
tinued UDless requested 
by the public or adm.in-
istrators. In this case 
volunteers will put a 
show together, said 
Summer employment 
is available from Vita 
Craft and All State this 
summer, according to 
Martinez. -. Five Pa;n Am students •teaching and/or adminis- tion doe~ n~i accept di- ing the three months 
will receive Danforth tration in colleges and rect applications for the •~•IWDIIJIDIIH••••IIUIJIIWIIIII 
Fellowships by . the universities, su,rl who fellowships, and nomina- DalfflUIIJllflllfMHHMPIIUIIIIIUIIUUIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIWIIIUIIIIUIIIIIIIJUWIUlllllf 
Oanfort~ Found_ation of plan to study for a PhD in tions must be made by 
St. Lows, Mo., m March any field common to the Nov. 20. 
1976, according to the undem:raduate liberal arts The award, made for ■• .... - ...,.,..111111 
lgcal campus representa- curriculum in the· one year, is renewable 
tive, Dr. Bob Dowell .. A United States. Appli- until completion of the 
~tal of 65, fellowships cants must be nominat- degree or for a maximum 
will be awarded to ed by faculty members of four years of ~duat~ 
stu~ents throughout the appointed by th. e study. Amount ,of the 
Uruted States. . college president, must f~ll?wship is based on in- a,,,_ -:- -
Danforth _Fellowships be under 35 years of age dividual need but may 
are scholar_!hiJ>s~pen ~o at the time application not exceed $2,275 for ••..-no.-,........_ 
pers<;ms who. have a seri- papers are filed, and single persons and $2,460 
'LeMaster. ous ..lllterest m careers of may not have under- for married persons for ,, 
- . the academic year, plus I 
ave Margo 
* & * Ding-a-Ling Now Appearing Thru October 25 
NOW OPEN 
~ pm to 2 am Mon-Fri 
ond No.on to 2 am Sat &Sun 
HAPPY_HOUR 
#.•7 pm Mon-Sat. 
_ at the 
CYPRESS_CLUB 
9'1 0 REDWOOD 
.::::.:==~~~==-,M ....... cAl_le_n_~ 
he fough.t like an army and 
lived tike a legend. 
Billy Jack. tnterpmn p,~ent& ••. 
'fo~ JJauGHLHt 
. ~ ,iJHE 
~ l 
. •. ,..l,JIIFIGltfta. 
VISH,Slf:Cr~ u.:: (ll"&AAI.Y 
NOW SHOWING 
CITRUS IN EDINBURG 
protessional study be- dependency allowances 
yond the baccalaureate. for children and required 
The Danforth Founda- tuition and fees. 
111011 111 HlllfimmoiiDrmimiim11111•■ 
usTRIKE A POSE" I 
PA U Press Clubl ; 
: Booth I 1 NOW OPEN 
CARNIVAL 1' I 
OF THE _ 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
GREAT PUMPKIN I 
OCT. 25th i 
Cofiee 
House 
''The College Life" 
- LIVE ~AINMENT -
Beginning Freshmen - FREE 
25' With PAU 1.0. 
50' Without 1.0. 
*** International Coffees-Popcorn ~ 
Donut Holes-Munchies I 
* IN THE U.C. BALLROOM .-





11:00 AM - 8:30 PM 
* AND 
HAPPY HOUR 
IN THE LOUNGE 




~ COLD MUGS 40c 
~ 
~ EXTRA LARGE PITCHERS $2°° 
~ 
I RESTAURANT I LOUNGE I 
= = 
~ 1200 W. UNIVERSITY EDINBURG -i 
- 8 
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. *********••· M ************ :........... ewscope ........... ! 
lnt'I Club Meet 
The International Stu-
dent Association will 
meet socially Oct. 9 at 
8 p.m. at the home of 
Gary J. Mou.nee. All in-
ternational students are 
invited. "Those students 
needing a ride may call 
me at 381-3441," said 
Mounce. 
Oct. 8 and 10 in Unwer- , 
sity Center 305. All stu-
dent.5 taking the LSAT 
on Oct. 11 are encour-
aged to attend. 
Those interested in 
attending this session, 
should contact Barbara 
Breaden in the Place-
ment Office University 
Center 116 or 381-2473. 
Poli Sci Meet 
The Political Science 
Prep Schedul,ed Association of Pan 
American University will 
hold its .first fall meeting 
today in University 
Center 307, 307 A at 
There will be a famil-
iarization session for all 
students planning to 
take the LSAT on 
Oct. 11. It will be con-
ducted by Dr. Jerry 
Polinard and is schedul-
ed from 5-6:30 p.m. on 
3p.m. 
The meeting is to e-
lect new officers. Dis-
cussion will include 
counseling and place-
ment problems. Seniors 
may attend to discuss 
graduate school and law 
school placement. 
All majors and minors 
m government are in-
vited to attend, said 
Gary Mo\lllce, sponsor. 
PreH Club Meet 
The Pan American 
University Press Associ-
ation will discuss the 
organization booth at 
The Carnival of the 
Great Pumkin today at 
4:30 p.m. in Emilia Hall 
100. 
All interested mass 
communication majors 
and prospective mem-
bers have been· urged by 
club president, Martha 
Feltman, to attend the 
meeting. 
Counseling Center 
Pan Am student.5 
have the opportunity of 
obtaining counseling 
and academic services. 
Sylvia Lujan, coor-
dinator of counseling 
services, has extended 
the aid to all students 
seeking personal and 
academic help. 
Her oifice is at the 
University Center 111 
There is no charge and 
Ms. Lujan reports 50-70 
students per month use 
the service. 
Student Needed 
A history major with 
30-80 semester hours is 
needed by the office of 
cooperative education 
**************** • * 
-• WE'VE EXPANDED! * 
-~ r.,..... AT THE CROOKED CUE * 
• AND WE'RE HAVING A 3-DAY * 
t GRAND OPENING : 
f J~~ =!~!!!~A!!, : 
::: Tournaments Galore! ....._ 
~ (NO ENTRY FEES I) ~ 
• FLIM-FLAM & TANK Wed e PM * 
~ FOOSBALL (OPEN DOUBLES ) Thurs 8 pm * 
~ POOL (OPEN SINGLES) Fri 8 PM 
• -PLUS- ~ 
f ~OOR PRIZES!!! 
~ TO BE GIVEN AWAY HOURLY 
• STARTING 1 :00 PM WEDNESDAY. 
AND A VERY SPECIAL 
• GRIND GIVEAWAY at 11:30 PM 
• WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY & FRIDAY NIGHTS! 
i( EARLY BIRDS I • GET TO THE KEG I 
• come "GIT IT ON" at 
• THE CROOKED CUE 
• FIESTA PLAZA-EDINBURG-383-9252 * 
--k NOW OPEN MON-FRI AT NOON I .._ * 
**************** 
to work in Washington 
D.C., according to L.A. 
Youngman, director. 
'With the country's 
bicentennial already be-
ing celebrated, it would 
be a wonderful oppor-
tunity for any student 
to work in the National 
Archives," Youngman 
said. 
The student would 
have a long working pe-
riod, said Youngman. 
The student would have 
to drop out of school 
but could return in time 
for the second semester 
summer school term, he 
added. 
To qualify for the po-
sition, the student 
should have a good 
school record, he said. 
For further infopna-
tion J. contact the Office 
of \.."ontinuing and Co-
operative Information 
in Office Building G. 
Inflation 
(Can't. from page 4) 
Part-time, full-time or 
umemployed, the only 
way for the average 
student to have a 
chance at participating 
in a few of the attract-
ions at or around Pan 
American University .is 
to find a means in 
which to earn some 
money and then budget 
his paycheck. 
The single Pan Am 
student usually has it 
easier than does the 
married couple. Whereas 
dating involves minor 
spending, marriage 
means scrimping, saving 
and spending as care-
fully as possible. 
When- questioned on 
the possibility of 
marriage, one handsome 
couple stated that mar-
riage was a part of their 
Jon-range plans. Says 
the couple: "We won't 
consider marriage 
seriously unti) wt! are 
ready to take on the 
responsibility and as it 
is tbaL will be a long 
time ... 
Money is, in essence-, 
the key to the door of 
education, both in the 
academic and personal 
sense. 
New Sounds 
"COUNTRY & WESTERN" 
NOW APPEARING 
THRU OCTOBER 18th 
(BEHIND SHAKEY'S IN McALLEN) 
Open from 4 pm - 2 am Mon-Sat 
HAPPY HOUR 
4PM - 7PM 
CENTURY OF EDINBURG 
LAST DAY THURSDAY 
''TAKE A HARD RIDE'' 




PG WALDO PEPPER'' 
WITH ROBERT REDFORD 
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Wed"•day, 
SCSI 2-3 p.m. Chap, I 
HOPE 6.30-8 p.m. UC 
307-307A 
Greek CounciJ 8-10:30 
p.m. UC 306 
IFC 6:30-9 p.m. C 
305-305A 
Phi Kappa Theta 7 :30-
9:30 .m. UC 306A 
HEP 8-11 p.m. Ballroom 
Club Espanol 4-S p.m. 
UC 307-307A 
Social Work. Stud. 
3-4 p,m. UC 306 
Thurlday 
IK's 7-9 p.m. UC 305 
ME 7-10 p.rn. UC 306-
306A 
IK's 6-7 p.m. UC 306-
306A 
Frid• 
CPC 4-5:30 p.m. UC 
306-306A 
UCPC 5:30-7 p.m. 
UC306 
suna.v 
fheta Cbi Rho 4 :30-
:30 UC 305 
IF 2-6 p.m. Edin. 
Field 
,..ondllY 
Kappa igma 7:30-8:30 
p.m. UC 306A 
Phi Kappa Tau 6;30-
9 p.m UC 305 
Phi Kappa Theta 7 · 
10:30 p.m. UC 806-
306A 
K, ppa Delta 6-8:30 p.m. 
UC 307-307A 
El Sol 5-6 p.m. UC 
305 
La Soc. Folk. 6-7 p.m. 
UC 306 
PAU Jayce s 5:30--6:30 
p.m. UC305A 
CSI 2-3 p.m. Chapel 
Vets 1:40-2:55 p.m. UC 
305 
Phi Kappa Theta 7 :00 
p.m. UC 307 
UCPC 4-12 p.m. Ball-
room 
ROTC Cadeu 
Twenty· cadets make 
up thi mester's Pan 
American Air Force 
staff. Headini the corps 
is Bruce Femes as cadet 
corps command r, 
Pablo Cortina as vice 
commandt!r, and M811t 
Weisman as inspector 
general. 
0th.er taff oCfi en 
mflude: Michael Finan, 
deputy commander of 
operation : , Ch rie 
Duncan, d iputy com-
mander of services; 
Reynaldo Garza, infor-
mation officer· Roel 
Gracia and Andres Gon-
zalez, asstStant infor-
n\ation officers; lrma 
Ruuio, administration 
oflicer; Robert Wei h 
and William Doyle, 
ussistant administration 
officers; John Irvin. per-
sonnel officer; Jett L w-
rence, assistant p on-
nel officer; Michael 1'0· 
lito, accounting and 
finance offic r; Haro.en 
Gwin, training officer; 
Richard Rodriguez and 
Richard Brelleilh, assis-
tant training officers; 
Michael Sullenger, spe-
cial projects officer. 
Completing the staff 
is Susan Schmidt, ser-
vices officer; with An-
tonio Garcia, assistant 
~nices officer. 
• lffl • 
• • 
Just three years ou1 of college, laser technol-
ogist Jim Carroll didn't make senior research 
physicist at Eastman Kodak Company by acting 
timid. So when he had the courage lo pit science 
against a dread disease, we backed him. Win or 
lose. 
The medical community enlisted Kodak's 
help in training lasers on the war on cancer. We 
responded with a pair of 500 million watt laser 
systems. And left the rest up to Jim. 
In time, the lasers proved unsuccessful in 
treating cancer, but we'd do it again if we had to. 
Because while we're in business to make a profit, 
we care what happens to society. It's the same 
society our business depends on. 
r.11 Kodak. 
~ More than busines 
THE PAN AMERICAN 
Edinburg, Texas October 15, 1975 Volume XXN No. 8 
Senators Duties Cited 
The newly elected 
stud.ent senators were 
formally initiated Oct. 6 
by being told of the re-
sponsibilities that lay 
before them as senators 
of their academic 
schools. 
What is student go-
vernment all about?, 
was the question Sam 
Diaz, PAUSA attorney 
general, presented to 
the senatorial assembly 
in University Center 
306A. 
Said Diaz: ''We are 
not be-re to argue among 
ou.tSelves about parlia-
mentary :rules of proce-
dure. We're here to try 
to to something for your 
school and the student 
body." 
. World Records -~·I He added t}lat if the senators wanted some• thing changed in the schools they represented or if they felt that ther~ 
was a deficiency within 
the school,it should be 
brought up at senate 
meetings. 
SENATE MEETING--(1-r) Attorney General Sr.m Diaz, Vice-president 
Patty Navarro and President Hollis Rutledge. conduct the first meeting of 
student government since he senatorial elections. Senatorial duties was the 
main topic of discussions- at the meeting. 
13 Scholarships Awarded 
Thirteen Pan Ameri-
can University students 
are the recipients of 
scholar hips awarded by 
the Speech and Drama 
Department. Nine stu-
dents were awarded $75 
scholarships, three were 
awarded $100 scholar-
ships and one $50 
scholarship was awarded. 
Receiving scholar-
ships were Susan Dennis, 
Bob Fatberree, Albert 
Garza, Walter Ledbetter, 
Carol Lindsey, Steve 
Russell, Kent Smither. 
Conrado Solis and Jim 
Wilson. 
Patsy Ramos, John 
Espinoza and Mark 
Wood were awarded 
$100 scholarships in 
debate. Linda Salinas 
wa:. the recipient of 
the $50 debate scholar-
ship. 
Doug Cummins, in-
structor of speech and 
drama, described these 
scholarships as activity 
awards. They are cash 
grants given to students 
who are active in per-
forming, dtr~tion, cos-
tuming and.m tne tech-
nical part of the theater. 
In order to be eligible 
the applicant must be a 
drama major enrolled 
full-time in the univer-
sity and must be making 
satisfactory progress 
towards a degree, 
The requil'ements for 
the debate scholarships 
are about. the same. 
They must show devo-
tion and dedication. 
They are awarded on 
the basis oi significant 
contributions to the 
department and their 
potential worth in th 
future. 
Dr. Opal T. White, 
head of the Department 
of Speech and Drama, 
said the grants are 
awarded for one sem-
ester and are renewable 
for a second semester. 
Dr. White said the stti=" 
dents were awarded the 
scholarships on the basis 
of the consistency and 
excellence of the stu-
dents' contributions to 
the departmer;it. 
Parking Lots To be Constructed 
ApproximateJy 2,620 
parking spaces are avail-
able to students at Pan 
Am. according to Louis 
De Vries, director of the 
PAU Physical Plant. 
In addition to the 
student parking already 
available, two more 
parking lots will be con-
structed in the near fu-
ture, said De Vries. 
One of I.he to-be-
constructed. parking lots 
will be locat d between 
the new administration 
Buililing and the Ed-
ucation Building. 1'hIS 
parking lot will be , 
primarily for faculty and 
staff, but, according to 
De V nes, it will free the 
education parking lot for 
student parking. Con-
struction on this parking 
lot is expected to begin 
by the last of this 
month or the middle 
of November, NinetY.• 
two parking spaces will 
be available on the lot. 
The other parking lot 
planned will be west of 
Sugar Road across from 
the men's dormitory. 
Construction far this 
parking lot has not yet 
been contracted, but 
estimates are presently 
being made. 
This lot will be pri-
marily for students and 
construction is expected 
to begin in the spnng, 
according to De Vries. 
The lot will contain 105 
parking spaces. 
The Texas Highway 
Department is the con-
structor for both parking 
lots. 
De Vrie coreimented. 
"I don't know of any 
campus in the United 
States that has as con-
venient parkin~ as we 
do or as cheap.' 
De Vries ruso said 
faculty parking spa1.;es 
were changed as soon as 
the . person leavjng his 
po it1on at the university 
cleared with his office. 
If a student should 
know of a parkmg space 
being occupied with the 
name of a pe.rson no 
longer with the univer-
sity, he may report it to 
the Dean of Men or 
Women. 
Parking spaces on the 
entire campus total 
3,198. 
To Be Set 
World records wm be 
set this year during Pan 
Am's annual Bronco 
Days. That's right, 
according to the Uni-
versity Center Program 
Council publicity chair-
person, Sandy Valero, 
there will be surprises 
in store for participants 
of the Bronco Days 
festivities. 
The week long annual 
event will run Nov. 
16-22. Aside from the 
usual chip throwing. 
cigar smoking and other 
traditional contests to 
be held this year, many 
innovative events will be 
scheduled to make 
the celebration more 
excitmg. 
It is also hoped that 
live entertainment will 
be provided throughout 
the week in the Univer-
sity Center Circle. 
Ms. Valero reported 
that Bronco Days is still 
at the planning stage 
and anyone with sugges-
tions for world records 
may drop them by the 
UCPC offi e on the third 
floor of the University 
Center. Some ideas al-
ready up for considera-
tion include hamburger 
eating, University Center 
dome washing and eleva-
tor waiting. Any world 
records set may be sub-
mitted to the Guiness 
Book of World Records. 
Ms. Valero stated 
that all on-campus sor-
orities, fraternities and 
organizations are invited 
to take part in the 
activities. More definite 
information regarding 
participation and events 
will be rel ased at a 
later date. 
Speaker To Lect:ure 
On Bicentennial 
Former special assis-
tant to the president, 
Walter W. Rostow. will 
speak on campus Oct. 25 
in connection with 
PAU's History Depart-
ment's bicentenniel 
celebration and the 
annual South Texas 
College History Teachers 
Meeting. 
Rostow was special 
assistant to the presi-
dent during Kennedy's 
and Johnson's adminis-
trations. He is now at 
the University of Texas 
in Austin teaching his-
tofy and economics. 
"An Hu.torian 's Per-
spective on the Contem-
porary Wotld Economy," 
will be the topic of 
Rostrows lecture. In rus 
speech, Rostow will 
indicate how we have 
come to our present 
situation with re pect to 
population, food, energy 
and raw materials. He 
will also speak briefly 
on the debate of long-
run limits of U.S. growth. 
He will conclude his 
lecture with some ob-
servations on the direc-
tion in wbicb be be-
lieves our policy should 
go if people are to carry 
on in a viable industrial 
civilization. 
Rostow""' lecture will 
tie i.J, with bicentennial 
because it will deal with 
the study of history, ob-
servations of whe:re mis-
takes have been made 
and what can be done 
to correct them, said 
Dr. Huber Miller, associ-
ate professor in the His-
tory Department. 
Questions to be dis-
cussed include, what 
resources are available 
t ns, what has happened 
to the resources and 
what are we going to do 
ahout limitations of 
resources. 
The purpo e of the 
South Texas College 
History Teachers meet,.. 
ing is to get history 
teachers from the South 
Texas region together to 
exchange ideas, accord-
ing to Miller. 
The entire meet is 
scheduled in the PAU 
Ballroom. 
In other senate mat-
fel'S, a decision concern-
ing the election of a pre-
sident pro-tempore for 
the senate was deferred 




and senate president, 
and Hollis Rut.ledge, 
PAUSA president, were 





The 197 5 El Bronco 
1s taking on a new look 
according to Editor 
Martha Feldtman. 
Major changes are 
being made in the for-
mat of the book. The 
book will be divided 
into two sections in-
tead of the usual six 
or seven, she said. The 
first division is a 
chronological account 
of the year's happen-
ings. This account starts 
ith the spring semester 
of the last school year. 
The second division will 
consist of mugs of 
faculty and students. 
she added. 
Copy has become one 
of the main concerns 
of the El Bronco staff. 
Copy will be longer and 
more informative. Also, 
there will be no pages 
set aside for a theme 
section, Miss Feldtman 
said. 
One major change is 
the ab!:.ence of club 
group photos, The 
chronological book will 
cover club's major events 
with copy and action 
photos, she said. 
Student mug shots 
will be larger and more 
student activities will be 
added. As the year 
before, the student sec-
tion will be alphabetical, 
she concluded. 
ProBasketball inFieldhouseOct.18 
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I LettersToTheEclitor I 'Marigolds'CharmsAudience 
I would like to thank 
each and everyone of 
you who supported me 
in the student senate 
election. 
Now that I am your 
senator you can stand 
assured that I will put 
forth my best efforts in 
representing you. I have 
a tremendous faith in 
you all and I know you 
will be willing to work 
together for a better 
Pan American. 
Having been elected 
to the Senate is indeed a 
great honor for me. To 
have the opportunity to 
serve you is even more 
satisfying. 
I have one great wish 
for you all; May the 
grace of God be with you 
all in the days ahead. 
Sincerely, 
David D. Garza 
Student Senator 
School of Humanities 
This is an open letter 
to whom it may con• 
cem_ 
It seems that there 
has been a great bue and 
cry concerning . the fact 
that Pan American stu-
dent's don't participate 
in the affairs of the stu-
dent government. As an 
individual, maybe I can 
offer one valid reason 
why students are turned 
off by the actions of 
student government. 
When volunteers were 
called for I came forth 
and offered a little of 
my time to do what 1 
couJd. However, it was 
not appreciated enough 
for anyone to let me 
lmow that my services 
were not required . Not 
one little message in any 
way, form or fashion to 
let me know that they 
even cared that I volun-
teered. 
I understood that a 
message would be left 
for me even though I 
don't have a phone, but 
I did sign up about three 
weeks in advance and 
they could have drop-
ped me a card so that I 
could plan to do some-
thing else with my time. 
However. the day of the 
elections I went b_y their 
office and asked what 
had happened to the 
message I was to get and 
the. only excuse that- I l'e-
ceived for not-being no-
tified was, ''1 told them 
you were a good 
worker." What kirid of 
bull is that. That was a 
blow to me. 
Come on folks, this is 
not the way to win 
friends to the student 
council. Either shape up 
or shut up. 
Sincerely, 
Rejected Vohmt.eer 
Janis L. Fuller 
a~ JoseP1-1 L FOG AA.!~ that the electrifying 
F1ye women and !1 emotional response 
rabbit captured an audi- from the audience couJd 
ence and enthralled it have registered at the 
for an evening with top of the scale on an 
''The Effects of c;;amma ohm meter. 
Rays •o n . Man ·in the The blackouts, indi-
Moon M~golds/' eating the termination 
The pmgnant rnterpre~ of a scene were wel-
tation of Paul Zindel's corned byth~spectators. 
plar deeply .affected the It gave them an oppor-
entire audience. qne tunity to surreptitously 
almost had tbe feeling blot their tears. There 
DJ t were a lot of moist .riacemen eyes in the theatre. 
The cast pulled all "n#erv,•ewio the emotional stops an~ .i ~ l,i a evoked an almost unaru-
F'f • mous empathetic re~-l.lOnti.nUe ponse from the .aud1-
,., ence. The parents m the 
Mat Perales of the 
Houston Police Depart-
ment is on campus to-
day recruiting students 
t.o help the police force. 
All majors are solicited. 
Oct. 16, the Depart-
ment of Mental Health 
and Mental Retardation 
is sending Bob Everette 
to recruit community 
services majors and re-
lated fields. And for 
those who will miss the 
Houston PD today, they 
will be interviev.'ing 
Oc~. 16, also. 
Oct. 20, the Texas 
Commerce Banlc will be 
here looking for ac• 
counting majors. Austin 
ISD will also have four 
recruiters here. They are 
looking for education 
majors in elementary, 
audience recalled their 
involvement with 
science fairs with their 
own children. The last 
minute preparations for 
the fairs wouJd be so 
hectic that it became 
impossible to determine 
whose project it was, 
the parents' or the 
children's. 
Christine Fatherree, 
as Tillie, brought such 
sensitivity to her role 
that she had the spec-
tators cringing every 
time her mother deni-
grated her efforts. 
Debbie Thomas, as 
Ru~._was a captivating, 
ca~nc1ous ~amine. 
NEWLY EXP ANDED! ' secondary and special education. 
Caro] Lindsey's por-
trayal of the embittered 
and shrewish mother. 
was superb. She evoked 
emotions from complete 
hostility to abject pity. 
Regina Yarbrough, as 
Nanny, brought control-
led restraint to her 
characterization. She 
spoke no lines but still 
managed to reveal the 
deep nu.rt she felt at 
being abandoned and 
abused. 
CROOKED 









































SCHOOL OF LAW 
A rupresenfa1rv11 of th 
Southern Methodist Univen 
School of L..w, Oalhn. Taite 
will be on campus: 11 ;00 em 
4 :00 pm, Thursday, Octo 
ber 23 . 1975 to talk with lntor 
asted students about 1tdmlalon 
raquiremenn and financlel eni• 
tance. For inofmatlon end to 
make appointments: sea Mr 
Romulo D , Martinez, J r. , Direc-
tor of Careor Coun.-illn11 Offlc 
of Placement and THtlng, Uni 
11ersltV Canter. 
Spedallmlg In Wlllte Flour 
Taco A Tardlla■ 
zza Pbone 
Peca• Mt-Aile■ IIW178, 
Ms. Gloria Jackson 
with the Department of 
the Navy in Washington 
D.C. area will be here 
Oct. 20. She wants eco-
nomics accounting and 
business majors. 
The U.S. General Ac-
counting Office with 
Mr. J. de Lassus will. be 
here Oct. 21 to recruit 
accountants. 
Libby Tuttlebee, as 
Janice Vickery, demon-
strated the right amount 
THE INQUIRING RELIGION 
The Unitarian-Universalist 
Fellowship of Hidalgo County 
• 
meets ot 10:30 a.m. Sundays 
at the Student C nter for 
Social Involvement, 1615 
West Kuhn, Edinburg, Texas. 
A religious education program 
is also offered for children. 
For further information 
call 682-6957. 
of sell induJgence in her 
role as the science fair 
hopeful. 
Peter Rabbit, played 
by "Tools", exhibited 
his artistic talents as a 
rabbit as only a rabbit 
can. 
The look of satis-
faction on Director 
Doug Cummins 's face 
indicated that the re-
sults attained by the 
cast and the technical 
crew fully measured up 
to his expectations. All 
of the efforts reflected 
what the author in-
tended to portray. 
The set, designed by 
Jame5 A. Hawley. was 
complimentary and 
never intruded on the 
action. The light 
maneuvers and the 
background music 
subtly blended and 
welded the play into a 
cohesive whole. 
As regards the author 
and his play, 1970 was a 
banner year for Paul 
Zindel. In that year he 
was awarded the Pulitzer 
Prize for drama and his 
play. "Marigolds,,. was 
awarded two outstand-
ing awards. It received 
The New York Drama 
Critics Circle award and 
The Obie award for the 
best Off-Broadway play. 
If "Marigolds" is a 
sample of the coming 
events in Pan American 
University's All Ameri-
can Theatre season, 
then the Valley will 
enjoy a banner season. 
The first present.ation 
was pyofessionally ac-
complished and was 
good theatre. 
WednetdeY 
SCSI 2-3 p.m. Chapel 
Greek Council, 8-l0p.m. 
UC306 
IFC 6:30-9 p.m. UC306· 
305A 
HEP 8-11 p.m. Ballro.om 
Club Espoool 4-5 p.m. 
UQ3_07-30'[,.c\ 
Thurectev 
IK's 7-9 p.m. UC305 
ME 7-10 p.m. UC306-
306A 
UCPC 6:30- 7 p.m. 
UC307-307A 
IK's 6-7 p.m. UC306-
306A 
Ladi~s of Camelot 6-7 
p.m. UC306 
Friday 
UCPC 4..S:30 p.m . 
UC306-306A 
UCPC 5:30-7 p.m. 
UC305 
Sunday 
Theta Chi Rho 4:30-
8:30 p.m. UC305 




Phi - Kappa au 6:30-
9 p.m. UC305 ~ 




El Sol 5-6 p.m. UC306 
La Soc. Folk. 6:30-
6:30 p.m. UC306 
PAU Jaycees 5:30-6:30 
f.m. UC305A 







OF DICK OFFICE SUPPLY 
1 807 N .. 10th McAllen 682-6306 
~ We're proud of 1he 
\.complllies we ~.11 
lkeep I 
• CROWN 
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Valley Pro Basketball Tilt This Saturday 
This is it for you 
basketball fans!! The 
big day is approaching. 
The Rockets from the 
NBA (and Houston) are 
taking on the Spurs, 
playoff veterans from 
the ABA ( anti San 
Antonio). The two 
Texas titans square off 
in the Pro Basketball 
Championship of Texas 
this Saturday night at 
the Fieldhouse. Tip-off 
time is 7 :35 p.m. 
San Antonio, repre-
senting the younger 
league, has defeated tbe 
older Houston . club in 
two previous meetings. 
The scores were 91-89 
and 124-119. As you 
may have noticed, both 
of those meetings pro-
vided close-scoring 
thri11ers in early exhibi-
tion duels . This Pan 
American meeting is the 
last contest for both 
teams before the regular 
season opens. 
Coach John Egan of 
the Rockets bas been 
running the boards a 
15-man squad which 
includ~s four towering 
giants. The tallest 
man in the game (for 
either s:de) will be 
Kevin Kunnert at 7-feet 
in height. There are 
three 6-10 Rockets: 
Volleyball WindsDown 
The volleyball women 
have posted their 
winner. The PEM Club 
passed the Diggers in 
the chami;ionship game 
last Wednesday for that 
illustrious title. The 
Hope team edged the 
Hope No. 1 gals in 
the third place battle. 
The PEM l'oster goes 
.§omethiu like this: 
Rosie Pt•: .a, Ana Alvarez. 
Rosa Maria Rodriguez 
(te1un manager), Ruth 
Jassr.1, Kathy Young, 
Enede!ia Ramirez, Mary 
Esther De Hoyos, Belen 
$3ntos, Janie Trejo, Elva 
Santos, Trisha Neff, 
Virginia Perez, Belia 
Molina, Sheryl James, 
Pilar Guevara and 
Norma Lozano. 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS• KINGSPOINT• CORVUS• SHARP 
southwest calculators, Inc. 




Tom Owens, Steve 
Hawes and rookie Joe 
Meriweather. 
Both of these centers 
stand an imposing 6-11. 
Out from the bucket, 
the Spurs will go to 6-9 
Larry Kenon, the new 
acquisition f-rom the 
Riposte 
The two big scorers 
on the Rocket rost~r are 
6-7 Rudy Tomjanovich 
and 5-l0CalvinMurphy. 
Tomjanovich averaged 
20. 7 points last year 
in his guarc•forward 
role while Murphy 
tallied 18.7 points l:er 
game while handing out Well, the first tour-. 
4.9 assists per meeting nament is out of the, 
and hitting 88.3 per way for me. I went to 
cent of his free throws. Houston for an Open 
The Rockets will re- Sabre.Open One touch 
tum to their new arena, Epee meet and had a 
the Summit, which is the real good weekend, 
newest basketball com- bringing back my first 
plex in the NBA with a medal. I finished six.th 
seating capacity of in the Epee portion. As 
15,600. Their opening a point of information 
will be Nov. 2 against awards are made to top 
the Milwaukee Buck&. six finishers in each 
The Spurs have a tal- event except where there 
ented line-up card for is a team trophy to be 
the fifth pro basketball awarded. 
game to be played in To round out this 
the Valley in the past segment, the top Sabre 
10 years. With superstar prize, the Frankel Mem• 
Swen Nater gone to the orialTrophy, was won 
Nets in New York the by Chris Trammel from 
stalwart San Antonio the New Orleans club 
club will have either and David Ladyman of 
Billy Paultz or Coby Rice took top hon~i:5 in 
Dietrick in the pivot. the Epee competition. 
************** 
-tr PALM CAFE * 
~ 1 Block South of Courthouse * 
~ on 281 * 
i( MONDAY: SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN, )t 
Golden Brown, Meat\ed Potatos ..L 
~ Country Gravy, Chilled Peach Half, $1 50 ~ 
~ Hot Homemade Biscuit$ • 
i( TUESDA y: ESPECIALL y PREPARED * 
~ JUMBO HAMBURGERS. )t 
~ Chilled Radlsh,11 and Onions, 
~ Homemade Potato Salad $1.50 ""-
~ Homemeda Pia ,llllf" 
i( WEDNESDAY: "PIPING HOT )t 
~ ENCHILADAS". ,,,..._ 
"?- Premium SaltlnM $1.50 ""'" 
-t( THURSDAY: PALM CAFE'S FAMOUS lt 
SPAGHETTI & MEAT BALLS. ,,,..._ 
i( Grated Romano Cheese, $l 50 ""'" 
~ Tomaro Sauce , 
""'FRIDAY: JUMBO FRENCH FRIED SI:IRIMP,lt 
~ Frenc:h Fr,ad Potatoes. 0 ""-
~ Tartar Sauce $2.0 "f'" 
~ * 
************** 
Nets, and their yearly 
scoring leader, George 
Gervin. Gervin at 6-7 
in height, has been the 
fast-wheeling hotshot 
for the South Tex.as 
On the local scene, 
we welcome Ms. Liz 
Underwood of Pau and 
Mr. James Griffin to 
McHi to the club. Ms. 
Underwood will, hope-
fully carry the banner 
in the womens• foil 
competition for the 
Texas Collegiate Du:11 
Competition on the way 
to the Tex.as Individual 
Mr. Griffin, mean-
while, will be our main-
stay in the under•19 
(U-19) division of AFLA 
competition. 
The next tournament 
on our schedule is a foil 
meet in Austin this 
coming weekend. There 
event in men and women 
fcil and a novice, or be-
ginner, foil competition 
for men and women. 
That's it for this week. 
See you next. 
club the last couple oi 
years .. 
Tickets still remain 
for the .classic. The}' 
rate at. $4 for reserved 




WANTEO: OLD COMIC 
BOOKS, Good condition 
(before 1970). Call 
383'2518, asle for Merco1 
Munoz Jr., weekdays after 
4 p.m. and all ctev 
Saturday and Sunday. 
lnturnatlonat Medi• Confer• 
ance needs TEMPORARY 
PART~IMESECRETAR~ 
Hourly pay rate. Work • 
hours to be arranged. Cun• 
tact Or. Bruce Underwood 
at 381 -2541. 
FOR RENT· 2 8edroom 
furnished aponment. Ohh-
wuh11r, CA/CH. Pool 
laundry, $250 month. Calf 
BIC REAL TY 383-6198. 
FOR SALE, 1 Bedroom 
condominium. Newly re-
modalqd, huge walk-in 
closet■• Good esaumption. 
Cell SIC REAL TY 
363-6198. 
FOR SALE: 2 Bedroom 
brick home et 1101 W. 
Cano. Reasonably priced 
at $18,500. C11tl BIC 




El Centro Mall 
787•7512 










FOR sceoou. curas, 
CHURal GROUPS It 
OTHER 
ORGANIZA110NS! 
A D GUITARIST 
presenting two concerts 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 17 
12 NOON 
UNIVERSITY CENTER CIRCLE 
7:30 P.M. 
BAPTIST STUDENT CENTER 
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:*********** ewscope ***********: 
, Broom Sale 
Mu Epsilon fraternity 
will conduct a broom 
sale drive Oct. 25 at the 
Halloween carnival of 
Pan American Univer• 
lity. 
The Lighthouse for 
the Blind and/or other 
&andicapped people will 
provide the brooms and 
all proceeds will go to 
the Lighthouse for the 
Blind to help them in 




r faculty and staff 
iamilies provided by the 
omen's Residence 
Hall, are now availab]e 
u Fridays Sati.udays 
md Sundays, according 
Sam Diaz, attorney 
1eneral of student sen-
Jte. 
Families taking ad-
iantage or lhis service 
need to pick up the 
baby-sitter from the 
donnitory and then take 
her back. A charge of $1 
per hour bas been set. 
The baby-sitter ser-
vice was initiated by the 
Student Association. 
Further information 
may be obtained by 
calling the Women's Re-




ber of Commerce will 
honor the Pa11 American 
University faculty and 
administration staff with 
a reception tonight from 
8-10:30 p.m. according 
to co-cl1airmen of the 
Chamber'sPAU commit-
te and Dr. J.C. icbols, 
president of the Cham-
ber. 
~ccording to co-
cha.1rmen, Mrs. W. R. 
Allen and Arturo Flores 
the cocktail/reception 
party is designed for the 
PAU faculty and admin-
istration staff to be-
come better aquainted 
with the Edinburg bw-
iness community and 
also to honor the uni-
versity for its contribu-
tion to the community. 
The reception will be 
held at the Edinburg 
Activity Center across 
from Bobcat Stadium. 
, Que Pasa? 
i.Que Pasa? This is the 
title oI the infonnationaJ 
handout about the Li-
brary John Peity, ac-
quistions ernployee is 
producing bi-monthly. 
This handout will be dis-
tributed to the faculty 
in an effort to infonn in-
terested students about 
library news. 
Piety is one of tw? 
new additions to the b-
bray faculty. Marty 
Nicols, another new 
employee will be in the 
catal-oging department. 
Piety said that when 
he came to Pan Ameri-
can University, "No one 
was telling the faculty 
what was happening to 
the Library.'' He says he 
wants the faculty to 
know what facilities the 
Library has, what the 
library is doing, and 
what the library can do 
in the future. He is soli-
citing comments and 




dents are eligible to 
enter a poetry contest 
sponsored by the World 
of Poetry, a monthly 
newsletteT for poets. 
A grand prize of 
$1,500 will be awarded 
plus 49 other cash or 
merchandise awards. 
Second place is $500. 
Poems of all styles 
and on any subject are 
eligible. 
Po,,~,•, 
MNIIA--... ■IUn · 4M414t 
Ca,;119 PNU8 ---'UL CLAIIK - TIJ• ... 11 
~~ •tt1.·aco ---1aoo a. tttt - ... •ton Lay Away Now for a Merry Christmas 
MIHI01t-ll01 CONWAY - IIMSTI 110 . 12th Edinburg 383-2432 
CLIP THIS AD ANt> BRING IT IN I 
FOR A FREE SPRAY WAX 
WITH AUTOMATiCA*I 
(j~T~ B!:~~!t) I 
OPEN 8:30 A.M. To 6;00 P.M. 686-9356 -----304 NORTH TENTH McALLtJN 
ll~~M) .. ,111u1111111111uw111111111111111111111111111111111UUWIIUIIWIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!!; 
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THE EMPORIUM ~ 
on any purchase at 
! 












$10.00 if you 
pay in full. 
Offer good 
the entire month 
of October. 






Rules and official 
entry forms are available 
r,y writing to: World of 
Poetry, 801 Portola Or., 
Dept. 211, San Francisco 
Ca. 94127. 
Contest deadline is 
Nov. 30. 
Faculty Senate 
The P AU Faculty Sen-
ate will meet today at 
3 p.m. in the new Ad· 
minstration Building , 
119. 
Mind Control 
"The Silva Method 
of Mind Control" will 
be the title of the 
lecture Sister Edith 
Zamboni will deliver 
Oct. 18 at 8:30 p.m. 
in the Student Center 
for Social Involve-
ment, west of the 
campus. 
Sister Zamboni will 
present a series of 
courses on relaxation 
learning and general 
se1f-improvement. 
The public is in-
vited. 
SELECTED ON MORE 
4•10 BEST" USTS 
AN ANY OTHER FILM 
OFTHEYEARI 
, ___ .... 
,>~ 
ONE DAY ONLY-OCT. 22 
50c WITH PAU I.D. 
75c WITHOUT 1.0. 
-PLUS- Refreshments 
Showtimes: 5:00 PJ,.l. - 7:30 P.M. - 10:00 P.I,t. 






* * * 
* 
* THEGIANT * 
• SPIDER INVASION ! 
-tc Coming October 17th * 
~ * -tc to the * 
: CITRUS OFEDINBURG : 
~ * 
! DON'T MISS IT! ! 
************** 
THE PAN AMERICAN 
Edinburg, Texas 
NEVAREZ CONGRATULATES SENATORS--
Dr. Miguel Nevarez, vice-president for student 
affairs, congratulates student enators for their 
input on student needs at the PAUSA meeting 
Oct.14. 
October 22, 1975 VolumeX.XIV No. 9 
Senate QuestionB Choice 
Judiciary Committee 
Reviews Appointment 
By GILBERT TAGLE 
Due to some minor 
discord and speculation 
on the executive ap-
pointment of a Senator 
to the School of Human-
ities, the Studetn Senate 
recommended at its 
Oct. 14 meeting that 
the judiciary committee 
further review the pro-
posed appointment of 
Hector Cruz. 
The judiciary commit-
tee will review the ap-
pointment after having 
beard a cont.ention sta-
ting that the appointee 
bad failed to submit a 
candidacy application 
therefore, impeding an-
other candidate Jaime 
Contreras, the same se-
natorial seat. 
Acting upon q ues-
tions from senators 
seeking the reason be~ 
hind such an appoint-
ment, Hollis Rutledti;e, 
Pan American University 
Student Association pre-
siden t, aid Cruz had 
personally demonstrated 
interest in an requested 
an appointment to the 
senate. 
Prior to its decision 
the senate and granted a 
vote of confidence to 
the judiciary committe 
concerning the recom-
mended approval or re-
jection of all executive 
appointments made by 
Rutledge. 
Joe Pena was ap-
proved for appointment 
to fill one of two Sena-
torial seat vacancies in 
the School of Education. 
In all the senate ap-
proved 20 of the e.x:ecu-
ti ve appointments and 
rejected five recommen-
ded by the judiciary 
committe. 
Halloween Carnival 
Scheduled Oct. 25 
Goblins, games and 
lots of food promise 
everyone a good time at 
the Carnival of the Great 
telling booth, spook 
house, a hay ride and a 
variety show. 
The Senate al.so elect-
ed Ben Canu, a senior 
from the School of Busi-
ness to serve the PAUSA 
Senate as president pro-
tempore. The election 
had been postponed 
from the senate's first 
meeting to allow the 38 
new enators time to 
acquaint themselves 
with each other's quali-
fications and experience. 
With over three.fourths: 
of the recently elected 
senators present at the 
meeting. Dr. Mike 
Nevarez, vice-president 
for Student Affairs, 
congratulated the senate 
for its demonstration in 
showing input to the ad-
mmistration on the 
needs of Pan Am stu-
dents. 
FASST To Attend 
Pumpkin, according to 
Jessie Arrio a. The car-
nival, to be heid on 
Oct. 25, from 8-12 p.m., 
is sponsored by the Uni-
versity Center Program 
Council. 
According to Arriola 
and bis co-chairman 
Jani Fuller, there will 
he nine food booths. All 
kinds of carnival goodies 
willl be available plus 
t.he special treats. fajitas , 
pizzas and sausages. 
N1::w fun this year is a 
.cwatergate" booth. This 
hooth wiU give students 
a chance to buy a con-
tract to have a cream 
pie thrown at any PAU 
student or PAU affiliate. 
Protection can also be 
bought, according to a 
.. Godfather" spokes-
man. 
While praising their in-
terest and determin-
ation , Dr. Nevarez also 
cautioned senators to 
make certain that all in-
put wa constructive 
and meaningful in help• 
ing Pan American Uni-
versity to expand. 
The ne. t PAUSA ·e-
n.ate meeting will be held 
Oct.22 at 6 p.m. in 
UC305. 
White House Conference 
Pan American Univer-
ity's chapter of Feder-
ation of Americans Sup-
porting Science and 
Technology has been ex-
tended an invitation to 
send a delegat.e to attend 
the White House confer-
ence in Washington, D. 
D. C., Dec. 3. 
The conference is to 
be attended by Presi-
dent Gerald Ford, Secre-
tary of State Henry 
Kissenger and other key 
figures in the national 
government. 
The F ASST delegate 
from PAU will be selec-
t.ed by a vote of chapter 
members and selection 
is to be based on the 
merit system. 
F ASST is to promote 
an effective national 
communications net-




cerning scientific and 
technological issues of 
the day are made avail-
able in order that a ra-
tional decision concern-
ing these criticaJ issues 
may be made. 
PAoto ConteatDeadUne NoD.15 
The McAllen Memo-
rial Library in coopera-
tion with Project Public 
Library Action in Neigh-
borhood Education (P. 
L.A.N.E.) will sponsor a 
photogi:aphy contest 
and exhibit during the 
months of November 
and December according 
to Estella Zamora, Mc-
Allen Library official. 
The central theme for 
the contest will be 
'Mexican • American 
Life." Any facial or 
emotional expression or 
any architectural work 
which signifies the type 
of life in which the 
Mexican-American lives 
may be submitted. 
A limit of three 
photos per person may 
include three black and 
whites, three colors or a 
mixture of both. Each 
photo must be an eight 
by 10 mounted on 
cream or white moun-
ting board of H by14-
eacb prooortions. 
En tries must be in before 
midnight, Nov. 15. All 
entries will be judged by 
a seven member team . 
Alan Ladwig, presi-
dent of the nationa1 of-
fice of FASST, said 
"Much has been said r~-
cently about the worlds 
potential for doom and 
the Jack of hope for a 
positive future . This is 
the challenge to mem-
bers.... to reverse this 
attitude by working 
with industry and gov-
ernment to develop a 
case for hope and restore 
confidence in the power 
of our ideas .. .. What we 
are interested in becom-
ing is a strong national 
organization of students 
int.erested in contrib-
uting to an improved 
quality of life.,. 
There a.re 41 chapters 
of F ASST in the United 
States:rexas has the larg-
est number of chapt.ers, 
two in the Valley, one 
at PAU and the other at 
Santa Rosa High School. 
A membership drive 
is in progress at Pan 
American University. 
Any student interested 
in obtaining more in-
formation may contact 
P AU'S cha pt.er President 
John Gober . Meetings 
are at 3 p.m. every Mon-
day in University Center 
833. 
Games and fun booths 
abound this year, 
Arriola said. Included in 
the fun will be a fortune 
Two Regents 
Appointed 
Two new regents 
were appointed Oct. 16 
to the Pan Amencan 
University board. 
Mrs. Enedina Guerra, 
· fe of Hidalgo 
County Judge Ramiro 
Guerra, both of Edin-
burg, was appointed to 
replace Dr. Joe May 
also of Edinburg. 
Barney M. Davis of 
Corpus Christi will be 
replaced by John Lloyd 
Bluntzer of Robstown ... 
Regent Raul Tijerina 
Jr. of Linn and Browns-
ville has been reap-
pointed to the P AU 
board for a second 
term . 
No additional infor-
mation on the three 
appointments was 
available. 
Live music will be per-
formed during the car-
nival by the Mexican 
Generation, Roland T. 
and Company, Henry 
and the Glares and a rock 
band. 
Running concurr ntly 
with the carnival will be 
a horror film festival in 
the Ballroom. Two hor-
ror movies will be shown 
continuously at 25 cents 
for P AU students and 
60 cents for others ac• 
cording to Arriola. 
Comtiiulion 
Ducu,•ion 
Slated Oct. 29 
Senator Raul Longo-
ria and R presentative 
Feluc McDonald, 
Melchor Chavez, Greg 
Montoya, and possibly 
Ruben Torres will be in 
the Nursing Education 
Building Oct. 29 to pre-
sent the pros and cons 
concerning the proposed 
Constitution. The meet-
ing will be held at 
7:30 p .m. on the PAU 
campus. · 
Final Exam Schedule 
Wednesday , Ooc , 10 
Evenln_g Ct•ue•• ExamJn,nlon• wlll be given at regular ch,•• tlm• 
during the period of 09Cilmber 10-Hi lnclu1lve, beolnnlng Dec. 10. 
Thursdey , Oec.11 
8:00 . 9 :<16 . . • . • • • • . • . •••••.•• MWF 2 ctu-
10:00. 11 :46 ... . . . ..•. . .....•• • •... MWF 7 cleues 
1 :00 . 2:45 • • • • . . . • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • TT 2 clauas 
3 :00 . 4 :45 •• •••• , , •• , •.••••••• • •• MWF 8 Clanin 
5 ·00 6:,6 . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • MWF 9 clasl!.8S 
f'r ldey, Dec. 12 
8 :00 9 :415 ••••• • • , .•• • ..•. . •.• • • . MWF 5 ctanes 
10:00 11 :45 . . • • . • • • • • • • , . • , . • • • TT 5 ela$181 
1;00 . 1 ,45 .. ••.•••••• • .••••. • •• • • MWF 1 classes 
3:00 . 4 ·45 ••• .. .•.•••• , ••••••••.• TT 6 cla M 
sou,rd11y. o-. 13 
Examination, for Saturday elanas. 
Monday, Dae:. 15 
8 ,00 . 9 :45 ••••••.•••• • • • •••• •. ••• MWF 4 ctesws 
10:00 - 11 :45 ••• .. •• . .• • •••.•••.•••• TT 4 cla1w, 
1 :00 . 2:45 ..•.•• • .•. • .•..•• • • ••. MWF 6 ctesses 
3:00 . 4 :45 •... , ••• , • , . . . . •..• TT 7 c las1141S 
Tulllday, Dae . 16 
8 :00 - 9 :45 •.• . • , • • . • • . • . . . . .• • . MWI' 3 des11e1 
10:00 • 11 '. <15 • • • • • • • • • • • . . ••• •• • , , TT 3 classes 
1 :00 . 2 ;45 •...• . ••• , . , • , • , , . • •. , TT 1 c:IHHS 
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MUSIC 
CALENDAR 
Oct. 24, Recital Hall Nov. 25, Auditorium 
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia University Chorus 
Fraternity Concert Concert 
Oct. 28, Recital Hall 
Faculty Artist Series, 
Thomas Greer, violin, 
Jean Serafy, 1piano and 
Harold Wonnen, clarinet 
Nov. 4, Recital Hall 
Woodwind Chamber 
Music Concert 
Nov. 11, Auditorium 
University Band Concert 
Nov.14, Auditorium 
Faculty Artist Series, 
James Stover, tenor and 
David Stevens, piano 
Dec. 2, Auditorium 
l}niversity Choir Concert 
Dec. 5, Auditorium 
University Stage Band 
Concert and Mixed 
Vocal "Jazz" Ensemble 
Dec. 8, Recital Hall 
Senior Recital, Emma 




Libs' ' is the title of the 
lecture Dr. Elmer 
Flaccus will deliver 
Nov. 4 in the second of 
a six-session mini-course 
on the role of the women 
in the past, present and 
future . The mini-course 
will be held in the P '"J 
Ballroom beginninb at 
7p.m. 
This mini.course 
began in October and 
will continue through 
March.. The public is in-
vited to attend any ol 
the courses with a small 
admission charge. 
Nov. 16, Auditorium 
Symphony Orchestra 
All music events are 
open to the public with-
out charge and all cam• 
pus concerts begin at 
8:15p.m. 
OOP'l'EEHOUSE SPECTATORS-The lint UCPC Coffeebouae of the year 
was held last week at the Pan Am Ballroom. Above, several students list.en to 
fellow student performers. 
The American Asso-
ciation of University 
Women {AAUW) in co-
operation with Pan 
American University is 
IJ)Onsoring the series. 
Gloria Moore, AAUW 
president, coordinates 
the series. 
Circulation Man Cites Experiences Future speakers sche-duled for later mini-courses included Drs. 
Ted Clark, Roy Cain, 
Valerie Ruder and 
Arthur Linksey, all Pan 
Am faculty. Dr. Edward 
Simmen of the Universi-
ty of the Americas at 
Puebla, Mexico, is also 
scheduled to speak at 
one of the coul'Ses. 
Bv SMILEY ENAIOUEZ 
Who walks 5,280 feet 
(1609.35) meters with 
three-forths ton load of 
papers in a small, six cy-
linder Maverick bu.ming 
six gallons of gasoline at 
62 cents a gallon during, 
hot summer days, rain-
storms, cold, windy 
days, or any other un-
usual type of weather 
that occurs in the Rio 
Grande Valley? 
You probably could 
not guess even if you 
tried. Well, the answer 
to the question is PAU 
newspaper's circulation 
manager. These are only 
but a few of the prob-
lems rm hit with every 
Tuesday night after I 
pick up the paper at the 
Daily Review. The 
whole process of distri-
bution throughout the 
campus is one big, exci-
ting venture for me. 
It really is hard to re-
alize how much trouble 
a circulation man can 
get into by merrely do-
ing his job. People are 
so eager to "help out" 
that they try to tell me 
what to write in the 
paper and how to write 
it. I'm also given a hard 
time by the ever-so-pop-
ular security officers on 
dutiy at the time I'm 
running my route be-
cause I use service 
drivers to get closer to a 
certain building to un-
load my stack of papers 
instead of canyi.ng them 
an extra quarter mile. 
Even some of the pro-
fessors expect a copy on 
their desk in the morning 
instead of bot.her to go 
to a stand to pick one 
up for themselves. To 
top it all off, sometimes 
I even have the weather 
working against me, like 
the time when it poured 
the morning I ran my 
route, that my poor car 
drowned in a mass of 
wat.er on one of the 
streets. l had to get out 
and push the car for 
quite a distance. 
The hardest battle I 
have come across yet, is 
concerning those star-
ving students who 
found out there was a 
free hamburger coupon 
in the campus news-
paper, they could not 
wait to ger their eager 
little hands on a copy. 
Do you reallv think 
there is only one student 
out there in the entire 
campus who is honest e-
nough to say he only 
took only one copy of 
this papers after seeing 
one big stack on the 
stands? 
If you have answered 
yes to this simple ques-
tion you were either 
caught in one of these 
three situations: you 
may have grabbed one 
copy becuase there was 
someone there watching 
and waited 'till he left 
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION 
WEEKLY ACTIVITIES 
MONDAY. NOONDAY 12 - 12:30 P.M. 
Sharing & Praying 
TUESDAY • BIBLE STUDY With Lunch (25') At Noon 
Studying HEBREWS 
WEDNESDAY - NOONDAY - 12.12:30 P.M. 
Sharing & Praying 
THURSDAY .. LUNCHENCOUNTER - Hot Meal (50') 
And Special Speaker 
Meal Served 11 :30 A.M. • 12:30 P .M. 
Speaker At 11 :00 A.M. And 12: 15 P.M. 
FRIDAY • KOINONIA - A Time Of Fellowship 
And Worship 7!00 P.M. 
CHILDREN'S Mission -4:00 P.M . .. 5:30 P.M. 
STUDENT CENTER LOCATED AT 1304 W. UNIVERSITY 
a great big crowd, but I 
am eager to find out 
what the oncoming 
weeks will hold for me. 
Will I find a change of 
heart in some of you or 
find myself a victim of a 
blood thirsty mob? 
and went back for an-
other one, got one from 
your friend who gave lt 
to you from the kind-
ness of his heart, or 
reached the stands a 
little too late and had to 
beg for one from one of 
your greedy compan-
ions. 
If I failed to metion Communications · Grants Offered 
~~e eedxcuse ytobu have Philip Morris Inc. has with Philip Morris execu-
uieam ..l!P, en you announced its seventh tives. have out-foxed every 
possible reason in the annual marketing/com- For add.itonal infor-
book. If there is one munications competi- mation, contact the 
white sheep out there tion forcollegestudents, Communications De-
amoungst all the black with the winners to re- partment, Philip Morris 
ones, then you are one ceive a $1,000 grant Inc., 100 Park Avenue, 
beck of a person. Con- from the company. Ac- New York, N. Y.10017. 
tualf I I' all cording to Stephen J. 
gra ions. m re y Kent of Philip Morris, 
not trying to be personal 
about anything, only entries may treat any 
trying to teU you some aspect of the broad area 
of the rotten things of marketing/communi-
some students did those cations related to Philip 
few weeks. Morris Inc., its operating 
I cau2ht this one stu- companies or any of its 
dent at the University non-tobacco products. 
Center with approxi- The program is to pro-
mately 30 copies in his vide students with a 
grubby little hands t.ear- practical and realistic 
ing out the coupons project, bringing them 
faster that I could blink into direct contact with 
an eye. the business community, 
There a.re some stu- Kent said. Student 
dents out there who oc- chapters of professional 
casionally open a door societies, regular classes 
for me or help me put or ad hoc committee of 
the papers in the racks no less than five stu-
and also professors who dents and a faculty ad-
deserve a copy sent to visor may submit pro• 
their office. posals. They should in-
I'm gald there are elude the purpose and 
some humane and objective of the pro-
friendly people on this gram, Kent added. 
campus and to you I say - In · additon to the 
thank you. There will $1,000 grant, two stu-
be some of you out there dents and the faculty 
after reading this article advisor will be invited 
who will have a guilty to corpotate head-
conscience and will quarters or another 
want to do something company location to 
helpful . I will not exce t discuss the proposal 
Gratz Returns 
Pan American Univer-
sity's Professor of Busi• 
ness Administration Dr. 
Jerre Gratz, attended 
the Texas Education 
Teacher Council and the 
Texas Business Educa-
tion Association meeting 
in Waco recently. 
Gratz presented a po-
licy statement for consi-
deration dealing with 
student teaching, admin-
istration program design, 
employment and profes-
sionalism in business ed-
ucation at the council 
meeting. 
Four seminars for the 
U.S. government in be-
havioral communica-
tions will be conducted 
by Gratz in mid-October 
for high-ranking officers 
and college staff at 
Quantico Marine Base in 
Virginia . Officers from 
the Marines,Arm.y, Navy 
and 18 foreign countries 
will be attending these 
seminars . ..,_,._,. ~--~, Bahi'i Club of PAU 
INVITES YOU TO CELEBRATE 1'11 t •• I I if I U.N.DAY• FRI. OCT. 2.t 
I ~ WITH A MULTIMEDIA PROGRAM 
~.. ,.~ ON THEROLEOFWOMAN 
~' ---..._,, ,!_~ IN A CHANGING SOCIETY 
..JJ\,~~ C 111! FRI., 0 T. 24, 8 P.M. uc.307 ._ __ _,;;:: 
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CHEER.LEADERS ELECTED-Eight cheerleaden and two ~ 
were elected during tryouts Oct. 18. Se~g as cheerlea~ers for the academic 
year will be (top) Monette Lopez, (top first row 1-r) i:;uda G_uerra and~ 
Hinojosa (second row 1-r) Alma Arredondo, Noemi Martinez and Sylvia 
Flores, (third row 1-r) Kathy Klefisch and tticky Yanez and (bottom) Joyce 
Perez. 
PA U Cheerleaders Chosen 
Eight new Pan Am 
cheerleaders and two 
alternates were selected 
from 16 candidates 
trying out Oct. 18 in 
the Dance Studio of 
the Pan Am Physical 
Education Building. 
Elected by five judges 
were Anna Hinojosa, 
McAllen freshman; 
Monette Lopez, Edin-
burg Sophomore; Lois 
Brown, Mission fresh-
man; Noemi Martinez, 
Mercedes junior; Joyce 
Perez, Shacyland fresh-
man; Elida Guerra, Mer-
cedes junior; Kathy 
Klefisch, Mfasion fresh-
man and Ricky Yanez, 
Mercedes senior. 
An even number of 
cheerleaders was chosen 
this vear because it 
makes it better for 
jumps and routines, 
according to Mrs. Diana 
Hutchins, cheerleader 
sponsor. 
The candiates were 
judged on ~nd!~dual 
jumps, two md1V1du~ 
cheers, one of therr 
choice and a compulsory 
one and a group pom 
porn dance routin~. 
The five judges were 
Dr. Amilda Thomas 
from the Pan Am 
Physical Education De-
partment; John Galvan, 
director of student 
The two alternates 
chosen are Alma 
Arredondo, Rio Grande 
City junior and Sylvia 
Flores, La Joya 
freshman. 
•.-u.• - Hla NOUH..._ IN 1111 
a ... UN--111 N.1a -NS-MU ..... ... ............... , 
Ci,1111 N148■ ----4taLCUH-Yl1'•M:11 
VISIT wnuco --n• •· • - .. -eon ~,ro; 
•istlOII---IIOI CONWAY - ~111 
~~ ~ ............ - .................... _ --
Lay Away Now for a Meny Christmas 
HON.12th Edinburg 383-2482 
activities at Texas South-
most College in BTowns-
ville; Mrs. Betty Brewer, 
cheerleader sponsor at 
Texas A & I University 
in Kingsville; Mrs. Mona 





of History and Director 
of the Honors Studies 
Program, Dr. Rondel 
Davidson, bas edited and 
written the introduction 
for ane of a 19-volume 
series called "The Ameri-
can UtopianAdventlij-e.' 
Robert Fogarty of An-
tioch College is the 
editor of this series 
which is published by 
Porcupine Press, Inc. of 
Philadelphia. 





















The Pan Amerlcen nudent 
newspaper at Pan American 
Unh1i11Slty Is publlshed by Stu 
d11nt Publlcetion,, Emilia Hall 
100, phone 381 -2541, et Ed· 
lnburg, TIXH, 78639 each Wed· 
nasday exaept during examin■-
tlons and holidey, under 
Or. Mike Nevarez, vlc• prnl-
dent for student •Hain; and 
Harry Quln, advi.01. View, pre-
1Bnteel 11re thoao of students a.id 
do no"t nec0'5Sllrlly reflect those 
of th8 unjvanlty administration. 
Subscription price by mell, 53 
a year , Contributions ond letters 
to the editor should be submitt-
ed by noon the Friday before 
publlcetion. Both may be l,ldl,-
ad. Letters should not exceed 
250 1'1/0rdll In length, 
Newscope 
Alpha ClaiMeeta 
There will be a general 
meeting of Alpha Chi 
Honor Society Wednes-
day, Oct. 29, at 11 a .m. 
in University Center 807 
and 307 A. Secretary 
Carol Dunning urged all 
members to attend. 
PE Conr,entian 
Toma.'! Esparza, di-
rector of Intramural 
Athletics at Pan Am, will 
attend the 52nd annual 
convention of the Te.us 
Association for Health, 
Physical Education and 
Recreation at Fort 
Worth Dec. 4-6, where 
he will be chairman of 
the auditing committee. 
Esparza bas been in-
formed by Lynn W. 
McCraw, exerutive secre-
tary of the association, 
that he is to examine 
the financial records of 
the association prior to 
the convention and pre-
sent his report. 
Honor Soclet,J 
History majors and 
minors and anyone who 
meets the necessary 
requirements are invited 
to become members of 
Phi Alpha Theta, the in-
ternational honor soci-
ecy in history. 
The <:ompletion of at 
least 12 semester hours 
of pistory with a GPA 
of 3.1 or better and GPA 
of at least 3.0 in the best 
of two-thirds of non-
history courses are the 
requjrements. 
AJl interested parties 
should contact Dr. David 
V assberg at Office Build• 
ing C-9 or phone 
381-3562. 
Graduation l'ee 
Seniors who failed 
to tum m their appli-
cations and required 
for graduation before 
the Oct. 13 deadline, 
may still do so, accord-
ing to Helen E. Snider, 
registrar. Mrs. Snider 
said students should 
turn in their applica-
tions as soon as possible 
to insure graduation. 
Geolo1111 C•6 
The Pan Am Geology 
Club has elected Vykke 
Hanna president far the 
year. Fran Robbins is 
the new vice president; 
Lynda Byers, secretary; 
and Uriel Gonzalez, 
treasurer. 
The Geology Club is 
to promote interest in 
geology and club activi-
ties. Sponsors are Bob 
Rogers and Neal Bates, 
both professors in the 
Physical Science Depart-
ment. 
Meetings of the club 
are held the second 
Wednesday of each 
month at 1 p.m. in En-
gineering Building 110. 
A ladies friendship 
bracelet has been turned 
into the Student Publica-
tions Office.Proper iden-
tification of the bracelet 
is required for it to be 
claimed in Emilia Hall 
100. 
Prol81lelllm 
Dr. Jack Holliday, Dr. 
Roland Lyford and Mrs. 
Margaret Baltis, Pan 
American faculty mem-
bers in the English and 
Mass Communications 
Department, have re-
turned from the annual 
workshop of the Texas 
Joint English Committee 
for School and College. 
The workshop was 
held in Laredo, Sept. 
26-27. Ors. Holliday and 
Lyford led two sessions 
each on "Institutintj 
Self-paced Instruction' 




The Methodist Ministry 
Trailer is now being 
used for evening Bible 
classes. Doug Graham 
will lead the study 
group every Tuesday 
at 7:30 p.m. The dis-
cussion will be non-
denominational and 
sermons are not the pur-
pose of the meeting. 
We promise no answers, 
but together we could 
pose some interesting 
questions, said Graham. 
THE FIRST STATE BANK 
&1RUSTCO. 
OFEDINBUIC 
SALUTES THE CARNIVAL 
OF THE GREAT PUMPKIN 
AND REMINDS YOU 
THERE IS NO SERVICE CHARGE 
ON STUDENT ACCOUNTS 
FIRST STATE BANK 
& TRUST COMPANY 
OF EDINBURG 
100 East Cano 
Edinburg.Texas 78539 
MEMBER FDIC 
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lnformallon Center Open 
To PanAm Studen-ts 
1. 
ev GILBERT TAGLE 
Ed. Note: This is the sec-
ond of a series of arti-
cles on the Placement 
Office. 
TheCareer Planning 
and Placement Office 
has made available to 
Pan American University 
students a Career Infor-
mation Center. 
At University Center 
113J, the Center is open 
to student.5 in need of in· 
fonnatiou regarding ca-
reers they seek to go into 
or Just acquaint them• 
selves with. 
Students can also ob-
tain information about 
a particular company, 
school district, umversi• 
ty or profession. 
The Center is designed 
to enable the searching 
student to become aware 
of the advantages and 
disadvantages of a cer-
tain career~ the aptitudes 
needed: the history of 
that career and the out• 
look of a particular oc-
cupation. 
Romulo Martinez, di-
rector of placement, 
feels that if a student is 
going to make a realistic 
choice about himself he 
is going to have to be 
able to explore the field 
he is interested in. 
"Expose him to every• 
thing so that he can 
make his choice. Farnil-
iwize him with the pros 
and cons of various 
fields, and then allow 
him to make a decision, .. 
sa1d Martinez. 
The l 1formation Cen-
ter houses files of inlor• 
mation. periodicals, ca• 
reer placement annuals 
and information on gra• 
du ate schools through• 
out the United States. 
Martinez said that 
eventually the Center 
will acquire taped sam• 
ple interviews that will 
show students how an 
mt:erview is conducted 
and what is expected of 
the intemewee 
CENTER OPEN TO STUDENTS-(clockwise) Gus Garcia, Hermelinda 
Garcia Juanita Marroquin, Esmeralda Prado and Cynthia Sepulveda take 
advanbge of the new Information Center available to PAU students. Placement Interviews 
In additon to serving 
the student who is doing 
individual research, the 
cent.er is being used by 
the tutors and the career 
planners that refer stu-
dents to the information 
stored at the cent.er. 
Year', "4c1i11itie• Oudined 
UCPC Activities 
Bv FLIP SALAZAR 
Again may I remind 
the PAU Student Body 
that the University 
Center Program Council..t 
better known as UCPt; 
is now on the move. This 
year started out slow 
but picked up speed and 
to date bas presented 
various activities. What 
have they been? Well, 
there ·s really no need to 
inform anyone at this 
point what's past. It's 
now time to talk of 
now time to talk of 
UCPC's future. What 
does UCPC have in store 
for PAU's Student Body 
and communi9? Well, 
don't stop reading now• 
proceed and hope to see 




American Graffiti" at 
the Nursing Building 
Auditoriwn. One day 
only. Oct. 22 at 5 p.m. 
and 19_Q.m. 
BicentellllW Pro~am at 
10 a.m. Guitar Work-
shop at 2 p.m., and a 
p~rformance at 8 p.m. 
UCPC will for the night 
of Oct. 30 J;>resent 
"Sunny Ozuna and 
"Tortilla Factory" at 




"Carnival of the Great 
Pumokin" at the North 
Science Building_, park-
ing lot on Oct. 25. Irom 
8p,m. until12 mid.night. 
There- will be live enter-
tainment, films food 
and a lot of fun booths. 
Mlly 1 also add that there 
will be a costume prize 
for the best costume. 
So,1 if_your're int.erested 





sentinR a "Halloween 
Night on Oct. 28 with 
doors opening at 8 p.m. 
Ohce ~in. if you come 
in a Halloween costume 
you m13y be a l~cky Y:'in· 
ner of a su rpnse pnze. 
On Nov. -5, we-have 
Concerts Fine.Arts with 
Viveca Lindfors at the 
McAllen Civic Center. 
Coffehouse will honor 
the Vets on Nov. 11. 
This Coffeehouse will 
be dedicated to the Vets 
at P AU. U all goes well. 
Coffeehouse will present 
a Westen Coffeehouse 
during Bronco Days 
Nov. -is. Other Coffee. 
houses will be heI'cl. Dec. 
Dec. 9, 16, 13 and 30. 
This year we will pro-
gram throue:h the 
Christmas holidays. As 
we do realize many of 
PAU's student popula-
tion remain in the Valley 
throughout the 
Christmas holidays. 
The Department of 
Mental Health and Men-
tal Retardation with re-
presentative Bob Everett 
is here today interview-
ing students of all majors 
at the placement office. 
Oct. 23 four represen• 
tatives of various com• 
panies will be on campus 
seeking Pan Am students 
for employment purpo-
SP.s. N onnan Cador of 
the J.C. Penny Cox Co. 
is looking for liberal arts 
majors as well as busi-
ness majors. 
All majors will be 
sought Oct. 23 by Joel 
Gomez of the U.S. 
Group Automobile As· 
sociation. Chelnical 
Technician positions are 
open for Pan Am stu-
dents at Dow Chemical 
Company. R.L. Hansen, 
the man to speak to 
about these positions, 
will be here also. 
Scholarships 
Awarded 
Scholarships of $300 
each were awarded by 
P AU's Math Department 
to six Valley students. 
CONCERTS FINE-
ARTS . COMMITTEE 
piesenta: 
James Gold on Oct. 
1976 in the Ballroom. 
The Games and Tour-
naments Committee will 
have a pool trounament 
beginning Oct. 27. For 
all y~u pool players, 
trophies will be awarded. 
COFFEHOUSE COM-
MITTEE: 
Coffeehouse will be 
Concerts and Fine•Arls 
are also planning for 
"War' and "Oomander 
Cody" sometime in the 
week of Nov. 16. For 
more information come 
The students receiving 
the scholarships either 
showed superior ability 
· in the annual Mathema-
b UC 303~ 
~~~~'~ tics Field Day for High 
School Students last 
spring or demonstrated 
strong capability in 
mathematics while at. 
tendingPAU. The schol-
arships were based en• 
tirely on merit, according 
to Cmdr. R.A. Close, 
supervisor of the schol-
arship program. 
:, 
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS-Students who received scholarships by 
the PAU Math Department are: bottom row, (l-r) Robert Gonzalez, Mission; 
Velma Eloisa Lopez, McAllen; and Nelda Judith Caballero, McAllen; top ro~ 
(1-r): Jose Francisco Alvarado, Mission; Cmdr. R. A. Close, PI?gram supeIVl• 
sor Dr. John Spellman head of tbe Math Department; Mr. Sidney Draeger. 
·for:ner head and host for the Math Field Day; and Richard Keel Houston, 
. Edinburg. 
Valley businesses do-
nated money for the 
scholarships. Those 
businesses making dona. 
tions included the Hi-
dalgo Savings and Loan 
Co.; the McAllen State 
Bank; the First National 
Bank of Edinburg; the 
J.C. Looney Founda-
tion; the First State 
Bank and Trust of 
Edinburg; and the P AU 
Math Department. 
Over $5,400 in schol-
arships have been distri-
buted to aproximatley 
16 students during the 
four years of the pro• 
gram . 
Finally interviewing 
Oct. 23 is First City Na• 
tional Bank of Houston. 
The representative for 
this bank, Bill Gallaghe~, 
will be interviewing au 
bw;iness majors. 
Oct. 24 CP&L and 
Haggar companies• re-
presentatives will be on 
campus. Accountants 
are sought by Robert C. 
Myers of CP&L. Mary 
Foreman from Haggar 
will be interviewing gen• 
eral business manage• 
ment and psychology 
majors. She needs a plant 
manager trainee. 
TO EAT 
SpedalWDg In White flour 
Taco I Ter11Uu 
ZIG Pbooe 
PttH Mc:Alle■ 612-3178 
Classified Ads 
FOR RENT; 2 Bedroom 
furnished apartmen~ Dish• 
\/\/ether, CA/CH Pool, 
laundry. $250 month. Call 
BIC RE~L TY 383-6198. 
FOR SALE : 1 Bedroom 
oondomlnlum Newly re• 
mOdeled. huge v.elk-ln 
olosen. Good assumption. 
Cell BtC REALTY 
383-5198. 
FOR SALE: 2 Bedroom 
brick home at 1101 W. 
Cano. Reasonably priced 
ilt 518,500 Call SIC 
REAL TY 383-5198 . 
EARN UP TO $11:100 
a school v-.., or more 
porting eclucnlonal llter• 
irture on campus In spare 
time. Send nen1e. •ddreu, 
phone. school and refer-
ences to• Nationwide 
Marketing Services, tnc •• 
P.O . B0>1. 1384. Ann Arbor. 
Mlohlgan 48'106 Call 





7 a.m • 7 p.m Mon.-Sa 
************** ! PALM CAFE ! 
"l" 1 Block South of Courthouse 
~ on 281 * 
.. MONDAY: SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN>.lt 
Golden Brown, Mashed Pota-rot ""'--
.M Country Gravv. Chilled Peach Half, $1 50 ~ 
..,.. Hot 11omem1tde Bisouin • 
i( TUESDAY: ESPECIALLY PREl'ARED Jf, 
.. Ch111t,<1 ~.~2 e!!~!!,?,RGERS * 
M Homemade Poteto Salad $1.50 ""'--
..,.. Homemod• Pie ..,.. 
.. WEDNESDAY: "PIPING HOT )t 
ENCHILADAS" 
,f{ Premium Saltine• $1.50 lit 
-t{ THURSDAY: PALM CA FE'S FAMOUS ,., 
SPAGHETTI & MEAT BALLS, ,,.,_ 
~ Graied Romano Cheese, $l 50 ...-Toma10 Sa1.1011 • '"'-
.. FRID Y: Jt.™BO FRENCH FRIED SHRIMP,""" 
.M fr110Qh Fried Potatoes, $2 _QO ""'---yo. Tana, Sauce """ 
~ * 
************** 
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Saturday Night In Edinburg 
CALVIN MURPHY lays one up for the Ho. uston 
Rockets during the game last Satwtlay night 
RIPPING DOWN a rebound is Ken 'Grasshopper' 
Smith of the Spurs in a 113-109 Iosin effort. 
from the JAWS of death ••• 
MANEATER 






LONNIE'S DIVE SHOP &KUNGFU 
1631 N. 10th St. McAllen 687-2411 
(Next To Sambo's) 
p AN AM DANCERS do their steps at the basketball halftime. The brightly 
colored dresses of the gals and well-defined suits of the guys added another 
dimension to the Saturday night pro basketball game. Tlte school dancers, 
who have performed in several places in Old Mexico and Texas, did two 
numbers on the gym floor. 
RONALD of 
McDonald's fame rides 
his unicycle around the 
gym as part of his 
performance during the 
Pro Basketball Champ-
ionship of Texas. 
Golfers Place 20th In Tough Tourney 
Pan American Univer- top collegiate teams were in 315_ Daviri Steffan petition and the cold 
sity's bard-hitting golfers present e:owd have been shot 320, Carlos Pamplona weather I thought our 
notched a spot among for a quick look at the triggered a 322 and Jesse players did very well," 
the nation's Top 20 teams course in the hopes they . commented Coa h T 
with a fine finish at the would be back later U1is Lucio shot 324. Guerrero of c p~~ 
21st William H. Tucker year. "Considering the com- American. 
Tournament in Albu- Keith Fergus of Hou-
querque, NM. ston gained medalist 
The Broncs panned honors in the prestigious B k th JI om , l 
~u~ to be the No. 20 to~ament. f?efending as e a Cl& 8 
finisher among the 25- national champion Wake 
team field in a tourney Forest strolled to the Offi • 11 R • stocked from top to team victory. Pan Am Cl& y ecogn1zed 
bottom with the nation's finished ahead of Texas 
best college squads. Wesleyan and Arizona, . . . 
The NCAA national Hawaii and Colorado in The new mtrep1d m-
golf championships will the field. tramuraJ baseketball 
be held next year on Allan Jones and Jose officials have. been an-
the same University of Martinez led Pan Am nounced by Director of 
New Mexico course. The with stroke counts of Intramural Thomas 






fn-~ s~~ .•• 
BOOTS By SHIRTS By 
1'?t111~~: MILLER 
ACME KARMAN 
DAN POST LARRY MAHAN WRANGLER 
NOCONA PANHANDLE SLIM 
JEANS By PRIOR· LEE-WRANGLER 
PANTS By DJ• NIVER• TOCKMAN 
mghts they will be 
Gilbert Tijerina, Ramiro 
Davila, Jaime Escobar, 
Crisante Garza. Juan Pe-
queno, Genaro Muniz, 
Roberto Vela, Jaime 
Munoz, Maria Carmen 
Garcia, Yolanda Alvara-




Maria Guadalupe Garcia. 
That's not all. On 
Wednesday the signal 
callers will be Leo Serna, 
Homer Garza, Jesus 
Lucio, Joe Soliz, Gon-
zalo Garza Super Jack 
Ewing, Armando Ocana, 
Joe Judith Mangham, 
Maria Del Cannen Mora, 
Alicia Vela and Xavier 
Campos. 
The constest will be 
played weekly at 6 p.m. 
~ ~ 0 J~,..J1. SPORTING aJo,, .. ~r ,u,, GOODS .. ·tro.p1quarit1ln t)tt (,!_Jlftri :"goi a .. -s:·ii,rH. ··Mt~LEW: .. _ 
: . . . ,. . 
1912 N. 10th McAllen 686-1051 • . : 0/JU' llfON-"- A,-'/p,,!I. 11111,, ,,._,,,,,,. i-
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Rockets Whip Spurs In 113-109 Overtime Battle 
Little-men Calvin 
Murphy and James 
Silas of the Hou11ton 
Rackets and San 
Antonio Spurs led 
their respective teams 
in an exciting inter-
league battle at the 
Pan American Field-
house last Saturday 
night. 
one go and il bounced 
around the rim and fell 
out. The Spurs called 
time out and di cussed 
the situation. They 
decided to miss the 
second shot on purpose 
and go for the tying 
rebound and shot. 
Silas was shooting to a 
Rocket team that had 
7-0 Kevin Kunnert, 
6-10 Joe Meriweather, 
6-10 Steve Hawes and 
6 6 Ed Ratleff on the 
line. 
The shot bounced 
off the rim, hit two 
players hands on the 
way to its resting spot 
back in the hands of 
the man who shot it, 
James Silas. Silas took 
one dribble and shot 
the Spurs back into 
the game from 17 feet. 
Six Rockets finished 
the game in double 
figures, Murphy with 
his 28, Rudy 
Tomjanovich with 18, 
Ratleff and Kunnerl 
with 17, Meriweather 
with 15 and Mike 
Newlin with 12. 
Kunnert led th Rocket 
rebounders with 17 
while Tomjanovich the first half, and 
nabbed 10. Dietrick had nine in 
For the Spurs, five the second half. 
The 5-10 Rocket 
rocket Murphy tallied 
a team-high 28 points 
in leading the NBA 
entry in the Pro Basket-
ball Championship of 
Texas t.o a crowd-
pleasing 113-109 
victory. Th.is was the 
.ast game for both 
t.eams in exhibition 
play. 
A Tale Of Five Broncs; 
Trying Out Pro Baseball 
double figure perfor- The game was 
mances were turned in. viewed by approx-
Silas with 31, George imately 3,800 noisy 
Karl with 17, Larry fans who sat back 
Kenon with 13, Coby down to watch the 
Diet.rick with 11 and overtime acLion after 
George Gervin with 10. getting up to leave a 
Center Billy Paultz game they though the 
ripped-down 11 re- Spurs had lost. The 
bounds in about one game was knotted at 
half of play, Kenon 101 before the extra 
grabbed 10 caroms in period unreeled. 
************** i' BOWLING SPECIAL I lt 
-tr Mon•Frl 2•5 p.m. 50' per game* 
Silas led all scorer 
with his 31 point total. 
Many of those points, 
including the two that 
put the game in over-
time, were pressure-
packed ones. 
The Rockets broke 
on top when the game 
started, but a time-
out called by the Spurs 
seemed to settle them 
down and even the 
affair up. The Rockets 
held-on to a slim lead 
most of the half and 
led a halftime 51-48. 
The Rockets left 
their starting five in 
the game for most of 
the second half while 
the Spurs seemed to be 
giving their firstline re-
serves a pressure test. 
The reserves came 
through keeping the 
con test within seven 
points throughout the 
game. 
Late in the game the 
Spurs trailed by two 
points with less than 
10 seconds to go. A 
Spur drew a foul and 
the San Antonio bunch 
sent their best free-
throw shooter to the 
line in the person of 
James Silas. Silas had 
two shots coming and 
a chance to tie. 
The 6-3 sharp-
shooter let the first 
Five baseball B:ronci;; 
from the 1975 team 
signed professional con-
tracts with two United 
States teams and teams 
from Mexico. -
Ricky Brockway and 
Joe Hernandez signed 
with the Chicau:o Cubs 
and Wayne Cato with the 
San Francisco Giants. 
On the other side of the 
border Wally Lanfranco 
signed with the Reynosa 
Bravos and Joe Lara with 
the Sabinas Mineros. 
Shortstop Brockway 
was drafted in the sum-
mer draft and reported 
to Bradenton, F1a., fo.r a 
brief training period. He 
tlren went to the Class 
A minor league team, in 
Key West, Fla., and saw 
action as a third baseman 
and second haseman. 
Brockway was invited 
to play winter ball in 
Arizona and is now sta-
tioned in Scottsdale. 
Left fielder Hernan-
dez was also drafted by 
the Cubs and got to see 
much of the state of 
Florida. He was sent to 
Class A ball in Key West 
and during the summer. 
along with Brockway, 
played teams from Ft. 
Lauderdale, Daytona 
Beach, Miami and 
others. 
Catcher Cato was 
playing semi-pro ball in 
SELECTED ON MORE 
"10 BEST" LISTS 
AN ANY OTHER FILM 
OF THE YEAR! 
" I • , ·' Where were you in '62? .,. . 
_.;,,>--: · ONE DAY ONLY-OCT. 22 
50c WITH PAU I.D. 
75c WITHOUT 1.0. 
-PLUS- Refreshments 
Showtimes: 5:00 P.M. · 7:30 P.M. - 10:00 P.M. 
NURSING ED. AUDITORIU 
Hutchingon, Kansas, and 
signed as a free agent 
with the Giants. 
He was originally go-
ing to be sent to the 
rookie league team, was 
then told he would re-
port to the Class A team 
in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 
and then reported to 
the double A team in 
Lafayette, La., for four 
days. Rick Bradley. a 
catcher from the Univer-
sity of Texas, signed 
and went to triple A. 
This cause a chain re• 
action that sent all 
cathers down a notch. 
minoring in hisotry. 
Right fielder Lara 
tried his hand in Sabinas, 
Mexico, (Near Ea~e 
Pass). He signed with 
the Sabinas Mineros, a 
trippleA team, and 
played third base for 
approximately two 
months. 
Lara is now continu-
ing his studies at Pan 
Am, majoring in physical 
education and minoring 
io health. 
MuEpallonl1 
Football King Cato is also playing 
winter ball in Phoenix, 
Ariz. Mu Epsilon did it 
Brockway's wife, again this year. Last 
Melody joined him in year's intramural win-
Florida as Hernandez• ners frolicked into a 1ike-
wife, Sonia, and Cato's position this year with a 
wife, Jan, remained in playoff win against the 
their prospective town SmokeEaters. In the 
of Houston and Friends- third place game the 
woori. PEM Club dislodged 
Pitcher Lanfranco Newman for the more 
signed with the tripleA elite ranking. 
Reynosa Bravos after The Mu Epsilon roster 
the NCAA playoffs. He looks like this: Rene 
played for three months Garza, Mita Rodriguez, 
until the season ended Mike Givilancz Jr., Zeke 
and had an 0-1 record. Reyna, Zeke Granado, 
He lost a close contest Rudy Molina, Anthony 
to Monteuey, 2-1, his Eovacevich, Jaime Pena, 
first career loss since Adan Rodriguez, Danny 
high school. Rivas, Sergio Navarro, 
Lanfranco is attend- Marcello Villarreal, Joe 
ing PAU at the present Pena, Rober:t Vela, 
time. He is majoring in Omar Pena, Mick Perez 
physical education and and Roy Luna . • • • • • 




ACROSS FROM ECHO Jt 
MOTEL IN EDINBURG )t, 
: GET IN ON THE ACTION! * Jt 
-fl .. BOWLING! POOL! FOOSBALL! * Good Food, Cold Suds Jt 
i' Plenty of fun for everyone! * 
iC TRY PARK BOWL I. >f-










October 23, 1975 U. C. Ballroom 
·Blcentennial Program 10 A.M. 
·GuitarWorkshop 2P.M . 
·Performance Students 50' 8 p M Gen. Adm. 75' • • 
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s ~n ACK * Featuring * L~da Ronstadt 
By AL KAMASAKI premier songstress in Her new release\ "Pris: known as the Eagles. will probably be a big 
pop music. In the years oner in Disguise. ' firm- The band she and her hit for her if released 
Linda Ronstadt "Pri- of obscurity before sue- ly e?~e.pches her there. producer Peter Asher as a single. 
up with gems: "Long, 
Long Time," "Desper-
ado," "Love Has No 
Pride,'' ·'Faithless 
Love." This new release 
contains its share of 
Ronstadt jewels. With 
her voice she paints a 
portrait of fragile, en-
during optimism 
through all the heart-
break times, a portrait 
that is immediately com-
pellina and attractive. 
soner in Disguise" cess, Linda learned to . 4m .... a s var.al stren~s have assembled here is a On the whole, "Pris-
Asylum 7E-1045. sing, really sing. She po- he ID the realm of rock, stellal', first-rate a_ggrega- oner in Disguise" is a 
On the strength of last lished and controlled c~un~ry an~ .hal!ads. tion. Bassist Kenny Ed- satisfying album. To 
year's toe ten album her voice and, with the o/.•tJ:tm, ~bese ~nutatio)!S, wards, drummer Russ those of us who have 
"Heart Like A Wheel" selection of more appro- she can do yi.rtually n? Kunkel, steel player fallen in love with Linda, 
and a number 1 single, priate songs as vehicles ~ong .. Neil ,!<:lung 5 Dan Dugmore, and jack- it is yet another chance 
"You 're No Good,', for that marvelous voice, Love 15 a Rose pts her of-all-trades Andrew to experience that great 
Linda RoQstadt esta- has reached the top of perfectly. Essentially a Gold from the basic voice. Through all the 
blished helself as the the musical heirachy. ~mak~, of Young's ear- unit. aided by guest disappointments of poor 
her Dance, Dance, shots from Nigel Olsson song selection Linda ':;";~u~11~~:~1;;;u~~~;mm111 ,,~I. rEe~'.:~~!o:~oi':: ~=l~!l!1~"Tl:1:1 ha, managed lo come 
PROTECTION feeling Linda easily and J;mes Tar.lor. 
try-rock , nH1°-_bers, The albums only di.a. 
ATTHE CARNIVAL, WE CANT James Taylors MtSter, appointments come 
; That's Me Up On The when Linda tries to-
15=-= J~kebox.,.:Ani;i,a ("Heart tackle songs obviously 
e 1:,ike A wneel ) McGar- bevond her ken. Her 
ngle's "You Tell Me I'm ;., - . · 
GUARANTEE WHAT 
WILL HAPPEN 5 Falling Down" and J.D. emasculated r.endenng 
To Yo 15 Souther's beautiful title of ~he great Smo~ey U · · • • 5 song all work well. These Robm~on and the Mi.ra-
li. songs comprise the heart cles hit. And her treat-and core of the music ment of "Heat Wave," Linda sings best. She is while competent, comes 
truly in her element nowhere near capturing 
!==-- hhinf!!e, Tanhd the vocals the essence of that song. 
s e. e slower songs The original "Heat 
- give her the room she Wave" by Martha and 
~ needs to unleash that the Vandellas, was pun-
lllllUIIIIIIUIII IIWIUIIUWIIIIIIUllllli gorgeous voice. 1t's a chy, explosive} frighten-* voice that'll break your ing erotic ana 100 per 
Jt heart if you let it. cent black. It is a classic 
Linda always seems recording that defies re-
to be able to find excel- making; truly one of a 
lent supporting musi- kind. In spite of this. 
ciaos. One of her pre- Linda has been using it 
vious bands is now il1 her live show. and it 
NEWLY E]CP ANDED! 
CROOKED 




IS KEG DAY! 
35' CUP 












Octolaer25,1975 Ito 12 Sci. Bldg. Parking Lot 
MIKE JOHNSON PERFOn.MS--Performing at 
noon last week in the Circle was Cl,ristian folk 
singer, Mike Johnson. Johnson is touring the co.n~ 
tinental United States and was ponsored by Baptist 
Student Union as a special campus event. 
Williamaon Ekcted to National Poat 
Dr. James Williamson, 
head of the Department 
of Elementary Ec.luca• 
tion at Pan American 
University, has been 
elected to serve a three-
year term on the na-
tional board of directors 




ASDC is concerned 
with the improvement 
of elementary and se• 
condary school cuni-
culum~ curriculum lea-
dership training and 
curriculum research 
promotion. The ASDC 
is the policy-making 
body for 15,000 mem-




TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
8 P.M. TO 12P.M. 
**** Beginning Freshmen - FREE 
25 .. With PAU I.D. 
General Admission 50' 
*** International Coffees-Po corn 
Donut Holes-Munchies 
* IN THE U.C. BALLROO 
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Inflation 
Financial Aid-Solution For Some 
By GILBERT TAGLE and 
MARGOT HICKS 
Editor's Note: 
This is another in 
a series of articles 
about inflation and 
its affect on college 
students at Pan 
American Univer• 
sity. The first two 
articles identified 




ture:i attributed to 
the rise in the cost 
of living. 
University student 
life isn't easy. It involves 
long and constant dedi-
cation in order to merit 
the degree ought by 
both undergraduates 
and graduates alike. 
Every inwvidual , re-
gardless of race, creed, 
sei or color deserves 
the opportunity to 
attempt at raisiPg the 
Jevel of hls education. 
However, with costs 
being as high as they are 
it is beginning to get 
difficult to attend 
college; lead a social 
life and remain self• 
supporting. 
Luckily for Pan 
American University 
students as well as other 
university students 
throughout the United 
States, there is a way 
to lessen the burden or 
strain on the checking 
account. Financial 
assistance is always 
available to eligible stu-
dents, both ingle or 
married. 
Basically, there are 
four types of financial 




As of June 30, there 
are 3 763 PAU tudents 
receiving som~ form of 
financial assistance, and 
the total is expected to 
reach the 4,000 mark 
during the present aca-
demic year. Already the 
financial aid office has 
prud out $2.8 million to 
eligible students with 
the estimated total 
expected by the year's 
end to reach $3.4 
million. 
Volunteers Sought 1 
A 1975-76 break-
down of the student 
budget by the Pan Am 
Financial Aid Office in 
order to arrive at the 
amount required to 
attend college per aca-
demic year indicates 
that the dorm or off-
campus resident spends 
a total of $2,290 per 
year to attend PAU; 
the commuter $1,790; 
the independent $2,620 
and the married stu-
dent(s) about $766 for 
direct axpenses only 
( omitting other expenses 
that vary according to 
the size of the family 
unit). 
To Aid In Film Production The breakdown in 
most cases omits the 
transportation allow-
ances of $150-$450 
according to the distance 
traveled as calculated by 
the office. 
"Recruiting of stu-
dent volunteers to fill 
several key, on-and-off-
camera positions is in 
the production of a pilot 
film which is al forenm-
ner of a possible televi• 
sion news and feature 
series on Valley high 
school students will be-
gin Oct. 27,,. according 
to Gary Hally, director 
for the film. Hally em-
phasized that interested 
students should contact 
him or Jay Ruder, the 


















216 E. Cano 
Edinburg 
until next spring, pre-
production activities 
have already begun. Up-
on completion, the film 
will be used to gain sup-
port for a ,longer term 
program. R gular pro-
duction of the television 
version could possibly 
commence as soon as 
the fall of 1976. 
According to Harry 
Quin, .r,rincipal investi• 
gator. 'The most imme-
diate benefit of this pro• 
ject will be the excellent 
experience and profes-
sional trruning provided 
for Pan Am students. 
Such experience also wiU 
prepare Pan Am gradu-
at.es to compete in the 
media job market." 
In a joint effort, the 
Department of English 
and Ma s Communica-
tions and the Learning 
Resources Center are 
collaborating in the pro• 
duction which is being 
furnished by the Faculty 
Research Council. 
By far the largest 
number of students lire 
on the Basic Education 
Opportunity Grant. 
Since the August regis-
tration period approxi-
mately 2 1000 PAU 
students have received 
BEOG rud. This figure 
compensates for the 
$925,000 paid out in 
BEOG rud sine that 
period. 
Students applying for 
the BEOG must do so 
by submitting an appli-
cation available at the 
financial aid office, 
directly to the national 
office of education for 
eligibility determination 
The time taken to 
fill out and answer all 
information requests 
can be rewarded if the 
stud~nt is found to be 
eligible. Unlike loans, 
grants need not be prud 
back. 
lt usually takes four 
111 UIUI weeks before the stu-
dent is notified about 
eligibility. An index 
number is issued to the 
student who in tum 
brings it to the financial 
aid office whereupon 
the officials calcualte 
estimated national 
college requirement for 
that number to tbo e of 
PAU. For example: A 
student indexed at the 
national level of $1,765 





OF DICK OFFICE SUPPLY 
1807 N. 10th McAllen 682-6306 
mately $876 in grant 
aid. 
Conditions that 
determine eligibility are 
based on the amount of 
aid that the students 
parents a.re able to 
provide. 
When you consider a 
parent is obligated to 
see that his child receives 
all the college educat1on 
that the student deems 
necessary. it's possible 




grants or loans are re-
stricted to use the aid 
for educational purposes 
only. 
Loans such as the 
Hinson.Hazelwood Loan, 
for Texas residents 
only, are made on the 
basis of need for fin. 
ancial assistance and the 
amount prarents or 
students are able to 
supply themselves. Stu-
dent.s can receive loans 
ranging from $400-$500 
The average P AU stu• 
dent receives about 
, ..................................... . 
Student 
Activities 
By PATTY NAVARRO 
Editor's Note: 
Tbe reporter who 
covered and wrote 
the article concern-
ing the student gov-
ernment open air 
meeting said he did 
not mfaq uote Miss 
Navarro, that she 
did say the senate 
is the executive 
body of PAUSA. 
In the Oct. 8 issue of 
the Pan American. I was 
misquoted as Sl!Ying that 
the Student Senate is 
the exeuctive body of 
student government. It 
is not the executive bod{ 
of student governmen . 
It is not tlie executive 
body at all. The Student 
S nate is the legislative 
branch whose purpose is 
to decide the p~ograms 
and action PAUSA will 
take. The executive 
branch mnke sure that 
the Sen te legi_slation is 
completed and carried 
out. 
According to Jose 
Ortega y Gassett, the 
only limitation to our 
ability to govern our af. 
fairs is the limit set by 
nature to our imagina-
tive capabilities. Student 
government will contin-
ue bringing to light ideas 
t.hat can help the Pan 
Am student. 
One such idea being 
studied now by student 
Senator Sam Saldivar is 
a gas co-op, owned and 
operated by P AUSA. 
that would sell gas fpr a 
few cents abo whole 
sale cost to students with 
P AU ID cards. Other 
ideas being looked into 
are the restoration of 
activity petiodand 0 <lead 
days•• prior to examina-
tions. 
This weekend, the 
P AUSA officers and the 
student senate president 
pro tempore will be trav-
eling to Sam Marcos to 
attend a regional TSA 
conference_ Topics to 
be discussed include 
legal rud, medical care, 
student service fees, 
housing,. financial rud 
and Student Teacher 
Evaluations. 
Ms. Shelia Gerson, a 
lawyer,will be on campus 
Oct. 21-23. TexPIRG 1s 
a student funded, stu-
dent directed orgaruza-







will be three meetings 
scheduled for those in- 1 
terested in forming the 
local chapter of 
TexPIRG to discuss a 
constitution, office 
space the logisitcs of 
getting the local group 
started and possible re-
search projects. Meeting 
times and places are as 
follows: Oct. 21 , at 
12 p.m. in UC 307; 
Oct. 22 at 2:00 p.m. in 
UC 307; Oct. 23 
4:30 p.m. in UC 307. All 
mterested students are 
invitPd to attend. 
Senator Ben Cantu 
from the School of 
Business was elcted 
senate president pro 





tion • ideas and help in 
future projects designed 
to assist the student. We 
hope to be imaginative 
in meeting the needs 
and priorities of PAUSA 
and the university as a 
whole. 
The Student Senate 
will have a regular 
meeting Tuesday. Oct. 
28, at 6 p.m. at 
the University Ccu~r 
305-305A. The 
meetings are opened to 
all interested people. 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS•KINGSPOINT• CORVUS-SHARP 
southwest calculaton, inc. 
1013 Pecan McAllen 682-4333 
$1,000 in financial aid. 
In most cases the aid 
may be any combin• 
ation of a grant, loan or 
work-study job in order 
to help secure adequate 
finances for the stu • 
dent's university career. 
tudents qualifymg 
for the federal work-
study program are 
allowed to work 15 
hours on any week that 
school 1s in session and 
for a maximum of 40 
hours during any other 
week in the semester. 
Under the work-
study program 80 per 
cent of the student's 
wages are paid by the 
federal government and 
20 per cent by the 
university. This all-0ws 
the university to use 
more employees at less 
expense, thus bene 
fiting are 85 per cent 
deemed as dependants: 
10 per cent are clas ified 
as married and 5 per 
cent are considered to 
be independents. 
In totality approxi• 
mately 3 per cent of all 
the students who apply 
for financial aid are 
ineligible. 
Students approved 
for loans or grants 
usually wrut no longer 
than four wo1·king days 
before the funds are 
distributE>d to them in 
check form. 
Not everybody 
w1Umg to help students 
financially, but at least 
financial aid offices have 
made it womewhat 
easier to make a dream 
b come a reality. 
For some, filling out 
papers. and answering 
que tions they consider 
to be personal is a task 
that arouses gripes and 
complaints and in some 
cases totaJ refusal on 
the applicant's part. 
A llitle time, a little-
patience and a little less 
pride are what•s needed 
to walk over to the 
financial iad office in 
the University Center 
108, and seek the aid 
that could relieve t.be 
tress of students' uni-
versity expenses. 
El Cealto Mall 
717-7512 
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ontER 
ORGAMZAno 1 
Attorney General to be in Ballroom Monday 
THE PAN AMERICAN 
Edinburg, Texas 
Pan Am To Host 
22nd Annual CAST 
Classes ai Pan Am will alizing Scien e Instruc• 
be-dismissed on Oct. 31 tion" Oct. 31. 9-10:30 
as· PAU will host the a.m. "The Teacher and 
22nd annual Conference Environmental Issues" 
for the Advancement of will be he topic o 
Science Teaching Konnondy on Friday, 
. (CAST), Oct. 30-31 and 6-7:SO p.m. Konnondy 
Nov. 1. Sicence teachers is from Evergreen State 
from throughout Texas College m Washington. 
will attend the annual Ghiorso will speak on 
conference, ccording Nov. l on "TheBerkeley 
to Richard Ross, chair- New Element Program,, 
man of the conference. from 10-11:30 a.m. 
Ro al&o aid this is the Ghiorso is -from the 
first year the conference University of' Calif in 
has been held t Pan Berkeley. Calif. 
American. Conference sessions 
Three well-known will be held all day 
scientists and 13 Friday on topics dealing 
speakers will be featured with science, chemistry, 
at t:!,te conference, earth science, physics, 
according to Ro~. . . junior high seiencei 
The three . sctentJBts elementary hoo 
S.N. Postlewait, Edward science and special 
J. ~ormondy and Albert topics. 
Ghioroao will sbeak on 
Oct. 31 and NM. 1. Workshop; _will be 
Poltlwait from : Purdue ottered both Friday and 
University ln Indiana Saturday afternoons 
will speak on "lndividu: and will generally be o~e 
and a ha.I! hours m 
No C"""• length, according to 
Classeswillnotbeheld Ross. They will be 
Oct. 31 and Nov. 141 offe-red twice ~ach day 
according to Dr. Ral,l)b to enable partic1p~ts to 
Schilling, )&Divetsity attend up to four differ-
president. · ent workshops. 
On Oct. 31, Pan Am Some workshops may 
will host. tbeConferenoe ~uire a small materials 
for the 'Advancement of ·1ee which hould be 
Science Teachers . .And paid directly to the 
on Nov.14,Pan Am will workshop leader, said 
host the District One Ross. 
Tex.as State Teacher Persons wishing to 
Association • annual attend a. certain work-
meeting. shop may p-re-register 
So that .claasrooIQs and complete a prefer-
and other facilities will ence form which can be 
be availabl&, classes will obtained from room 
,. be cfmdllled on theee 106 in the Science ..... . 
The 'deadline for pre-
registraf on for the con-
ference was Oct. 20. 
Persons failing to pre-
register may still do so 
any time now or at the 
conference, but pre-
ferred workshops are 
not guaranteed. Persons 
failing to pre•register 
may select workshops 
from a list of unfilled 
workshops which will 
be available at the con-
ference during 
registration. 
The conference will 
begin at p.m. on 
Thursday with regis-
tration in tbe Ballioom 
until 8 p.m. 
Registration will 
begin at 8 a.m. on Friday 
and Saturday. Exhibit.I 
and coffee will be avail-
able du.ring registration 
on all three days. 
The entire conterence 
will finish Saturday at 
8 p.m. with a STAT 
banquet and after dinner 
speakers. Robert T. 
Trotter and Juan 
Antonio Chavira from 
Pen American Univer• 
sity, will lecture on 
"Curanderlsmo: The 
Gift of Healing." 
Ro invited all tu-
dents and he public to 
attend the conference 
and listen as well as take 
part in discussions with 
the scientists and 
speakers. 
Further information 
can be obtained by 
calling 381-3161 or 
going by Sicence 
Building 106 . 
PA 11.BCEIVES MO.o"' ot,;nvJ...AlU$fflP-Mobil Oil Corp. repreeentatrn, 
Cbar1e A. Rein e Jr., presen Dr. J.C. ichols~ vice-president for Academic 
Allain, with a scholarship to Pan Amen University to be presented to a 
student. Di. Miguel Nevarez1 vie •Pt id nt for Student Affairs, looks on. 
,1975 VolumeXXIV No. 
BOB HOPE TO APPEAR-Famous comedian and actor Bob Hope will be 
at the McAllen football stadiu. Nov. 2 at 2 p .m. for one show only in a pro-
gram entitled, "A Great Day in the Valley with Bob Hope in Penon." 
Overseas Study Grants 
Available for PAU Students 
Pan Am students ln-
terested in obtaining a 
,ran for overseas study 
abould contact the Inter-
American Affairs Office 
or the International Ed-




students throughout the 
world will be receiving 
p:ants for graduate study 
or research abroad in 
academic fields and tor 
professional training in 
the creative and per-
Carnir,al 
Re•cheduled 
The Carnival of the 
Great Pumpkin sche-
duled for Oct. 25, was 
postponed because of 
bad weather and is re-
scheduled for Nov. 8, 
according to Debbie 
Thomas, UCPC vice pre-
ident . 
farming arts for the 
1976--7? academic year. 
The Institute of Inter-
national F.clucation will 
award the grants which 
are now open for compe-
tition. 
The grants help in-
crease mutual under-
standing between the 
people of the United 
States as well as other 
countrie through the 
exchange of peoele, 
knowledge and skills. 
To be eligible for one 
of these grants, the ap-
plicant must be a U.S. 
citizen at the time of 
application, must hold a 
bachelor's degree or ita 
equivalent before the 
beginning date of the 
grant and be proficient 
in the language of the 
host country. 
Except for specific 
awards, a candidate 
must not hold a Ph . D 
a1 the time of applica-
tion. 
Candidates who have 
been enrolled in a uni• 
versity or are doing re-
search in that country . 
for which the grant is to 
be awarded during the 
1976-76 academic year, 
are not eligible for a 








chor Chavez, Greg 
Montoya and Ruben 
Torres will be in the 
Nursing Education 
Building tonight • at 
7:30 p.m. to pie ent the 
pros and cons concern-
ing the proposed Texas 
constitution up for 
votes on Nov. 4. 
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EDITORIALS I consider myself to be a fairly clean person. I've been brought up to 
believe that you should 
always wash your hand 
before eatin~. Revisions Will Help 
SV MARTHA McCLAIN 
The _present Texas constitution is comparable to 
a handicapped, beaten. old and tired man; limping, 
b~y surviving ~ntil another patch or band• 
aid ts placed on his wounds to help him make it 
~ou~ another week. The present constitution, 
with its 220 amendments and years of service is 
in_ need of major surgery and we as Texas voters 
will be able to be the attending doctors Nov. 4 
at our local voting polls. 
Nov. 4- has been set aside to allow the registered 
v~te1:6 of T~ to vote on eiJ?it proposed cons-
titutional rev1B1ons. The revisions may be sep• 
arately adopted or rejected, as the voter sees fit. 
A!nqng_ the most significant of the revisions is 
~hat of tb~ juc!iciary_ article (Article V,) proposi• 
~o~. No. 2. The article provides for a unified 
Judie~ ~ystem. In essence, the provision merges 
~he cnmmal appeals court and the Supreme Court 
mto a single, more efficient court of last resort. 
However, as opposed to counties paying the ex• 
pen.sea of county courts and many statutory 
courts,. the ~~- would pa~ the_ basi<: expenses of 
the urufied Judicial system, if this article is passed 
as it should be. • 
An~th~ im.po~t proposition in the upcoming 
constitution election . deals with educational 
~rivileges. This J~ro~sion gurantees equal educa• 
t1onal opportunities m public schools below the 
colleg~ level. A ~gher education fund would be 
established to finance senior coll ges and uni-
versities. Monies for the fund would come from an 
ad valorem tax of 10 cents on every $100 
valuation. 
After two years work and $5 million the cons-
titution will be up for approval or reJection by 
Texas voters. 
Exercise your v01ce in your state's government. 
Vote Nov. 4. 
Voters Face Decision 
By DIANA L BANDA 
Time i running out and voters will soon be facing 
the decision of approving the proposed Texas con• 
stitution or voting it down. On Nov. 4, after almost 
a century, Texas voters will have the opportunity 
to decide by what statutes they will be governed. 
The question now i do I want a new constitution 
and why, or why not? 
Well, it is evident that the proposed constitution, 
if. ad~pted, will replace a definitl y outdated con• 
st1tut1on. The present Texas constitution was 
wittten at a time entirely different from the times 
of today. The United States Constitution was 
written before the Texa Constitution, and yet, it 
is still working for us. 
The United States Constitution was written in a 
way that would make it easy for later generations 
to interpret and confonn it to th1:: tune . It is flex-
ible enough to be adjWlted to fi the basic needs of 
Americans. 
Obviously, the Texas Constitution 1s not like 
this. More than 200 amendm nts have been added 
to Lhe Texas Constitution oince it • dopt ion 
whereas only 26 amendment ha1,; e been added to 
the U.S. Constit1~tion which i · almo t, 100 v ars 
older. This 111 j ts J f is eviden enough of the dif. 
ference between both documents, and of the need 
for a new Texas con titut1on. b ·uase if a constitu-
tion is a _good one, il should not11eed to he amended 
that many times. 
The de ail 10 the present Texas Consti 1tion out-
lines government so definite that it is Just abou im• 
posible to relate it to the ideas of government of 
Texas people tod:\y .lt contains 63,000 words 
whi h is definitely too long for a constitution. A 
constitution should be as brief' as possible and clear. 
Our present constitution is so complicated that 
not even a lawyer is able to understand all of it. 
Society is constantly changinl{ and Texas needs a 
constitution Qe.xlible enough to serve the people 
for rnany generations. yet not so flexible that 
government will run away , ith it. Our present 
constitution is too detailed to serve future genera-
tions effectively. 
The proposed constitution does have its pitfalls 
and in some parts it also may be too detailed, but 
it is not any worse than the present one. 
Of cours , if a proposaJ m 1,ne new const1tut1on 
definitely dose not work or serve the people of 
Texa., a revision or amendment is possible 
It took $5 million and two years !or the Consti-
tutional Convention to write the proposed consti-
tution and a vote for it is a vote for better govern-




By GILBERT TAGLE 
end HECTOR CRUZ 
So instilled am I that 
Recently . some senators and senate officials I've become a habitual 
questioned the executive appointment of some hand.washer and expect 
senators to fill vacancies. Namely, the appointment others to do the same. 
of Hector Cruz to the School of Humanities was Yet this being my first 
pondered about and argued upon. semester here at Pan 
· · One · senator alleged that Cruz had failed to file Am, I've found that 
a c~~dacy. application as had the other candidate. such is not the case of 
Claunmg this as reason enough for not accepting employees at the Snack 
approval, the senator called for the senate to Bar· 
investigate the appointment. It bothers me to see 
An investigation revealed the importance of the waitresses prepare 
knowing fully the details before making accu- and handle your order -
sations. It seems that while Cruz bad been charged without taking the time 
with not showing interest enough to file, candidate to wash their hands 
number two had filed, but under the wrong school. after handling the 
He should have filed under the School of Social money· 
Sciences. A simple wiping of 
Thia mistake on the part of some senators and the hands with an apron 
officials could have been another blunder, open or dish cloth is not suf. 
which might raise a question in regard to the over• ficient, and for that 
all purpose of the student senate. . reason it may not be 
When something as such happens, it"s no wonder legal. 
that the students become apathetic around election There should be some-
time. Generally, you would think that as a govern- thing done to lessen the 
mental body, the senate would be responsible burden of the waitresses, 
enough to dedicate some time to do investigatory perhaps a single person 
work. designated to hand.le the 
Fortunately however, Cruz has been appointed money and that alone. 
to a senate position, and that is essence, is a student It sure would be nice 
government accomplishment. to see student govem• "-'9.-------la!!~al!!!"--..... '"""l!I-IIIJ!!i-.iPiii--•------------- ment look into this 
ectures Scheduled ov. 6-7 ~~~~~ts b;!~reeat~;e: 
On Transcendental Meditation the Snack Bar es I have. 
Society, transcendental by - doctors for the Gilbert Tagle A two~part lecture on 
transcendental medita• 
tion will be oresented 
Nov. 6•7 at· 7 p.m. 
in the Pan American 
Science Auditorium 1, 
free to the public. Mark 
P. Rice, chairman of the 
South Texa 8,egional 
World Plan Looture on 
Transcendental .Medita• 
tion will be the speaker 
for both lectures. 
meditation has gained treatment of psychoso- Th 
increasing acceptance in matic diseases, such as e Pan American 
the scientific commu• hypertension, high 
nity during the past five blood pressure, ulcers, 
years because over 300 insomnia and all kinds 
research projects in 20 of mental disorders. It is 
countries have verified also being used in the 
its e!f ectiveness for Anny •s drug abuse pro-

















hmHI Enrlqu• 1 
Hiany Ouln psychological, physiolo• Society. Clrvolatlon .t.ovt1qr • gicaJ and sociological 
potential of the indivi-
dual. 
According to the 
International Mediation 
Transcendental medi-
tation is also being used 
NURSES' CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS-The Texas 
Nurses Student Assn. has elected officers for the 
1975-76 year. They are (back. 1-r) Mary Diaz, 
sponso.r; Blanca Gonzalez, treasurer; and Olga 
~harles, ~ito:r. front 1-~ a:re Myrna Smith, vice-pre-





OF DICK OFFICE SUPPLY 
1807 N. 10th McAllen 682-6306 
At the present, trans-
cendental meditation is 
being offered on most 
college campuses and 
high school campuses 
throughout the 
country. 
More information on 
transcendental medi-
tation and on Valley 
programs may be ob• 
tained by calling Bob 
Terry at 383-44172 or 
383-6454 
The Pen American nud■nt 
n...,.,,_l>tll' llt Pan .'l.,,..,lc:en 
Unl11anttv It publllhed t..V Stu 
dent P11bllmrtlon1, Emllle Hall 
100, phOne 381-2641, at Ed, 
ll'lbura, Te!fet, 78639 IIICh Wed• 
n IClay except during exemln•· 
tlon, ■nd hotld•V• under 
Dr. Mike N■varez, vice prnl-
dent for student effelr1; and 
Herrv Quin, ed11l,or View• pr• 
nted ere tho• of nudenn and 
do not nec-•llv 1"9fl•c:t thoM 
of the unl11er1lty admlnlttratton. 
Sub1crlptlon price b\l mell, $3 
• vear. Contributions end ten-n 
to the editor should be 1ubmltt• 
ed by noon the Frld•v bilfote 
publication, Both m•v be edit· 
lid. Lett.rs should "ot exceed 
260 words In length , 
4 -.~ 
~ OVER 15,IJIJIJ RECORDS, Ii 
AND TAPES ; 
TO CHOOSE FROM. .. 
• pop e ml11ry • spri,11 • ; lassiA 
• .., isbili~ • c:omady • dl»en 
• AI.IUl#IS • I nMOr • C4SSETTES • lllll. TO Rill 
•• ••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Speakers Available 
To Organizations 
The PAU Student 
Speaker's Bureau now 
has 10 available speakers 
from hich any Rio 
Grande Valley organi-
zation, club, school or 
group of interested indi-
viduals may request a 
program according to 
George McLemore, 
forensics directol'. 
The Bureau a non-
profit ervice organi-
zation sponsored and 
directed by the Pan Am 
Forensics and the Dept. 
of Speech and Drama. 
Opinions expressed are 
those of the speaker and 
not necessarily the views 
of Pan American 
University. 
Speakers present pre-
J>ared programs lasting 
16-20 minutes and 
answer questions or dis-
cuss the topic informally 
with the audience. 
Programs for 1975-76 
include uMedia: Free-
dom and Control' by 
Lloyd Wright; "Student 
Government at PAU" 
by Hollis Rutledge; 
'Juvenile Delinquency-
Problem in the Valley?" 
by Becky McGehee; 
" Interpersonal Com-
munication'' by Linda 
Salinas; "Women: Atti-
tude in the Valley" by 
Becky McGeh • .. Moti-
vation Analy is; Com-
munic tion in Business" 
by Robert Cantu; 
"Curanderismo - Mex-
ican Folk Medicine" by 
Hilda Garza; "Poetry: 
Contemporary Expres-
sion0 by /atsy Ramos 
and lfo en Molina; 
"'Land Use: What is the 
Federal Government's 
Role?" by members of 
the PAU debate squad; 
and "America's Bicen-
tennial: Issues and 
Perspectives 0 by Mark 
Kroll. 
McLemore stated that 
it the described pro-
grams do not meet a 
particular group's needJ 
01' interests, the Bureau 
will make efforts to find 
a substitute program 
and speaker. 
The purpose of the 
programs by the Bureau 
speakers is to stimulate 
public discussion and 
awareness of important 
issues and to give stu-
.,d~nts g__ood exeerience 
in relating their interests 
and areas of expertise to 
the world of! campUJ. 
This is the third year 
the Bureau has been in 
operation and, accozding 
to McLemore, there baa 
been ignificant respon.se 
from tbe Valley public 
in the past. 
For further infor-
mation, persons can 
contact McLemore at 
381-3686 or 381-3681. 
STUDENT SPEAKERS ARE AV AILABLE-Memben of the Student 
Speakers Bureau are (1-r, front row) Mark Kroll, Patsy Ramos. Hilda Garza 
and .John Espino~, &ck ~w, 1-r, are Robert Cantu, Becky McGehee, Ruben 
M9lina, Lloyd Wnght, Linda Salinas and George McLemore, forensics di-
rector. Students speakers are available for Vallev organizations clubs and 
interested ~ups and individual&. • ' 
Placement Interviews 
Today Exxon company 
ia iterviewing students 
majoring in accounting 
and non-tech mq .. lcP.tiz.lg. 
They have three re-
cruiters to interview all 
the students who want a 
job with the Exxon 
company. 
Conoco Oil Company 
ii also here today. R.F. 
Johnston wants to 
,peak to students in the 
business administ'ration 
field. A counselor po-
litionand a rehabilitition 
technician position are 
open with the Texas Re-
babili tion Commission 
(TRC) Sh on ttler . 
the recruiter. 
Hrazosport Indepen-
dent S bool District' 
repre-$entative. Tames 
Caperton will be inte-r-
viewing elementary and 
secondary education 
majors today also. 
On Oct. 30, lntema• 
tiooal Boundary & Water 
Commisiiion will be on 
the Pnn Am campus. 
Mr. A. Vereb seeks pre-
engine ring majors. 
Ronald Arroyo will be 
here tomorrow re\lI'Ui• 
ting graduate studen 
to Stanford University. 
Harvard University 
Law School is seeking 
Pan Am's law majors. 
Stephen Luna from 
Harvard will oe conduc-
ting interviews Oct. 30. 






1,lf ~ tv.&,&lt., r ~ SAA.4h\., • • • 
BOOTS By SHIRTS By 
TONY LAMA MILLER 
WRANGLER KARMAN 
~~iosT LARR y MAHAN 
NOCONA WRANGLER 
PANHANDLE SLIM 
JEANS By PRIOR• LEE 6 WRANGLER 
PANTS By DJ• NIVER~ STOCKMAN 
'1 ~ 0 /jAII.J'i,. SNRTINQ /HQ,,,~1_..a, COODS 
1912 N. 10th McAllen 686-1051 
recruit.en are scheduled 
for Oct. 31 because Pan 
Am will not be having 
classes. 
On Nov. 3 Aetna will 
be at Pan Am. They 
have rescheduled from 
Decemb . LOlUS 
Moczyemba will be in-
terviewing all majors. 
Nov. 4 will be a ouey-
day for the Placement 
Office. The Tex.as State 
Department of Publlc 
Welfare will be at Pan 
Am on this day. The 
Welfare Dept. will have 
an open group session at 
~ p.m AuditoTS, liberal 
arts and commuruty 
seIVices majors are in-
vited to attend, accord. 
ing to the Placement 
Office. 
George Harris. of t~e 
Cargil Company m Min• 
neapolis \!ill be here 
Nov. 4. He is looking 
for n counting, agricul• 
ture, business admini.1-
tration and liberal a.rt.I 
majors. 
The Regional Admin• 
istrators of National 
Bank is sending Bill 
Andrews, Thom 
Crother and Hohn 
Rogers on Nov. 4 to talk 
to all business and eco-
nomics majors who are 
mterested in ohtaining a 
job with them. 
, 
SPECIAL! TS SPEAK IN FIELD-Dr. Arnulfo Martinez, left, Inter-Amer-
ican Affairs director. and Dr. George . Gonzalez, ri~t. Biµngual-Bicultural 
program director admire some work from ew MeXJco bemg shown by Dr. 
Esther Marquez :Wd Dr. ~~rosio Ortega, both spe~ers at Pan Am from 
New Mexico on Oct. 24 on Bihngual-Bicul~ Education. 
OFFICER FOK tJEOLOGY CLUS.:Elected officen tor the Geology Club 
for this year are (1-r) Fran Robbins, vice-president; Vycke Hanna, president; 
Linda Byers, retary; and Uriel uonzalez, treasurer. ... ----~---, 
105 . 
Sugar Rd 
Lay A ay Now for a Merry Christmas mexican food 
fresh everyday 
7 a.ni • 7 .m Mon.-Sa HON.12th Edinburg S83-24a2 • Plloac Peen llcAIIH ~171, 
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SECOND COFFEEHOUSE 18 HELD-Studenta_particfpate and enjoy t:be aecond Pan Am coffeehouse held Oct. 21 in the Ballroom. 
Minor Offered in 
Human Resources 
The Pan American Uni-
versity School of Busi-
ness Admiruistration has 
added a new program. It 
is Hu.man Resources. A 
minor for Human Re-
sowces was recently 
approved. With plans 
underway, the Business 
Department hopes to 
offer a degree in Human 
Resources. Currently 
they are developing 
service currriculm for 
the program. The ulti-
mate goaj_ is to upgrade 
the pi:a,ctitioner ·to make 
. 
• 














































216 E. Cano 
Edinburg 
existing Manpower Pro-
grams more efficient. 
T.his. being the goal, Pan 
Am's Human Resources 
Program will try to 
establish relationships 
with local Manpower 
Programs. 
Pan Am was one of 
12 universities in the 
country which was 
awarded the Manpower 
Institutional Grant. Be-
cause of the concentra-
tion of Mexican Amer-
icans in the Valley area, 
there are many Mexican 
Americans involved in 
Manpower programs. 
Being that the Man-
power Programs are 
mainly for low income 
minority groups, empha-
sis is being placed on the 
Mexican Americans in 
the Human Resources 
classes. For the same 
reason of concentration 
of Mexican Americans 
at PAU, this university 
was suitable as a recipi-
ent of the award. 
EICmtro Mall 
717-7512 
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Wednesday OCT. 29 
SCSI 2-3 p.m. Chapel 
Greek Council 8-
10: 30 p.m. UC306 
IFC 6:'30-9 p.m. UC305-
305A 
HEP 8-11 a.m. Ballroom 
Club Espanol 4-5 p.m. 
UC307-307A 
HEP 2-3:30 p.m. 
UC306A 
UCPC all day Recreation 
Room 
PAU Jaycees 5-7 p.m. 
PAU or Edinburg Field 
-Thursday OC'r. 30 
IK's 7-9 p.m. UC305 
ME 7-10 p.m. UC306-
306A 
IK,s 6-7 p.m. UC306-
306A 
Ladies of Camelot 6-
7 p.m. UC305 
HEP 2-3:30 pm. 
UC306A 
UCPC all day ~ecreatTon 
Room 
PAU Jaycees 5-7 p.m. 
PAU or Edinburg Field 
BSU 1-2 p.m. UC Circle 
BSU 6-12 p.m. Beach 
Friday OCT. 31 
UCPC 7-11 a.m. Parking 
Lot 
UCPC 4-5:30 p.m. 
UC306-306A 
Sunday NOV. 2 
Theta Chi Rho 4:30-
_8:30 p .m. UC305 
UCPC 5:30-7 p .m. 
i-t::ft u • 
s1,vEt111En rDUflB 
UCPC all day Re<reation been there. 
tf~;-6 pm. Edinburg Now you 
PAU Jaycees 5-7 p.m. "an hel I PAU or Edinburg Field U 
Monday NOV. 3 
Kappa Sigma 7:80- them 
9~30 p.m. UC306A • 
Phi Kappa Tau 6: 30-
9 pm. UC306 
Phi Kappa Theta 7- They'11e got a long way to 
10: 30 p.m. UC306- go. In a wot1d that h1n't easy. 
306A But with someone's help, 
Ka D lta 6-8•30 they'll make lt. Wtiat they need ppa e ·- p.m. 1, a friend. Someone to act H 
UC307-307 A colllldanl and guide. ~~ert'lapt, 
El Sol 5-6 p.m. UC306 II could be you aa .a S1le1lan 
La Soc. Folk. 6-7 p.m. Priest or Brothe.r. 
UC306 The Sa.lealan• ol S1. John 
PAU Jaycees 6:30- Bosco were founded In 1859 to 
6·30 pm UC305A Mrve youlh, Unlike olher orderswhot1 apostoiate h9' ct,anged 
• ' • with varying condlllona, lhe Satesl1ns always ha11e been - and 
Tuesday NOV, 4 wlll be, youth orienled. Today we're helping to prepare young-
SCS[ 2-J p.m. Chapel aters for the world lhal awa1t1 th1m tomorrow. Not an eaa11 
Phi Kappa Theta 7-p .m. ta1k but one which we welcome. 
UC307 And how do we go about IIJ 81' following the preup111 of 
Theta Chi Rho 4:30 • our rounder. Don Boac:o, To crowd oul evil with reason, ,-ttglon 
7. 30 UC306 and klndne11 with a me hod ol play, learn ■nd pray. We're 
· p.m. ttylng 10 build better communltleaby helpln9 to creete better men. 
Buaine,e School 
Recei.,e, I 1,000 
University offic.ials re-
ceived a $1,000 contri-
bution from the H. J. 
Heinz Company, produ-
cers of the "5 7 Varieties" 
A.a a Saleelan, you ar. guaranteed the chance to help 
11'111 young In • wide range of endeavor . . • H guidance counMI-°"• technlClll and academic teachers. a■ coache., 
paychologlata .. . In boya ctuba, ■ummer camps ••• ea mlaalon-
arlea. And you 1r11 given ttte kind ol training Y°" need lo 
achieve your alma. 
The Sale■lan famlly l.11 a large one c- are 1h11 third largest 
order) bul a warm one, A community with an enthUAlattlc family 
feellni, whet1t no! only our talentt are shared but our 1hon-
comlnga, too. II you lael as 'Ne d.o, that .arvlce lo youth can be 
an Important mission In your Ille, we welcome your Int.rear. 
UC305 
HEP 2-3 :30 
UC306A 
for Pan American's ·------------School of Business Ad- I for more Information about Salnl■n PrlHta 1nd I 
ministration, according Brothel" .. mall lhl• coupon 10: 
p.m. Raymond F. Good, I FatMrJoeepl-,,8.D.1. Roome-JU I 
to a B.A. spokesman: Sal•ians 0, IT, JOHN aoaco ._._..,_,,...__....,_....,_....,.....__.._,.....__..__ .... _.______ I 11111 Flto11 LaM. Wnt Hawralr■w. N.V 1°"3 I 
4' _ 1,11 ..,.,.. IN 117 I I am ln1-,nt1d In II•• Prleathood D e,otharhOOd D 
..... _,.. ............ I ..._'----------- .... ___ I 
I ttl'NIW-._ ___ I 
I ett,, ____ ..... Zip, __ I 
w1aaco-11N1......... I C ...... AMINII.,. _____________ I 
...... _,n,cow•••·...,."• \ ci-ot f ------------
..... ... ....... ....a.. 
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Participate 
Theatre 
Nine colleges and uni-
versities are com_peting 
in the American College 
Theatre Festival at San 
Mateos, Tex during 
the week of Nov. 17. 
1975-1976 will be 
the eighth year for the 
American College 
Theatre Festival. Pan 
American University is 
one of 2,300 colleges 
and universities partici-
pating in this year's 
festival. These schools 
represent more than 
150,000 students en-
rolled in formal classes 
-in theatre arts. The 
colleges produce more 
tba.n 10,000 plays 
annually. 
The festival seeks to 
honor the best of these 
schooffi, strengtjeri the 
rest, and encourage 
college students every-
where to ~take an active 
part in theatre. It en-
courages them to be 
writers, set designers, 
costumers, performers, 
directors and audience 
at their college theatre. 
Theatre workshops are 
conducted at all of the · 
festivals. _ 
Following the state 
festivals there-will be 13 
regional competition 
festivals. Texas 1s part 
of the Southwest 
RegioJl which also bas 
Louisiana, Arkansas and 
Oklahoma. The South-
west Region compe-
tition will be held in the 
Scott Theatre complex 
in Fort Worth in early 
1976. 
The Theatre Central 
Festival Committee will 
select and invite up to 
10 regional winners to 
Washington, D.C., to 
take part in a two week 
non-competitive .festival 
in the Kennedy Center, 
with all expenses paid. 
The American Theatre 
Association, producers 
of the festival, will look 
for excellence of total 
production, acting, 
design, directing and 
writing. It hopes to en-
courage new styles of 
theatrical presentation 
and new methods of 
staging, new approaches 
to the classics, new 
plays by young Ameri-
can writers and revival 
of important American 
plays of the past. This 
year's theme is 
American plays. 
Pan American Univer-
sity won the Texas 
competition last year 
with its production of 
('Tiny Alice" and re-
ceived good reviews 
from the critics at the 
Southwest Regional 
meet. When asked about 
this year's play, the 
Lady Manhattan's 
Important T-Tops. ___ ..,, 
~1'<~ 
Solt Touch Knits lo CI.Ew.iEsl' POflTR■'" Po(yester 1 
- ' 
Wear 'Phe Look Of Today 
For A Lovely Tomorrow 
,!JI,$""""" ~K, cl111 -
2:IO l0UTN C1.0SNU 
allLIIG-f&XAJU:qf -
director Dr. Mari.an M. 
Smith said, "We have 
an excellent play to 
work with~ "The 
Matchmaker" is a 
hilarious farce. I believe 
that I have a cast that 
~an do justice to 
Thornton Wilder's work. 
The playwright has pro-
vided a vehicle that en-
ables all of the actors to 
display their talents. 
There is not a weak 
part in the cast of 
characters. 
The rehearsals for 
this year's entry b} Pan 
American University are 
proceeding on schedule. 
"The Matchmaker'~ will 
run Nov. 6-8 in the 
Fine Arts Auditorium. 
All seats reserved and 
tickets may be arranged 
by telephoning 
381-3581. The box 
office opens Oct. 27 
and will be open for 
business, Monday 
through Friday, '9 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. 
Dr. Smith also said, 
"Dr. Jim Hawley bas 
designed an imaginative 
and intriguing set for 
us to play on. Each piece 
of the set is so designed 
and constructed that it 
can be revolved or 
turned over and trans-
formed mto an entirely 
different piece of fumi. 
ture or scenery. Tb.is 
arrangement will allow 
us to use each piece in 
at least two of the scenes 
and will net us a savings 
in the tonnage and bulk 
we must transport. Our 
complete set and proper-
ties must fit into stan-
dard air craft packing 
boxes and cannot exceed 
1,000 cubic feet." 
OFFICERS OF KAPPA DELTA PI--1975-76 officers of Kappa Delta Pi, 
an honor society in education, are first row, seau.d 1-r, Josie Guerra, presi-
dent· and Mrs. Virginia Davis, sponsor. Standing 1-r are Martha Zavaleta, vice• 
pres1t1ent; Raquel R. Casas, secretary· and Maria G. Barrera, reporter-historian. 
Not shown is Dr. Irene Frazier, treasw-er. 
Ca1np Offers Counseling 
The College 
Assistance Migrant Pro-
gram. (CAMP) has 
made available to all 
PA U students its group 
counseling sessions, 
beginning Oct. 28, 
according to Mrs. Delia 
Benavides, director of 
the counseling com-
ponent. 
Group counseling, a 
sensitivity activity, i& 
designed to make its 
students more aware of 
certain human skills 
that are at times taken 
for granted. Of the six 
skill areas addressed this 
semester, included are: 
Cultural A \!areness, 
Value Clarification, 
Decision Making, 
Coping with Ones Own 
Feelings and C0piog 
with Feelings of Others. 
Presently, group 
counseling sessions are 
being conducted on a 
daily basis with one 
group session being held 
in the morning and one 
in the afternoon. 
Counselor Benavidez 
and Peer-Counselors 
Baldemar Molina, Jose 
Villagomez, Julian 
Bueno and Raul G~ 
Martinez are also avail-
able for individual 
counseling. 
The group counseling 
schedule (sessions are 
being held in the 






9:00 · 9:50 Ed. - 217 
Leader - Joe 
Co-Leader -- Delia 
7th Per. 
2:00- 2:50 Ed. 216 
Leader - Baldemar 




Leader - Baldemar 
Co-Leader - Julian 
WEDNESDAY 
3rd Per. 
10:00 -10:50 Ed.217 
Leader-Joe 
Co-Leader - Delia 
7th Per. 
Ed.216 2:00 - 2:50 
Leader - Raul 
Co-Leader - Delia 
THURSDAY 
2nd Per. 
9:26 -10:40 Ed. 214 
Leader - Julian 
Co-Leader - Baldemar 
5th Per. 
1:40 - 2:55 Ed. 208 
Leader•· Joe 
Co-Leader - Baldemar 
X We can even make Monsters 
~ Look Better_ 
FRIDAY 
2nd Per. 
9:00 - 9:50 Ed. 217 
Leader - Julian 









11:00 - 11 :cO Ed. 216 
Leader - Raul 




tance Center of Pan 
American University will 
be offering a three-hour 
mini-course on the re-
search paper. The topics 
to be covered are using 




Beginning Oct. 27, the 
course is offered MWF 
2 and TT 4. The course 
will be repeated each 
week through the 
month of Novemver. 
There will be no 
charge for this mini-
course but students 
must sign up at Office 
Building E by the Fri-
day preceding the week 
they want to attend. 
Application will be 
scheduled on a first 
come, first served basis. 
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Vet's Office Expands; 
Coordinator Selected 
By GIi.BEAT TAGl.E 
Are you a male or 
female veteran of the 
United States armed 
forces? Have you served 
180 days or more of 
active duty since 1955? 
Do you know that the 
Veteran •s Organization 
on the Pan Am campus 
has someone to help 
solve the problems and 
headaches that so many 
times plague a veteran 
trying to sue eel in 
college? 
goalsj providing inior-
mation on such services 
as the tutorial and finan-
cial aid programs on the 
Pan Am campus and as-
siting veterans to obtain 
jobs or enrollment in 
off-campus schools I or 
institutions such as the 
Texas State Technical 
Institution in Harlingen. 
Also be will be work-
ing closeJ,/y_ with the 
PAU Veteran's Organi-
zation to detennine the 
needs of veterans here 
on campus so potential 
areas of needs can be 
corrected. 
Guajardo said: •~Late 
ch eeks are the primru:y 
reason for Vets dropping 
out from Pan Am. We 
hope to elimate or at 
least keep at a lower 
level the number of vet- • 
eran dropouts." 
In identifying the 
term "veteran" as appli-
cable to the PAU Vet-
eran 's Office, Guajardo 
stat-e that a veteran is 
any male or female who 
has seen 180 hours of 
active dutyi. days in any 
of the armed forces of 
the United States after 
Jan. 31, 1955. 
He urged all veterans 
who want to know about 
GI Bill benefits or other 
programs to get in touch 
with him at Emilia Hall 
101 Monday-Friday 
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
VE:X-S _SELECT COORDINATOR-Veteran's Qr. 
ganIZ~tion bas ~panded to serve all veterans more 
effec1ently. Seated is the new Veteran's Organiza-
tion_ Co~~~ator Derly Guajardo. Standing is 




The new Faculty and 
Staff Telephone Direc-
tories are ready for dis-
tribution to the depart-
ments, according to 
Sam R. Odstrcil, direc-
tor of purchasing. 
Two directories are 
allowed to departments 
this year. Odstrcil said 
requests for extra direc-
tories should be made 
though Central Store 
for a charge of 90 cents 
per directory. _ 
The two copies of the 
directory available to 
departments may be 
picked up at the old Ad-
ministration Building 
29. according to 
Odstrcil. 
Well if you are or 
know of someone who 
is a veteran let it be 
known that the Vet-
eran's Office on the 
PAU campus has ex-
panded its office and 
services to concerned 
veterans, both college or 
otherwise. 
Guajardo said there 
at'e some 1,300 veterans 
on the Pan Am cam.pus 
and a large part of them 
¥e currently unaware 
of Veteran's Organiza-
tion services and pro-grams. c:rmr'l'W'1mTl"lrn'l'T1l'Tl''l'Tlrn'ITir'l"l"mlTT'mrn-mr-n,mT'l'1m,,...,nrw'W'W'I_.._...,._ ___ _ 
Dearly Guajardo, an 
Army Vietnam-era vet-
eran. has been selected 
as the coordinator for 
the new program avail-
able to all veterans. The 
new program is to be 
funded under the Vet-
eran's Cost of Instruc-
tion Program through 
the Department of 
Health, Education and 
Welfare. 
For this reason he will 
institute into veteran's 
office the .. Outreach 
Program," which will 
place emphasis in recru-
iting veterans. Guajardo 
says that once recruited 
veterans will be given ~ 
breakdown of the pro-
grams that the Veteran's 
Organization can offer 
Ask The VA 
Guajardo is a 1972 
graduate with a degree 
and teacher's certifica-
tion in government. He 
bas worked as a social 
worker in several pro-
grams of the Department 
of Public Welfare--
namely with the Aid to 
Families With Depen-
dent Children Program 
and the Department of 
Public Welfare Voca-
tional Rehabilitation 
Project,, an adult pro-
gram for the aged,handi-
capped and disabled. 
As corrdinator he will 
be helping veterans with 




eran's Organization has 
157 veterans in its roll 
and according to Ramiro 
:i'ijerina, presidetn, those 
mside the organization 
have insight to the new 
benefits available to 
veterans. 
Another bonus that 
veterans will have is as-
surance that the distri-
bution of checks to vet-
veterans will be speeded 
up. Guajal'do believes 
his new job will help al-
leviate the workload of 
Bill Miller and Arnaldo 
Perez, veteran's repre-
sentatives employed by 
the Veteran's Adminis-
tration. 
Q: I realize that I 
receive an additional 
allowance every month 
for my wife and two 
children from the VA; 
however, my mother 
and father also live at 
home with us. Is there 
any way that I could 
claim them as depen-
dent.s and receive and 
addjtional amount each 
month? 
A: Regardless of 
whether or not your 
parents live at home 
with you, you might be 
able to claim them as 
dependents and receive 
additional money for 
them each month. We 
have a fonn at our office 
that needs to be filled 
out by your parents and 
filed with the VA. The 
office in Houston will 
take a look at the infor-
mation and decide 
whether you are eli'Phle. 
Q: If I drop some of 
my courses, how will 
this change my monthly 
pay? 
A: If the reduction in 
the number of hours 
drops you into a new 
rate, the new rate will 
become effective at the 
beginning of the month 
following the month in 
which you dropped. For 
example. if you dropped 
from 12 to nine hours 
on the first day of 
November, the new rate 
would become effective 
Deel. Your November 
check for full benefits 
would be yours. The 
only exception to this is 
if you reduced your 
hours at the beginning 
of the next semester. In 
this case the rate change 
is effective the beginning 
of the new semester. 
For example, you take 
12 hours in the Fall, but 
Express Yourself 
a CJ with UNISE~ CLOTHING· 
~ ·HEADGEAR 
·JEWELRY· 
•t The Pant Express 
A)!OSSFRQM_PAU Fl~TAPLAZA EDINBURG 
~oFOR ) ---~o~) ___, ~FOR 
•3 Off.I •3 OFF! 53 OFF! 
) ON ANY PUR ASE ( 0~ A~Y PURC~ASE ( ON ANY PURCHASE ) 
{'1 OF$10ORMOKEI \ OF l0ORMOREI _),, OF$10ORMORE! ~ J21te P811-t Exll_r~~The P__&.!!_t Expres~ The Pant Exoress 
__: :;av..-.. ---~~--- --~ ...... .,. -  ~ ~----
drop to nine hours for 
the Spring at Registra-
tion. Your new rate 
would be effective the 
beginning of the Spring 
semester. 
Q; I lmow that I owe 
the VA some money 
due to my dropping out 
of school last semester. 
but I thought that 
Houston handled thls. I 
am getting letters from 
some place in Minnesota 
I want to check and see 
if the amount they say 
is correct, and if so, 
where I sould send the 
money. 
A: In the past over-
payments were handled 
by the individual VA 
office having control of 
your records. Early this 
year the VA set up a 
centralized overpayment 
office in St. Paul, Minne-
sota, at Fort Snelling. 
Any overpayment 
created after February 
1st of this year is 
handled directly by that 
office. A veteran who 
has a question about an 
overpayment should 
contact that office 
directly. However, 
before sending them a 
letter questioning the 
amount of an over-
payment or asking that 
you be allowed to pay 
them back in monthly 
installments, ou mi t 
come by our office to 
see if we can give you 
the infonnation that 
you need. Please bring 
any letters from the VA 
with you. . 
Q: I recently moved 
to a new address. Who 
should I contact so I 
can continue to get my 
,VA checks? 
A: Ityou have moved, 
you should notify the 
post office first. By 
filling out one of their 
forms, your checks 
should be forwarded to 
the new address. In, 
addition, you can stop 
by our office and fill 
out one of our forms. 
We will call this into 
Houston. If this done 
early in the month, the 
next month• check 




Twenty cents a line 
with a minimum of $1 each 
insertion payable in ad· 
vance. 
EARN UP TO $1800 
11 school vear or more 
posting Klucatlon111 llter-
e1ure on campu1 In spere 
time. Send name, llddre•. 
phone, ■ct,oot end reter-
enc:es to• Netlonwide 
Marketing Servlc:e,, Im:., 
P.O. Box 1384, Ari11 Arbor 
Mlc:hlpri 48106. Cali 
(313) 662•1770. 
Gallagher's . Travels 1Nc. 
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EDINBURG BROWNSVILLE 
383-6238 541-4911 
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Specialists Speak 
On Bilingual Ed. 
ThP Psn American 
Bilingual-BicuJturaJ Ed 
ucation Program under 
the direction of Dr. 
George A. Gonzalez pre-
sent.ed two specialists in 
the above fields as 
Office of Inf.er-American 
Affairs under the direc-
tion of Dr. Arnulfo 
Martinez and the 
Bilin gual-B icul tural 
Education Program 
under the direction of 
Dr. George A. Gonzalez 
presented two specialists 
m the above fields as 
speakers and consul-
tants to several groups, 
Oct. 24. 
Two morning sessions 
were addressed to stu-
dents and faculty in the 
Education Department. 
The afternoon session 
was addressed to public 
school educators, 
Bilingual Program direc-
tors and their staff in 
the Valley area, as well 
as students and faculty. 
The speakers were 
Dr. Ambrosio Ortega, 
professor and director 
of Inter-American 
Studies at the University 
of New Mexico and Dr. 
Esther Marquez, coor-
dinator of Bilingual-
Bicultural Education in 
the Albuquerque Public 
Schools and a doctoral 
student a the University 
o! New Mexico. 
Dr. Ortego spoke on 
"Cultural Characteristics 
of Northern New 
Mexico.. and Mrs. 
Marquez's topic was 
"Tho Language Dimen-
sion of a BilinfW 
Education Program.' 
PAUSAForms Committee 
In a called meeting of senators on the Student 
the Pan American Uni- Senate special events 
versity Student Associ- •committee, the resolu-
ation Senate on Oct. 23 tion calls for the P AUSA 
at 6 p.m. in the Univer- bicentennial committee 
sity Center 305, a resolu- to work in conjunction 
tion calling for the with other sucn com-
creation of a bicenten- m.ittees throughout 
• nial committee was Texas. 
"MATCHMAKER" TO BE PRESENTED Irr, Libby Tuttlebee as Minnie Fay, Carol Lindse?n aa introduced. With the majority of 
Mn. Malloy and Macedonio Gonzalez as the violinist, rehearse for Thornton Wilder's play ' The The overall purpose the Student Senate 
Matchmaker." The play will be presented Nov. 6-8 in the PAU Fine Arts Auditorium. of the committee is, ''To present, a vote showed 
bring about a student unanimous e.ndorsement 
uplifting at Pan A.mer- of the bicentennial 
ican University, the Rio committee. The senate 
Grande Valley, in the also approved $150 
state of Texas and the membershi~ dues for 
nation." Pan Arnencan Univer-
Bicentennial Included 
lnFem-Libs Session 
Dr. Elmez Flaccus will 
combine a special bicen-
tennialaspect with Int.er-
national Women's Year 
in his presentation en• 
titled ' America's First 
Fem-Libs" Nov. 4 at 
7 p.m. in the Pan 
American University 
Ballroom. This look at 
women of the past will 
be the second lecture of 
the six-session mini-
course "Studies About 
Women", co-ordinated 
by Gloria Bliss Moore, 
president · of the 
Edinburg Branch of 
American Association 
of University Women. 
The interdisciplinary 
mini-course focuses on 
the role of women in 
the past, present and fu. 
ture is being sponsored 
by the Edinburg AAUW 
in co-operation with 
Pan American Univer-
sity and is open to the 
· public. Tickets will be 
available at the door 
with P AU students 
admitted free with ID. 
Dr. Flaccus, profe55or 
of history at Pan Am. 
wbo has done research 
in the rewriting of 
history by women and 
from a women's view-
point, will provide his 
own definition of fem-
libs as he explores the 
status of women in 
early America. 
Included in hli' 
..e!!..89' o{ earl Amen-
tan fem-libs will be 
Pocaho..ntas, Anne. 
~utchinson - Abagail ' 
Adams an some of the 
women involved in the 
American Revolution. 
Special emphasis will 
be placed on tbe women 
called "The Bold Ones" 
of the Jacksonian Era. 
Dr. Flaccus will con-
clude his entertaining as 
well as educational talk 
with a discussion of 
the woman who con-
lducted the first presi-
dential interview and 
who is credited with 
saving the Masonic 
Lodge in the Unit.ad 
States-Ann Royal. 
Particularly recom-
mended for preparatory 
reading are the books 
"Herstory" by June 
Sochen and "The Bold 
Women" by Helena 
Woodward, both of 
which may be found on 





loween night, Oct. 31. 




A Christian Drama Company from California 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30 
I 
12:30 -1 :00 P.M. 
BSUCENTER 
(lunch served 11-12:30) 
II 
1 :45 • 2: 15 P.M. 
UNIVERSITY CENTER CIRCLE 
III 
ISU BEACH PARTY 7:30 P.M. 
ANDY BOWIE PARK 
l come as you can, or 
ride the BSU Bus leaving 
at 5:30 p.m.) 
Submitted by seven· sity llllllll 
*•-••-•*-:-**•** 
... BRING THIS COUPON IN TO t 
I HAIR·I * 
-tc FORA r $2°0 DISCOUNTi 
-tc ON ALL HAIR STYLES I * 
-tc (FORWOMENANDMEN!) j 
**-**-••-•·-·· ~ letoneofour · >t 
-tc C~RTIFIED HAIR DESIGNERS * 
Give Your HAIR ,t. 
: THE CUT IT NEEDS I )f 
-tc Besure Jt-
.._ to come in and register fora )t 
iC Blow Dryer and Curling Iron * 
i( to be given a~ay Nov 30. ,t. 
iC BY APPOINTMENTS ONLY * 




.. * : l : -t( 1400W. University * 
i( Edinburg * 
************** 
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Defend 22-2 Record 
Broncs Will Use Short Squad 
A short Bronc basket-
ball team will be on hand 
to defend its impressive! 
22-2 record of a year 
ago. The Broncs posted 
the best record of any 
major university inde-
pendent last year, but 
failed to attend the post 
season playoffs due to a 
probation ruling. 
Returning to lead the 
floor-play of the basket-
ball bunch is the only 
three-year letterman 
shortest man on the 
team, Jesus (Ch.uy) 
The tall est Bronc this 
season will be 6-8 
Anthony Harris who 
tios the scales at 225 
pounds. He is a new Pan 
American player from 
Glen Springs Academy 
in Wa~kins Glem N.Y ., 
and Paducah, Ky.,junior 
college. 
Riposte 
with John Irvin 
After a disappointing 
weekend in Austin 
(Oct. 18-19), the team 
really snapped back and 
went all-out this last 
weekend against SWISU 
in San Marcos. Four 
fencers went from the 
club and did an out-
standing job. 
Edward Guizar and 
Tony Saenz were 
entered in the Men's 
Novice Foil event and 
finished first and fourth, 
respectively. Liz Under-
wood entered the 
Women•s Novice Foil 
and brought home the 
blue ribbon for her 
efforts. An extra big 
congratualtol'y note to 
Ed and ~iz as this was 
Guerra. Arnoldo (Pizza) 
Vera and Jerry William-
son are two-year letter-
men who return. 
Guerra is only one of 
four starters retuming 
from last year's sup-
erlative bunch. 6-2 guard 
Marshall Rogers, a 
shooting All-American 
with a 13.3 rebounding 
average and John 
McDowell, the 6-6 hust-
ler on both ends of the 
court also return. 
Rogers' point total 
was good for No. 9 na-
tional ranking while 
King's rebound number 
placed him in seventh 
place nationally. Besides 
the starters, two other 
qualified players should 
· be a big help from last 
year•s team. They are 6-3 
Chris Garcia1 who shined 
as the bac.1t-up guard, 
their initial toumament 
experience. 
To round out the 
news for the SWTSU 
thing, I was entered in 
the Men's Open Foil, 
Epee, and Sabre events, 
finishing first second 
respectively. The Foil 
event was especially 
good. I remained totally 
undefeated during the 
preliminaries and finals, 
although there were 
some mightly close 
shaves. 
N e>.-t weekend will 
see us in Dallas at SMU 




P.S. - RIPOSTE is 
pronounced ree-POST. 
NEW TENNIS COACH at Pan American this 
year is A. G. Longoria, former Bronc and present 
manager of the Racquet Club in McAllen. Longoria 
played under Broncs colors in their NAIA National 
Championship days. He replaces Dennis Conner, 
the winningest coach in Pan Am tennis history 
and 6-6 Willie Rimmer, 
who sparkled early __ in 
the year before injuries 
cut short his pJay. 
Newcomersotherthan 
Harris are 6-5 Billy Bolts 
and 6 -5 Brent Sweetin 
from junior colleges, 6-5 
Jim Glen, botb fresh-
men, and 6-6 Mike Hart 
who sat out last year 
but played the year be. 
fore last as ~ Bronc. A 
squadman back again is 
6-0 Arnold Stamps. 
... 
The Broncs practice 
their skills daily at 3:30 
in the Pan Am Field-
house, your attendence 
is welcome. 
A STOLEN BASE has been recorded for the Hill Junior College bunch despite the efforts of Bronc 
shortstop Jaime Alvarado (runmng) and second baseman Mark Savarino (kneeling). _ ~ 
WES THOMAS takes a rip in a recent baseball sciimmage. The Bronc centerfielder did well in the action 
as did the Broncs. 
FOR ALL YOUR MUSICAL NEEDS 
COMETO 
ELMO LOPEZ MUSIC CO. 
119 S. Broadway McAllen 682-1102 
OPEN MON-SAT 9-6 
0 LOPEZ IS A FACTORY AfflORIZED DEALER FOR: 
Peavey Shure Ovation Acoustic Allee Gibson 
Sunn Leslie Alvarez Ampeg Ludwig Epiphone 
Yamaha Rodgers Ventura AND MANY MORE 1 




Starts New Se/Json 
The hardcourts are 
still rattlin_,g from all 
the intramural action on 
campus. Last Tuesday 
was the first day of ac-
tion for dashing round-
ballers from the assorted 
teams. The first game 
on Tuesday was a 34-16 
APO victory over the 
HEP Guvs. B. Alderete 
paced the APO squad 
with his 10 points while 
J. Guerra tallied eight. 
A. Garcia lead the HEP 
effort whith 10 points 
for the night. 
on the night while A. 
Ramirez ·counted eight 
for the losing Campers. 
The folowing !!i:ght 
saw 48-17 PEM wm over 
ihe IK's. PEM scores 
were M. Villarreal with 
nine and J. Villegas with 
eight; 1K hit-men were 
J. Lopez with seven and 
C. Negrete with four. 
The women jogged 
out next in the form of 
the PEM women and 
the Dorm Debs. PEM 
outlasted the Debs 30-23 
with S. James leading 
the way for the winners 
with 18 points. The Debs 
got eight points from J. 
Garcia and six from R. 
Pena. 
The last dribble of the 
week was left up to the 
34-18 SmokeEater vie- • 
tory over the FCA. J. 
Cabrera oassed out 14 
points and J . Valde1 
eight points for the 
winners while 6-8 R. 
Edquist managed eight 
to lead the FCA with R. 
Brown tagging along 
with four. 
More games were JOEL KUENSTLER recet,a1 one at the ftnt-bue bac in the Hill rK: lclm-
played yesterday and IJMl89. 
will be played today. but 
early pressti.me forces 
those scores to be in 
next week's issue. 
The second game was 
a women's contest be-
tween the Campettes 
and the Firebirds. The 
Firebirds, lead by N. 
Villarreal's nine points, 
captured a 17-16 win 
over the Campettes, who 
were proudly led by L. 
Montalvo s four points. 
G. Mendiola also tallied 
six points for the Fire-
birds. 
************** 
Pan Am Tennis Ace 
Ousted At PA Games 
The last game on 
Tuesday tumed into a 
63-28 Mean Machine 
romp of the Campers in 
men's action. J. Lopez 
led the winners with 18 
while R. Zorger man-
ued 15. M. Silva ripped 
t6e nets for 10 pomts 
The Pan American 
Games (no relation to 
the University) have had 
a Pan American UniveT-
sity student in their 
midst. Tennis Bronc 
Ricardo Eynaudi repre• 
sented his home country 
************** 
DlffOS! 
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We can make 
feel better, too. 
* GENTS,JEANS 
NORTH TENTH AND HARVEY 
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of Chile in the presti-
gious event and came 
out with one win and 
one near-miss of a match 
point. 
Eynaudi was defeated 
by Joao Soares of Brazil 
(and Peperdine Univer-
sity) in a closely fought 
6-3, 6-7, 7 -6 match that 
featured a ball fallin1 
inches from the line on 
a match-point of 
Eynaudi1s. The Bronc. 
from Chile stalked past 
a Honduras player in his 
next match, but then 
was ousted by Francis 
Gonzales of Puerto Rico 
{and Ohio State) in a 6-
~-1, 2-6, 6-3 match. 
Roundballers 
Try To Attract 
Interested 
City Bodies 
The city basketball 
league is getting ready 
to jump-on another year. 
There was an organiza-
tional meeting held 




BA8EBALL BRAINB on the Pan Am campua belGQltoCoadl AJ~l-l• 
(right) and assistant coach Reggie Tredaway. The Blonca are y.:n .,. 
1118d in fall workout&. 
Anyone interested in 
fielding a team, being 
on a team, or just want-
ing to ask questions 
should call Villarreal at 
383-6661, ext. 71 or go • · · Ill 
by and see him at the FRATERNITY POWER is display in a recent football game. Bad Bobby 
Fountain Center, 22nd (30) carries the mail on r-- -- - - - - -, 
and Kuhn Streets in 
Edinburg. this play. I CLIP THIS AD AND BRING IT IN I 
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304 NORTH TENTH McALLEN I 
1013 Pecan McAllen., 682--4333 OPEN 8:30 A.M. To 6:00 P.M. 686-9356 -----
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Featuring 
Bruce Springsteen * By AL KAMASAKI 
-Bmce Springsteen 
"Bom to Run" Colum-
bia PC 33796. 
:I'h,ree years ago ... 
stories seeping out of the 
East Coast tell of the 
making of a rock'n 
roll legel)d; the coming 
of a new Messiah. Bruce 
Springsteen, veteran of 
a balf-<iozen Jersey 
street bands, signs with 
Columbia Records amid 
a flood of hype no one 
could live up to. His 
first two albums show 
glimpses of a huge 
taJent, but the music 
lacks presence. The 
arrangements are frag-
mented and uninspired; 
the potential goes un-
tao-oed. _ __ -
More whispers. • . .a 
new Springsteen, a string 
of standing room only 
club dates . . .whispers 
of the sort that often 
presage ~sa~~ointmen!'. 
Well the album is here, 
and there is no letdown. 
"Bom to Run" fulfills 
every expectation ever 
made ot Springsteen. It 
is the album of the year, 
and quite possibly, the 
album of the 70's. 
''Bom to Run" deals 
with the familiar themes 
of two rock generations. 
Springsteen knits a 
VlSion of rock'n roll 
magic and breathes fire 
into the embers of a 
burned-out dream: the 
echoing despair of a city 
street and the lure and 
promise of a highway; 
the blatant power of 
fo\ll'-on-the-floor, and 
the unspoken urgency of 
furtive backseat ro-
mance. He pain bl his 
masterpiece in bold 
strokes of black and 
white, cutting deeply phasIS from one instru-
into the fabric of the ment to another1 from 
American myth. Here is one phrase to the next. 
a tale of those forgotten Each new listening 
and lost wjj;9.,i_n society; reveals new QSpects, un-
those wh&ltV'e:their lives covers &J!OtJier approach 
.<?f quiet'~~t-ia.tt_on out *- -
on the nnge of an un- . -
kept promise. 
and leaves yow in awe of 
Springsteen's grasp of 
rock. 
With this album, 
Bruce Springsteen makes 
a statement as imJ_>ort-
ant to the 70's as 
"Satisfaction" and, 
"Like a Rolling Stone•• 
were to the 60's. It is 
a stunning acwev:emen;t, 
and, if you believe m 
Springsteen and his E 
Street Band have framed 




rock n roll, you owe 
it to yourself to give 
him a listen. Besides, 
it has a beat and you 
can dance to it. I'd 
give ita 99. 
◄-----.. 
setting of 16 karat gold. 
The musicianship is in-
spired and exciting. On 
first listening, there is 
an overwhelming sense 
of deja vu: like frag-
ments of a dimly re-
membered mirage, the 
songs are new, yet 
hauntingly familiar, and 
the arrangements are 
powerful. With the ' 
piano/harmonics intro 
Sunny Ozuna & Tortilla Factory 
to .. Thunder Roadu, the , 
E Street Band kicks it • 
into foUl'th and cooks 
on all eight cylinders: 
Much of the appeal 
of "Born to Run,, lies 
in the superb production 
of Springsteen, Jon 
Landau and Mike Appel. 
Layer on layer of 
shimmering sound is 
mixed to give punch 
and immediacy to the 
album. The resultant 
impact is staggering. 
From the great guitar 
riff that kicks off the 
title song, to the 
majestic and heartbreak-
ing beautiful prelude to 
"Backstreets,' to the 
chord explosions that 
r.unctuate "Jungleland," 
'Born to Run., hits 
with the force of a 
truck, yet retains the 
subtlety of a fragrance 
on the night air. Its 
musical textures seem 
to reassemble themselves 
constantly, shifting em-
fora_,, at McAllen Cirlc · 
THURSDAY, OCT. 30at 8:00 P.M. 
PAU STUDENTS IENERAL AD■ISSIOi 
$3" 
Tickets available at U.C. office and At The Door -
DOWNTOWN EDINBURG 
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51 Students Active In Co-Op Education 
Pan American Univer-
sity's Cooperative Edu-
cation Program bas 61 
students participating 
this semester, according 
to L.A. Youngmen, pro-
gram director. 
Students work for one 
semester. with a private 
firm or governmental 
agency while earning 
from three to nine hours 
credit and then return 
to the Pan Am campus 
to complete their degree. 
Many of the working as-










NOW OPEN" AT NOON! 
or federal agencies 
tluoughout the nation. 
The program gives 
the student valuable 
working experience re-
lated to their major 
fields of interest after 
graduation, relieving the 
employer of any neces-
sary futher training be-
fore permanent assign-
ment and assuring the 
company regular flow 
of qualified management 
and professional candi-
dates. 
Students enrolled in 
the program at Pan Am 





•'I Am a Woman'' 







man at 381-2781 or go 
by Office Building G, 
105. 
Nov. 5, 1975 8:00P.M. 






A FREE Acting Workshop 11 :00A.M. Nov. 5th U.C. Ballroom 
•• 
DORM ELECTS OFFICERS-Dorm Debi, tbe 
newly-organized dorm girls club bas elected officen. 
Back 1-r are Blanca Gonzalez, president and Dolly 
Ramon, dorm advisor. Front 1-r are Nannette 
Lopez, vice-president; and Alicia Ortega, secretary. 
treasurer. 




-ONE WEEK ONLY· ATTu 
C'4.JJ.&CM 
(BEHl_ND HAKEY'S IN McALLEN) 
Open from 4 pm - 2 am Mon-Sat 
HAPPY HOUR 
4PM • 7PM 
-CLOSED SUN DA VS-
Sorry, 
no Coffee House Nov. 4th, 
but we will be 
back Nov.11th 
with Veterans Night ..... 
Live Entertainment 
and Munchies. 
See you then!' 
I UCPC Coffee House 
- Committe.e 
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meet today at 6 p.m. 
in UC305. 
The agenda holds the 
election of new officers 
and a discussion to 
adJIUt into the club 
as honorai:y members, 
American citizen stu-
dents with interests in 
international affairs. 
"All intemationJ 
students and any United 
States students inter-
ested in· meeting inter-
national students are 




An art exhibit entitled 
.. Five Contemporary 
Masters of Black and 
White P.rintst is sched· 
uled Oct. 22-Nov. 11. 
The etchings have 
come from Pratt 
Graphics Center in New 
York. 
The artists submitting 
work include Jacek Gaj1 
Mordecai Moreh1 Jose1 
Gienlniak and Pete1' 
Milton. ;;.· 
The Art Gd!~, in the 
Fine Arts Complex will 
be open from 9 a.m. till 
4p.m. 
"'Women Writer" 
Ms. Dorothy Schmidt, 
a member of the English 
and Mass Communica-
tion faculty at. Pan 
.American University, 
has returned from 
Denver where she 
attended the Rocky 
Mountain Modem 
Language A$sociation 's 
annual convention. 
Ms. Schmidt pre-
sented a paper at the 
conclave entitled 
"Caroline Kirkland: 
Ribbons or Bones." The 
presentation was before 
the feminist criticism 
section of the conven-
tfon, which was hosted 
by the University of 
,Denver. 
Her paper was 
selected for inclusion in 
the seminar on the 
general topic, "The 
Woman Writer in a 
Man's World." 
Radio Club 
The Pan American 
Radio Club has class 
type meetings every 
Thursday from 7-9 p.m. 
in the University Center 
307. 
Sponsors of the club 
are Alton Moore and 
Phil Wright. 
Those persons inter-
ested in becoming in-
volved in radio may 
attend. For further in-
formation call Jimmy 
Flangan at 383-0694. 
PAUSAJleetlng 
Because there will be 
no classes Oct. 31, the 
open-air meeting sche-
duled for Friday at noon 
in the University Circle 
bas been rescheduled 
for Nov. 7. 
Bob Hope Show 
All-time favorite 
comedian and actor, 
Bob Hope will be in 
McAllen football sta-
dium for op.e perf o~rm-
ance only at 2 p.m., 
Nov.2. 
Tickets for the per-
formance may be ob-
tained from University 
Center 205 with prices 
ranging from $4.50 to 
$12.50. Students pre-
senting their ID may ob-
tian a $2 discount on 
any priced ticket. 
Proceeds of the pro-




A ttomey General 
John Hill is scheduled 
to speak to Pan Am stu-
dents, staff and faculty 
on the constitutional 
revisions in the Ball-
room, .from 12.1:30 
p.m., Nov. 3, according 
to Pattt 0. Navarro, 
Pan American University 
Student Association 
vice president. 
A reception for stu-
dents interested in ask-
ing more specific ques-
tions after the scheduled 
taJ k is slated for the 





The Arnold Air 
Society. an ROTC 
organization on campus, 
has elected new officers. 
They are Pablo Cortina, 
cmdr.; Bruce Ferries. 
As.st. cmdr.; Hal Balsbam 
administration officer; 
Mike Pollitel , comp-
troller; Robert Welsh, 
mfonnation officer; and 
Andy Gonzalez, 
cbaplin. 
According to Robert 
Welsh. the club got off 
to a good start this 




planned for the year in-
clude a blood drive and 
a bic~tennial "stars 
and strips" activity in 
which the club will go 
to schools in the Valley 
and show each different 
flag that bas come down 




Ten students of the 
Pan American Geological 
Society attended a field 
trip in the Waco, Tex. 
area Oct. 18-19. 
The students visited 
the Central Mineral 
Region of Texas near 
Llano and the surround-
ing area. The most of 
their time on Saturday 
and Sunday was spent 
on a field trip o~an-
ized by Baylor Univer-
sity geology students. A 
banquet was held 
Saturday evening at the 
Baylor campus. 
According to Uriel 
Gonzalez, treasurer of 
the Geological Society, 
Pan Am has sponsored 
three such trips in the 
past. He said these 
trips allowed for inter-
action among geology 
students of the soutli-
westem universities. 
lnlo-LaUJ 
The University of 
Texas School of Law 
will not be recruiting 
minority graduates from 
colleges and universities 
this year, according to 
Donald L. Willfams, d1-
rector of Project lnfo-
Law. 
In past years, a dele. 
gation of students from 
UT would recruit minor-
ity graduate students, 
but this year because of 
allegations from the 
Chicano Law Student 
Association and the 
Thurgood Marshal Legal 




The second annu§l 
International Media 
Conference sponsored 
by the Department of 
English and Mass Com~. 
munications of Pan 
American University 
will be heJd Nov. 9-11 
at EdinbW'g and Rey-
nosa, Mex. ' 
The conference will 
feature talks, panel and 
discussions. Latin 
American and North 
American delegates will 
appear on the programs 
and a few persons from 
European countries are 
expected to particifate. 
The first day o the 
conference, Nov. 9, at 
Edinbwg, events will 
include a golf tour-
nament and a shopping 
tour to Reynosa and 
Matamores, Mex. The 
second day, Nov. 10, 
will be in Reynosa in-
cluding presentation of 
panels, a discussion by 
the advisory board of a 
proposal international 
society for journalism/ 
mass communication/ 
education. visits to 
Reynosa media and 
lunch and dinner at a 
well known nightclub/ 
restaurant to be 
announced later. 
On Nov. 11, the 
events will be at the 
Echo Motor Hotel at 
Edinburg. Local press 
clubs will present their 
panels, a workshop for 
hight school . students, 
and a second workshop 
for junior college stu-
dents will be set ~p ready 
to welcome student 
participation. 
Those interested in 
additional information 
may contact Dr. Bruce 
Underwood, conference 
coordinator, at Emilia 
Hall 100 or 381-2541. 
Dorm Girls Form Club 
Approximately 90 
girls of the dormitory 
have assembled to form 
a club of their own. The 
girls, all residents of the 
dormitory, voted to 
name their club The 
Dorm Debs. 
Elected dorm presi-
dent, Blanca Gonzalez 
stressed the importance 
of unification at the 
Wednesday night meet-
ings and proposed . 
projects which the girls 
will undertake du.ring 
the coming semester. 
The projects proposed 
include: a booth at the 
Carnival of the Great 
Pumpkin»an open house 
on Sundays, a Bronco 
Queen candidate, a 
turkey raffle and a jean 
dance • . 
Memlilership is open 
to all residents of the 
!Ji!ls' dorm and dues are 
fl.60 per semester. 
''We .are among the 
biggest organizations on 
campus and want to be 
noted as one,0 said Ms. 
Gonzalez after the 
meeting. 
AURORA'S Bridal ·shop .... ••.. 
nm 
IL I~ 111,-, 
73 Ttr 72· o,,- Dt;aebilllll 
Ladies Purses, Shells, .ii 
Vests &Pan~uits 2 
Jr. Blouses, Shirts, Pants 
and Denim Purses 
Some Weddi~g Dresses P I CE! 
and Accessones ■ 
Long Dresses, ~edding ½ o FF I Dresses, Headp1eces 1 3 Perfume, Scarfs ■ 
Inca Watches½ PR1CE! 
-CASHONLY-
310½ N. Cage Phan 
